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Abstract
There is an opportunity and necessity to enhance computer systems with automated intelli-
gence in order to permit natural and reliable interaction similar to human-human interaction.
The recent availability of unobtrusive input modalities, such as eye trackers and web cameras,
has enabled the viable real-time detection of user’s emotions and mental states. However, a
key challenge is utilising such modalities to enable a computer to actively interact with users
based on their emotions and mental states. Consequently, the aim of this PhD is to develop a
user model that will be utilised to infer a user’s emotional and cognitive state, which may be
subsequently exploited to adapt the user experience in order to maximise the performance of
the system and guarantee task completion.
An underlying framework for adaptive Human-Computer Interaction has been developed
that comprises a Perception Component responsible for capturing and modelling affective
and cognitive states, and an Adaptation Component, which drives the appropriate adaptation
to the User Interface or User Experience. The research presented within this thesis primarily
contributes to the Perception Component by probing the use of facial expressions as an input
modality for computer systems. Additionally, eye-gaze tracking data has been investigated
for assessing and modelling cognitive workload.
This work presented herein involves data collection from unobtrusive input modalities,
as well as the development of machine learning algorithms to build user models from the
collected data. Subsequently, user affective states and cognitive load have been modelled
and investigated within various computer-based tasks. Moreover, the credibility of using
facial expressions for modelling affective states and pupil size for modelling cognitive load
has been explored and discussed. Intrinsically, pupil size variation can be used to model
cognitive load during interaction with user interfaces, while facial expressions do not reflect
the actual feelings of the user in that context.
Glossary
Active Interaction: refers to the case when a user interacts with a user interface, working and
attempting to complete a task.
Adaptation Component: represents that motor that makes the adjustment and suitable changes
into the user interface or the user experience.
Affective Computing: is the research domain that focus on studying and detecting Affective
States of users.
Affective State: refers to the experience of feelings and emotional state of a user.
Area of Interest: refers to a sub region of the User Interface where most eye fixations are
located on that particular boundary of the display.
Arousal: is the physiological and psychological state that activates the alertness, conscious-
ness and attention as a reaction to stimuli.
Circumplex Model: a model that presents a human emotional state as a result of combining
two dimensions which are Valence and Arousal.
Cognitive State: refers to an assessment of user’s mental work load.
Cross Validation: is an evaluation technique that is commonly used to assess the model
predictability by splitting dataset into a number of folds that one-fold used testing whilst the
other folds used in training in each run, and then rotating this process over the folds and the
results will be aggregated from the each run.
Eye-Gaze Tracking Data: refers to the data obtained from the infra-red eye tracker device.
Facial Expression: is a non-verbal representation of user emotional feeling, which originated
from the movement of the facial muscles.
Facial Expression Recognition: is the process that attempts to automatically detect the va-
lence emotional state through analysing features from the image of the face.
Fixation: represents the moment that a user eyes are relatively stationary on a specific object.
Human-Computer Interaction: involves the study, planning, design and uses of interfaces
between computers and people.
Input Modality: is a channel through which a computer system acquires data about the user.
Passive Interaction: refers to the case when a user looking on a user interface without exerting
effort.
vii
Perception Component: represents the component that monitor human user’s states whilst
interacting with a machine.
Saccade: represents eye movements between fixations on the screen whilst interacting with a
User Interface.
Ubiquitous Computing: refers to the era where computing becomes everywhere, on different
devices, in which computer systems and user interfaces utilised within different aspects of
daily life.
User Experience: refers to all users’ aspects whilst interacting with a user interface.
User Interface: refers to the visible means where Human-Computer Interaction takes place.
User Model: refers to knowledge source of aspects of the user that are relevant to the system
or related to a particular Human-Computer Interaction context.
Valence: is a representation of the intrinsic attractiveness or averseness of an emotion.
Abbreviations
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
As humans, our abilities and performance while carrying out different tasks differ due to
several factors, such as health conditions, mental processing capabilities, emotional feelings,
task nature and the desire to achieve it. Additionally, understanding human feelings and
states that may entail information about achieving a certain task can be an intricate endeavour.
Subsequently, this research aims to examine the feasibility and the possibility of making
machines more perceptive devices that can recognise innate human factors, which have an
impact in human’s performance and effectiveness.
1.2 Studying Human-Computer Interaction
Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) is defined by (Hewett et al., 1992) as a discipline
concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems
for human use and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them. The interaction
styles between users and computers have passed through a number of different phases,
starting from simple command line interfaces, to interfaces that adopt the now ubiquitous
Windows, Icons, Menus, and Pointers (WIMP) model. The relationship between computers
and humans has progressed through three main eras (Weiser and Brown, 1996), (1) the
Mainframe Era, (2) the Personal Computer Era, and now (3) the Ubiquitous Computing Era.
Within the Ubiquitous Computing Era, there has been a dramatic growth in the variety of
computer systems and user interfaces utilised within different aspects of daily life (Dumas
et al., 2009; Duric et al., 2002; Karray et al., 2008). Therefore, there is an opportunity and
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a necessity to enhance computer interfaces with automated intelligence in order to permit
interaction that is similar to natural human-human interaction (Harper et al., 2008).
Within the Ubiquitous Computing Era in which we currently live, there has been a
dramatic growth in the variety of computer systems and user interfaces utilised within
different aspects of daily life (Dumas et al., 2009). Therefore, a lot of effort is made towards
enhancing the interaction quality between the human and the computer, which attempts
to determine the most feasible and intuitive form of interaction, especially when humans
deem computers as social agents (Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2003). Consequently, a range of
technologies have been explored within the research literature to endow computers with
the ability to perceive more about the users, such as measuring different states of the user
including stress and mental workload (Ahn and Picard, 2014; Hariharan and Philipp Adam,
2015; McDuff et al., 2014; Neoh et al., 2015).
Consequently, many HCI researchers utilised different methodologies as an attempt to
improve the interaction between humans and computer systems, and they suggest a range of
solutions to the problem resulting from the gap between the core language carried out by the
computer and the task language carried out by the user, i.e. the difference between the user’s
formulation of actions to achieve a goal and the actions permitted by the system (Dix et al.,
2004; Kirakowski and Corbett, 1990; Saffer, 2009).
1.3 Basic Components of HCI Study
HCI research is typically focused on producing interaction models that are characterised
by consistency, observability, predictability, reachability, visibility, simplicity, flexibility,
learnability, operability, usability and accessibility (Dix et al., 2004; Kirakowski and Corbett,
1990; Stephanidis, 2001). The HCI domain attempts to design, build and improve interaction
between humans and computers. Moreover, HCI is technology driven with the aim of
deploying new interaction paradigms to reduce the barrier between the users’ tasks and the
capabilities of the computer. This section discusses the basic components for any HCI study,
which include: (1) User Model; (2) Application Model; (3) Interaction Model.
1. The User Model represents a knowledge source that contains explicit assumptions on
all aspects of the user that are relevant to a system behaviour (Sullivan and Tyler, 1991).
Furthermore, it helps the system to predict the characteristics that are associated with a
user (Benyon and Murray, 1993). In a broader perspective, there exists a wide range
of generic user characteristics, such as language, culture, demography, preference,
emotion and many others, that can be utilised to model a user.
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2. The Application Model represents an abstraction that defines the functional aspects of
the system, and the associated operations (Benyon and Murray, 1993). Furthermore, it
defines the logical activities that help users to achieve their goals. This model should
describe the actual application in terms of its objects, corresponding attributes and
associated relationships.
3. The Interaction Model provides a representation for the designated interaction between
a user and an application. This is typically based on one of the most famous models
used by HCI researchers, i.e. the Human Action Cycle (HAC) which was suggested by
Donald Norman (Norman, 2002). The benefit of such modelling is to help designers to
understand complex human behaviour (Dix et al., 2004). In terms of the HAC, there
exists four basic parts to any action (Norman, 2002):
(a) The Goal Formation, in which the user formulates what he or she wants to do,
framed in terms of the domain.
(b) The Execution Stage, in which the user formulates an intention on how to perform
the action.
(c) The Evaluation Stage, in which the user validates the achieved results against the
original goals.
(d) The Real World where the objects are manipulated by the user.
Consequently, this research project focuses on the User Model because it represents a key
for intuitive and intelligent interaction, as it endows machines to perceive and understand
humans or at least be aware of relevant human aspects that influence computer-based task
completion.
1.4 Research Aim and Objectives
The overarching aim of the thesis is to examine the exploitation of visual-based input
channels, particularly webcam and eye tracker, for detecting and recognising spontaneous
user feelings and experiences. Subsequently, the investigations and experiments for given
studies conducted throughout the presented herein, provide a set of techniques that facilitate
the generation of a User Model that represents the affective and cognitive states of the users
interacting with a User Interface (UI).
In order to support the overarching aim of the thesis, a number of studies were carried
out, including studies that examine and explore facial-based features for recognising facial
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expressions and associated user affective states. Subsequently, these studies validated the
relationship between facial expressions and affective states in HCI contexts. Therefore, a
review has been carried out of the Affective Computing literature to explore the appropriate
set of emotional states that should be used, as well as to examine the most feasible methods
that can be used for feature extraction and representation for facial expression analysis
together with the effective machine learning techniques for facial expression recognition and
detection. Moreover, a Data Collection Study has been developed and implemented to collect
relevant features via different channels to be used for analysis and validation. Alternatively,
studies were conducted that investigated eye tracking data in relation to actual cognitive
states of the users, whilst interacting with different computer-based tasks. In other words,
checking the pupil size dilation (i.e.variation) and response according to the cognitive states
within HCI contexts. In addition, the relationship between facial-based features and eye
tracking-based features was also examined using correlation tests,likewise the association
between the affective states and cognitive states.
The studies presented in this thesis went through a number of stages, whereby each
stage facilitates the establishment of a component for a framework for adaptive HCI, and
also each component may contribute to relevant research areas such as machine learning,
feature extraction and representation, statistical analysis, data collection, self reporting
assessment tools and exploitation of visual-based input channels. Additionally, the outputs
of this research including feature extraction and representation, analysis approaches, and
generated dataset, would be beneficial for both students and researchers who work within
HCI research themes as well as other disciplines related to Machine Learning, Affective
Computing, Cognitive Computing and User-Centered Design.
Subsequently, the purpose of the studies is to test the behaviour of the facial expressions
and eye gaze behaviour within different HCI contexts. Accordingly, the User Model sym-
bolises the vital role of adaptive HCI, which leads to the intelligent systems that are able
to select the appropriate way to make the suitable adaptation according to the application
domain, in order to achieve the an intelligent adaptive form of HCI.
1.5 Approach and Methodology
The general strategy followed within the research presented herein is to investigate the
relationships between different types of data, which was acquired within the context of
Human-Computer Interaction, specifically data relating to user interactions during common
computer-based tasks that represent the most usage by ordinary user. Subsequently, the
multi-modal dataset collected during the PhD is composed of visual-based recordings, which
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are webcam and infra-red eye tracker frames, and associated self-reported scores that entail
information about the tasks, user emotional states and cognitive load i.e. mental processing.
The data can be viewed as two categories. First category is the subjective self-reporting,
which includes: (1) task questionnaire composed of three questions about knowledge in
the task and relevant user competence, and difficulty level of the task; (2) a user state
questionnaire using Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) scales responses that are three sub-
scales about Valence, Arousal and Dominance; (3) a task load questionnaire using NASA
Load Index (NASA-TLX) scores that composed of six sub-scales. The second category
represents the electronically populated features from visual-based input channels, which are
facial-based features and eye gaze-based features. On one hand, facial-based features that
are point-based features, which are points in the Cartesian coordinate space, and referred to
as fiducial points. Additionally, distance-based features that were calculated from extracted
fiducial points. On the other hand, eye gaze-based features, including different statistical
functions that were used for features generation from spontaneous samples features to
descriptive features, where each one of them represents a set of values captured within a
particular window of time.
Consequently, data collection protocol has been designed and implemented to populate
and prepare a dataset that facilitates the investigations and helps out in examining the hypoth-
esis derived out to answer the research questions. Additionally, a number of classification
experiments and statistical analysis have been conducted and applied on benchmark datasets
as well as applied on the collected dataset.
1.6 Research Questions
At the outset of the research, the following research questions were generated that the various
studies aimed to answer:
1. What are the emotional states that can be detected and utilised for the purpose of
modelling the user within an adaptive HCI context?
2. What is the best method that can be used as input channel to capture the user state
that would be useful for adaptive HCI?
3. What are the most efficient machine learning and statistical approaches to modelling
user states within an adaptive HCI context?
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1.7 Key Research Contributions
Despite the fact that detecting and recognising affective and emotional states via facial
expression analysis has been investigated, still it is considered a challenging task in terms
of accuracy versus the quality of the images within different real world conditions. Subse-
quently, one of the outcomes of current research project contributes to the advancements
in facial expression recognition process. The yielded approach facilitates achievement of a
robust and highly accurate recognition model, specifically in terms of feature representation,
whereby a novel feature representation based on Euclidean distance-based features have
been generated from facial point markers together with exploiting these features for facial
expression recognition as given in Chapter 4. Moreover, the design and development of an
ensemble-based hierarchical machine learning technique that decomposes the classification
decision into micro-decisions made by binary classifiers. Therefore, a novel classification
technique that is a hierarchical structure of a set of classifiers working together have been
implemented and validated, as presented in Chapter 4 is able to provide a classification
mechanism that is extensible over a number affective states, taking into account classification
accuracy.
Additionally, modelling user affective states within different HCI contexts has not been
explored in the literature sufficiently. Consequently, user states and feeling during typical HCI
contexts have been explored and identified within the research presented herein. Validated
classification techniques and feature extraction methods were applied on the collected dataset
in order to automatically classify emotions via facial expressions by analysing video frames
that have been acquired whilst users attempted and interacted with each of the computer-
based tasks. In Chapter 4, conclusions and interesting findings on the relationship between
facial expression and UIs under various tasks have been drawn as well as the relationship with
self-subjective reports. Consequently, the aforementioned studies demanded an appropriate
dataset that provides a representation of typical HCI contexts. Therefore, multi-modal feature
sets have been populated through a Data Collection Study given in Chapter 3, where features
from different input modalities were extracted and collected, which can be used to reason
about users’ affective and cognitive states whilst interacting with common computer software
and attempting to complete typical computer-based tasks.
Furthermore, additional studies were conducted that exploited visual-based features,
which were captured from a webcam and an eye-tracker for other uses. For instance,
computer-based task classification through exploiting facial-based features. As presented in
Chapter 6, classification experiments revealed the possibility to distinguish between different
computer tasks through means of facial expressions. Moreover, a novel approach to track
pupil size variation through features based on facial points markers was presented. The
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relationship between pupil size and features of the eye boundary area were investigated,
whereby correlation analysis between eye-tracking data and features populated from facial
expression analysis showed the possibility to track pupil size variation through features
populated from a webcam frames of the eye area as given in Chapter 6.
1.8 Thesis Document Structure
The current thesis document consists of eight Chapters and four Appendices. Chapter 1
provides an introduction to the research area and briefly describes the motivation for the
work, an overview of the methodology, the research questions together with key contributions
achievements.
A review of the literature is given in Chapter 2, where a background is given on the
research approaches that handled HCI models, in addition to a review of related research
conducted on user modelling. Moreover, the input channels that can be used for modelling
user states, machine learning methods and state-of-the-art techniques and assessment tools
have been reviewed and discussed. Further details on the conducted literature review have
been given in a tabular form in Appendix A and Appendix B.
Chapter 3 provides a description of the Data Collection Study carried out in the current
project, which includes the design, implementation and data exploitation schemes.
Chapter 4 presents the work of facial expression analysis, which contains the details of
facial-based data feature extraction methods across several classification techniques along
with the developed hierarchical machine learning technique. Moreover, the use of pre-trained
models and the use of recent image classification techniques for facial expression detection
have been addressed.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 focused on eye-tracking data. On the one hand, Chapter 5
provides analysis of several techniques utilising self-reported scores against eye-tracking
data, notably the NASA-Task Load Index and the Self-Assessment Manikin Scales. On
the other hand, Chapter 6 presents an experiment where both of facial-based features are
combined with eye gaze-based features and correlation analysis has been conducted between
the both.
Finally, Chapter 7 outlines the main aspects of an adaptive form of HCI, considering the
major facets of affective and cognitive state perception of users, and identifies and outlines
the components for an adaptive HCI framework. Moreover, it concludes the thesis with the
main items of the work along with the main findings derived from the experiments, such as
the relationship between facial expressions and actual affective states, the correlation between
pupil dilation and the cognitive load, the association between facial-based features captured
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from a webcam and eye-gaze features captured from an infra-red camera. In addition,
suggestions for future work in the domain of Affective Computing or related research areas
are presented.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Overview
This chapter presents a review of the literature into the work done on the related topics and
relevant areas, which are: HCI Research Approaches, HCI Models, Human Factors and
Cognitive Models, User Modelling and Adaptive HCI, and Input Perception Modalities. In
addition, usage of Visual-Based Data has been discussed including Facial Expression and
Eye Gaze-Based Tracking Data, along with key aspects of the state-of-the-art on Machine
Learning and Classification Methods. Moreover, the review discussed Subjective Assessment
Tools that can be used in order to gather information from user’s experiences and feelings.
It concludes with a synthesised summary of the research literature, identifying the research
gaps.
2.2 Human-Computer Interaction Research Approaches
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research aspects can be handled at different levels:
(1) Physical Aspects, which investigate the mechanics of interactions between computer
and human in which the mechanics of interactions are investigated (Chapanis, 1965); (2)
Cognitive Aspects, which are concerned with the design, analysis and evaluation of complex
systems to maximise the usability of the interface (Hollender et al., 2010); (3) Affective
Aspects, which endeavour to provide the computer with perceptions and inferences of the
user’s emotions and attitudes (Picard, 2000a). With regard to this aspect, emotion perception
is considered to be an active part of intelligence (Mavrikis et al., 2015; Picard, 2003; Sebe,
2009). According to Picard, computer systems need to have logical reasoning abilities about
the user in order to interact intelligently (Picard, 2000a). In other words, it should recognise
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the user’s affective expressions, in particular, indications of frustration, fear, or dislike, and
respond intelligently (Picard, 2000a, 2003). Subsequently, the foundations of HCI research
up to the current progression on this area will be elaborately discussed in the following
section.
2.3 Traditional HCI Models
The progression of HCI models is ongoing as technology keeps moving forward and new
interfaces, needs, activities and uses arise. In early HCI research, HCI models were generated
that utilised a formal grammatical description as a predictive tool to compare alternative
designs for user interface ease of use (Reisner, 1981). This tool was employed to identify
design inconsistencies from a human point of view during the design cycle. However, this
type of model is particularly intended for determining a user’s knowledge and competence,
rather than measuring a user’s performance during interaction. In addition, Moran (Moran,
1981) introduced a HCI model entitled Command Language Grammar (CLG) as a framework
that represents user interface aspects at four levels of abstraction: task level, semantic level,
syntactic level, and interaction level, where each level describes the actions that existed in
the system in order to accomplish tasks throughout the whole system, from different points
of view according to the level of abstraction. Nevertheless, this model does not consider any
aspects related to the user’s capabilities, limitations and situational context.
Regardless, this model paved the way for the Human Processor Model (HPM), which is
one of the first HCI models that takes human aspects into consideration (Card et al., 1983).
Subsequently, the HPM model aims to understand and measure user’s performance within
a HCI context according to the user’s mental processing and memorisation capabilities.
Utilising this perspective, the Goals Operators Methods Selection (GOMS) architecture was
introduced in 1983, which comprised four primary components: (1) Goals; (2) Operators;
(3) Methods; (4) Selection (Biswas et al., 2012). For example, the GOMS model defines the
usability approach for accomplishing a Goal using available Methods, which are composed
of Operators that take into account Selections (rules) in order to choose the proper way
available in the system to achieve that Goal (Card et al., 1983). Subsequently, GOMS permits
usability designers to break tasks into sub-tasks and goals in order to define the actions
to be undertaken to achieve a desired target goal (John and Kieras, 1996). Consequently,
the GOMS model is deemed as an important milestone in the history of HCI modelling
as it introduces and utilises the perspective of the users during interaction. Moreover, it is
considered a template for other models that use the same approach, albeit with different
activities and levels of complexity.
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Examples of the GOMS family of HCI models include the Keystroke Level Model (Card,
Moran and Newell, 1980), Natural GOMS Language (Kieras, 1994), Cognitive Perceptual
Motor GOMS (John et al., 2002). Such GOMS-based models focus on the procedures and
operators that users employ in order to achieve their goals during interaction with a computer.
Furthermore, GOMS-based models can be used to measure system aspects, such as procedure
and operation speed and complexity. In particular, the GOMS family of models are efficient
for modelling optimal behaviour as a fixed plan before interaction begins, i.e. the goals and
plans are determined prior to execution. However, the assumption of following an optimal
plan cannot be guaranteed in most real-world interaction scenarios (Biswas et al., 2012).
Furthermore, the GOMS family of models do not address human aspects such as mental
workload, user preferences, habits, or physical abilities (Sharp et al., 2011).
2.4 Human Factors and Cognitive Models
An initial attempt at generating models that address human behaviour is the State Operator
And Result (SOAR) model proposed in (Laird, 1987). SOAR models human cognition as a
rule-based system that exploits a learning technique to convert sequences of operations into
production rules that will be utilised in situations where a user is not able to complete a task
due to insufficient knowledge, referred to as an impasse state. Subsequently, the production
rules can be employed in similar situations through the use of a Chunking Mechanism
(Newell, 1992). In a similar manner, Bratman (Bratman, 1987) described the Belief Desire
Intention (BDI) theory of human practical reasoning, which discussed each component of
this architecture along with the underpinning rationale. Furthermore, the BDI theory captures
the main components of practical reasoning, including intention handling, execution, option
generation and deliberation. However, as the associated BDI architecture describes a higher
level of abstraction, it is not necessarily practical for use in rational reasoning systems (Rao
and Georgeff, 1995). Regardless, BDI theory inspired the development of other models and
architectures such as the BDI software architecture presented in (Rao and Georgeff, 1995),
which models an intelligent agent in terms of Beliefs, Desires and Intentions. However, the
BDI software architecture does not consider inter-agent interaction, and does not support the
integration of agent learning within multi-agent systems (Georgeff et al., 1998).
Besides these models, there are models known as Cognitive Models, which are utilised to
investigate human behaviour during interaction with computers, particularly the prediction
and simulation of mental processes during a task (Biswas and Robinson, 2010). In (Anderson,
1993), Anderson presented the Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) model that
helps to derive assumptions about human cognition. ACT-R describes how humans apply
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knowledge to solve problems and achieve their goals. Moreover, it shows that human memory
is divided into declarative and procedural memory. On the one hand, declarative memory
stores the goals and related facts, whereas, on the other hand, procedural memory includes
procedures and related rules for operation.
In fact there are many models and architectures designated for diverse forms of interac-
tions within various environments with different types of constraints, such as the Cognitive
Architecture for Computational Modelling of Human Performance (EPIC) (Kieras and Meyer,
1994), the tool that supports reasoning about behaviour (CORE) (Howes et al., 2001), the
methodology framework for modelling human performance (APEX) (Freed et al., 1999), the
computational cognitive architecture entitled Connectionist Learning with Adaptive Rule
Induction On-line (CLARION) (Sun, 2006) and the Man-Machine Integration Design and
Analysis System (MIDAS) (Gore, 2011). Table A.1 in Appendix A presents an comparative
overview of a number of models surveyed within the literature from a range of disciplines
that are potentially relevant to HCI.
2.5 Adaptive Human-Computer Interaction
Generally speaking, adaptability can be used to refer to systems that enable users to choose
different, preferential ways to accomplish tasks (Kirakowski and Corbett, 1990). Furthermore,
adaptation is used in many disciplines such as behaviour adaptation in human-human
interaction, process and device interaction in multi-agent systems, as well as adaptation in
intelligent HCI. Consequently, enhancing HCI to be adaptive and intelligent empowers a solid
integration between humans and the computerised resources, resulting in the achievement of
effective, efficient, comfortable, and reliable HCI (Harper et al., 2008). In this context, another
depiction for adaptation is the system that guarantees reliable system functioning through
error-free or error-tolerating operation, and provides system state diagnosis to support human
decision making (Balint, 1995). Moreover, in the same paper, Balint presented different
possibilities for adaptation and suggested categorisation according to type, applicability,
control and usability (Balint, 1995).
Therefore, within the research literature, different approaches such as giving help adjuncts,
changing tasks organisation, or modifying the interface and others have been suggested for
adaptation, due to the dependency between the adaptation approach utilised and the domain
in which the software is being employed. Subsequently, Cheng et al. presented a software
engineering study for self-adaptive systems; they identified four sets of dimensions that
should be modelled in a way such that each dimension represents a specific aspect of
the self-adaptive systems (Cheng et al., 2009): (1) Goals and Objective-based dimensions
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of the system, which are: Evolution, Flexibility, Duration, Multiplicity and Dependency.
(2) Changes, which refer to causes of adaptation, including Source, Type, Frequency and
Anticipation. (3) Mechanisms that show adaptation process aspects, which include Type,
Autonomy, Organization, Scope, Duration, Time-lines and Triggering. (4) Effects, which
identify the impact of adaptation on the system, which includes Criticality, Predictability,
Overhead and Resilience.
Additionally, Qureshi and Perini stated that the main requirement for an adaptive system
is by defining explicit alternatives in the operations used to achieve the goals; in other words,
adaptive systems should include variability in both system operations and behaviours, and
evaluation criteria (Qureshi and Perini, 2009).
2.6 User Affective States Modelling
A User-Model is defined by Benyon and Murray as "a representation of the knowledge
and preferences which the system believes that a user possesses" (Benyon and Murray,
1993). Arguably, the aforementioned HCI models cannot be regarded as User Models,
Interaction Models, or Application Models according to the basic structure of HCI given
in the Introduction Chapter, due to the links and Interrelationships between characteristics
and aspects in the components of these models. Therefore, it is difficult to investigate the
User Model apart from Interaction Model and Application Model within a HCI context,
because the User Model is intrinsically linked to the other two models (Biswas and Robinson,
2010; Biswas et al., 2012; Oviatt, 2003). Nevertheless, this section discusses methods used
to model user characteristics, specifically those aspects related to both the affective state
and the cognitive states of the user. Moreover, the discussion will focus on the approaches,
techniques, assessment methods and input perception modalities used to detect and model
these characteristics, as specified within the research literature.
In the context of HCI, the detection of user emotion could be just as important for
adaptation and intelligent interaction with the next generation of machines (Picard, 2000a).
Consequently, several studies focused on detecting different sets of emotions (Barakova et al.,
2015; Busso et al., 2004; Ekman, 2003; Hariharan and Philipp Adam, 2015; Kneer et al.,
2016; Mohammad et al., 2015; Neoh et al., 2015; Shan et al., 2007). However, within the
domain of Affective Computing, there is no agreement on a definitive set of human emotions
to recognise. Hence, several research efforts have defined different sets of emotion labels
that are domain and application specific. Table B.1 in Appendix B provides a summary of
user modelling studies surveyed within the Affective Computing literature, which outlines
the sets of emotions that have been defined and detected within the existing research studies
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and provides relevant details of each of the studies, such as the context and information
sources used to infer and predict each kind of emotion. For example, Ekman and Friesen
(Ekman and Friesen, 1971) revealed six emotions that can be inferred from facial expressions,
including surprise, fear, happiness, sadness, anger and disgust. Whereas in Shan et al.
(Shan et al., 2007), a different set of emotions were detected from body gestures, including
anger, anxiety, boredom, disgust, joy, puzzlement and surprise. By contrast, in Busso et al.
(Busso et al., 2004), only four emotions were identified, which included sadness, anger and
happiness, along with a neutral state. Subsequently, 102 labels for different affective states
were compiled from 46 studies, and can be visualised in the word cloud given in Figure 2.1.
Fig. 2.1 Word cloud for used labels of different affective states compiled from 46 studies,
where the size of the label is related to the number of occurrences of that label across the
surveyed studies.
(Russell, 1980) used an alternative endeavour to model emotional states. Which is
considered a renowned model of affective states, entitled the Circumplex Model of Affect
(CMA) given in Figure 2.2, which states that instead of defining labels as discrete emotions,
affective state is a result of two neurophysiological dimensions: (1) the Pleasant-Unpleasant
continuum, known as the Valence axis; (2) the Activation-Deactivation continuum, known as
the Arousal axis (Posner et al., 2005; Russell, 1980).
Furthermore, in (Soleymani et al., 2012) three classes were defined for both arousal and
valence, with the arousal classes containing the states calm, medium aroused and activated,
whereas the valence classes contained the states unpleasant, neutral and pleasant. Other
studies, such as the work carried out in (Joho et al., 2009), used two approaches to model
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Fig. 2.2 Valence (pleasant-unpleasant continuum) versus Arousal (activation-deactivation
continuum). The two dimensional spaces of the Circumplex Model (Russell and Lemay,
2000).
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affective expressions; the first model, referred to as Pronounce Level, uses three categories
to classify facial expressions according to how much they are pronounced: No (Neutral),
Low (Angry, Disgust, Fear, and Sad) and High (Happy and Surprise). The second model,
referred to as the Facial Expression Change Rate, represents how often the detected facial
expressions changed from one category to another, which subsequently indicated the impact
on affect of the content of a video clip.
From the aforementioned literature and as provided in Table B.1 in Appendix B, the
user modelling process is changeable and diverse, different emotional states and labels are
addressed and defined, therefore, user modelling process can be handled in different ways
according to the application target and environment in which the application is used.
User-Model for Adaptive HCI
Affective state detection in the context of HCI is a key for intelligent adaptation, which
subsequently generates an interaction style that reasons in context with the user’s goals,
attitudes, plans and capabilities (Picard, 2003; Sullivan and Tyler, 1991). Also, achieving
an intelligent and adaptive form of HCI depends on the software application (i.e. the user
interface (UI)) and the domain in which the software is being employed, together with
other constraints related to the UI functions, and both task characteristics and requirements
(Jameson, 2003; Saffer, 2009). Subsequently, the system becomes able to provide error-
tolerant operations as well as providing system state diagnosis to support human decision
making (Balint, 1995). Therefore, a more robust integration between humans and computers
may be obtained, resulting in the achievement of an effective, efficient, comfortable and
reliable HCI, where the systems have the ability to make suitable adaptations in relation
to contextual information about both the task and the user’s affective and cognitive states
(Karray et al., 2008; Oviatt, 2003).
Affective State Perception
Generally speaking, Affect as a concept describes the feeling that a human experiences whilst
progressing in everyday activities (Stangor et al., 2014). Additionally, Affect is a broad term
that can be related to emotions, mood and any reaction yielded instinctively due to a response
caused by specific incident or stimuli (Stangor et al., 2014; Zajonc, 1980).
On the other hand, Affective State (i.e. emotion) represents a composition of more compli-
cated psychological and physiological constructs (Harmon-Jones et al., 2012). Affective State
is associated with a perceptible biological changes, which causes the human to feel it, as
well as the opportunity of the appearance of such changes that make them apparent for other
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humans so that they might observe the feeling that the person is experiencing (Davidson,
1992). Subsequently, Oatley and Johnson-Laird described affective states as cognitive states
that coordinate nervous system processes, which make the biological changes to achieve
certain goals through transition between different plans, together with communicating and
conveying these goals to others (Oatley and Johnson-Laird, 1987).
Affective states have been studied by many cognitive psychologists because of the cause-
effect relationship between emotional state and other cognitive processes, such as working
memory, attention and reasoning operations (Harmon-Jones et al., 2012; Oatley and Johnson-
Laird, 1987; Zajonc, 1980). User’s Affective State has a profound impact on the cognitive
processes, brain activation and attention, for example the Happy emotional state strengthens
cognition and broadens the cognitive scope, whereas the Anxiety emotional state has the
opposite effect (Harmon-Jones et al., 2012; Oatley and Johnson-Laird, 1987).
Subsequently, several theories has been developed by psychologists to explain the rela-
tionship between Affective State and cognitive abilities, in spite of the fact that many of these
theories do not address the type of a particular Affective State within a specific context such as
critical thinking or learning (Graesser et al., 2008). For instance, Frijda and Parrott proposed
the "Action-Readiness Theory of Emotions" that describes what they call UR-Emotions - that
are multicomponential emotions - a set of stimulus-response pairs, which are universal and
based on the biological changes and represents states of readiness for specific actions (Frijda
and Parrott, 2011).
Additionally, the most common employed theory for Affective State is the "Core-Affect
Theory of Emotions" introduced by (Russell, 2003) and elaborated on by (Yik et al., 2011).
This theory advises that emotion is a state resulting from core affect and comprises a set
of underlying dimensions composed of a Valence component that describes the pleasure
level, and an Arousal component that refers to the agitation intensity and the activation level
(Russell, 2003; Harmon-Jones et al., 2011).
Cognitive State Perception
According to (Sweller, 1988) the Cognitive Load Theory states that there are three types of
cognitive load:
1. Extraneous Cognitive Load, which is related to the load occurred because of the way
of presenting the instructions and material. Thus, this type of cognitive load is more
relevant to HCI and it can be managed and controlled by the designers in terms of the
UX design (Chandler and Sweller, 1991). Therefore, the objective should be to avoid
extraneous cognitive load.
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2. Intrinsic Cognitive Load, which is related to the difficulty level associated with the
instructions, which subsequently related to relevant information and experience level
of the person for that particular task (Bannert, 2002).
3. Germane Cognitive Load, which is related to the processing, construction and automa-
tion behaviour (i.e. schemata) that organises categories of information, and mental
structure of the thoughts, and the relationships among them (Sweller et al., 1998). The
difference between this type and the Extraneous and Intrinsic is that Germaine was
suggested to explain the effect of material presentation variability, such as the prob-
lem solving situations, where the learner (i.e user) formulates a schemata to identify
variability and distinguishes between relevant and irrelevant features for that particular
task.
Regardless the cause of the cognitive load, it is important to maintain the amount of cog-
nitive load within the total cognitive capacity in order to avoid cognitive ageing, which results
from working-memory capacity reduction due to irrelevant information. This consequently
slows down mental processes, and thus affects overall performance (Van Merriënboer and
Sweller, 2005). Therefore, measuring the amount of cognitive load in the HCI context would
be a practical and beneficial pillar for the Perception Component and the achievement of
adaptive form of HCI.
2.6.1 Assessment Tools of User’s States
User modelling involves the development of tools for the assessment, evaluation and predic-
tion of user’s feelings and mental workload (Hart, 2006; Saneiro et al., 2014). Researchers
seek to increase user performance through effective, efficient, satisfactory, safe and con-
formable ergonomics (Rubio et al., 2004). Principally, there are three categories of mental
workload evaluation tools according to (Rubio et al., 2004): (1) Performance-based measures
that rely upon the hypothesis that increasing task difficulty leads to an increase in demands
and eventually decreases performance. (2) Physiological measures, such as eye activity,
cardiac activity, respiratory activity, speech activity, and brain activity (Miller, 2001), which
utilise changes in the physiological condition of the user according to the basis presented in
(Johanssen et al., 1979) that mental workload affects human activity and causes a physical
response. (3) Subjective measures based on self-rated assessment scales that are completed
by users, which indicate their thoughts and impressions about tasks performed. Despite the
subjective nature of these types of metrics, they are considered to be efficient, successful and
are widely used due to their flexibility, ease of use and non-intrusive nature (Rubio et al.,
2004).
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Subjective Measures of Cognitive Workload
Interestingly, subjective measures could potentially provide results as precise as those ob-
tained by physiological measurements, as discussed in (TATTERSALL and FOORD, 1996).
Correspondingly, the most popular subjective measurement tools are: Subjective Workload
Assessment Technique (SWAT), developed by Reid and Nygren (Reid and Nygren, 1988),
and the NASA-Task Load Index (NASA-TLX), developed by the NASA Ames Research
Centre (Hart and Staveland, 1988). These tools provide a summary and detailed analysis of
aspects relevant to cognitive workload (Miller, 2001). In addition, these tools can also help
to determine specific sources of problems related to cognitive workload (Hart and Wickens,
1990).
SWAT is composed of three scales: (1) Time Load; (2) Mental Effort Load; (3) Psycho-
logical Stress Load, where each scale has a number of options for response (low, medium and
high) (Reid and Nygren, 1988). SWAT is a suitable tool for assessing cognitive workload
in ground-based operations such as simulations and laboratory-based trials. In spite of the
success and simplicity of SWAT, using three scales with only three dimensions for each may
potentially decrease the accuracy of the available responses. It has been characterised as
a tool with high inter-rater variability and a less sensitive tool when a low-level cognitive
workload occurs (Hart and Wickens, 1990).
NASA-TLX is a cognitive workload assessment tool that is used to identify human
performance aspects based on six independent subscales: (1) Mental Demand; (2) Physical
Demand; (3) Temporal Demand; (4) Performance; (5) Effort; (6) Frustration. NASA-TLX
incorporates features such as multidimensional rating, along with subscales for different
measurements, and achieves a higher rate of user acceptability due to its ease of use. NASA-
TLX correlates between high performance measures and low inter-rater variability (Hart
and Wickens, 1990), Consequently, user interaction quality in HCI context is associated
with mental workload and affective states (Iqbal et al., 2004). Therefore, research that
seeks efficient and productive interaction within the workplace, particularly in relation to
HCI, focuses on making suitable task demands that neither underload nor overload a user
(Rubio et al., 2004). Subsequently, one of the important workload assessment instruments
is the NASA-TLX, which is of considerable interest to researchers and subsequently used
extensively in different, complex human-machine systems such as aviation, transportation,
military and healthcare systems (Cain, 2007; Colligan et al., 2015).
In addition, (Bradley and Lang, 1994) developed a user self-reporting technique that
employs a non-verbal approach, known as the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM). As shown
in Figure 2.3, SAM uses a collection of pictures to self-assess different measurements
using three dimensions: (1) Valence, which refers to pleasure; (2) Arousal, which refers to
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activation (i.e. agitation); (3) Dominance, which refers to the level of control that a stimulus
evokes. The advantage of using the SAM scales is that it can be exploited in a wide range
of applications, across different experience levels of users due to its pictorial nature, hence
making it very easy to be understood and used.
Fig. 2.3 Self-Assessment Manikin scales (SAM) for dimensions of Valence, Arousal, and
Dominance (Bradley and Lang, 1994).
2.6.2 Perception and Modelling Techniques
The perception of the user’s state is a key component in adaptive HCI (Picard, 2000b; Sullivan
and Tyler, 1991). Therefore, several studies have been conducted to deal with various types
of perception techniques to detect and predict users’ affective states whilst they interacting
with computer systems (Ahn and Picard, 2014; Hariharan and Philipp Adam, 2015; Lanatà
et al., 2013; McDuff et al., 2014; Neoh et al., 2015; Soleymani et al., 2012). Additionally,
within the research literature there are several machine learning methods that have been
used for user states classification. For example, (McDuff et al., 2014) used Support Vector
Machines (SVM) and Bayesian classifiers to recognise the stress state of users, employing
facial expression as one of the inputs, and the accuracy of model they created was 85% using
SVM and 80% using Naive Bayes. Moreover, (Oliver, 1997) built a real-time recognition
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system that tracks lips and facial expressions in order to detect a set of emotions using Hidden
Markov Models, where their system has a recognition rate of 95%. By contrast, Kapoor
et al. (Kapoor et al., 2007) utilised facial expressions together with other input modalities
such as mouse pressure and skin conductance response to predict frustration using a range
of classification techniques including SVM, Gaussian Process, and K-Nearest Neighbour.
Additionally, the use of facial expression features with Bayesian classifiers to determine
affective scenes while watching videos was also proposed by Joho et al. (Joho et al., 2009).
More information are provided in the survey presented in Table B.1 in Appendix B, where a
number of conducted studies within this research area that utilised various types of perception
input channels of for the purpose of detecting and recognising the user state.
2.6.3 Input Modalities
In human-to-human interaction, one can intuitively predict emotional state based on observa-
tions about a person’s facial expression, body behaviour, and voice intonations (Karray et al.,
2008). This ability is essential as humans often adapt their own behaviour based on such
inferences. Therefore, from a computer engineering point of view, acquiring this kind of
information about the characteristics of a user can be achieved implicitly in a variety of ways.
Firstly, by interpreting user behaviour from mouse movements (Sun et al., 2014), keyboard
keystrokes (Hernandez et al., 2014) and content viewing (Lew et al., 2006; Pazzani and
Billsus, 2007). Secondly, from non-verbal affective perception channels, such as eye gaze
tracking (Lanatà et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2006), detection of facial expressions (Afzal and
Robinson, 2009; Afzal et al., 2009; Fasel and Luettin, 2003; McDuff et al., 2013; Pantic and
Rothkrantz, 2000), body movement tracking (Schrammel et al., 2010), gesture recognition
(Bretzner et al., 2001; Jaimes and Liu, 2005), speech and auditory analysis (Sobol-Shikler,
2009). Thirdly, from physiological aspects, using sensor-based detection such as Electrocar-
diogram (ECG) (Kim et al., 2004), Electroencephalogram (EEG) (Sourina and Liu, 2013)
and Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) (Shi et al., 2007). Last but not least, a combination of
the aforementioned modalities may be utilised within a multi-modal system (Caridakis et al.,
2007; Duric et al., 2002; Gunes and Piccardi, 2007; Kessous et al., 2010).
Subsequently, input modalities, also referred to as perception modalities, refer to the
natural human perceptual channels, which are the five human senses (vision, hearing, touch,
smell and taste) (Obrenovic and Starcevic, 2004; Oviatt et al., 2004; Vertegaal and Vertegaal,
2003). Analogously, in the perception modalities for machines and computer systems include
the keyboard, mouse, gesture, gaze, speech, touch and pen-based, which represent system
inputs utilised to obtain information from the user that is relevant to the application and
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associated context. Consequently, perception modalities can be categorised into three primary
areas (Karray et al., 2008): (1) audio-based; (2) sensor-based; (3) visual-based.
To begin with audio-based perception modalities. Audio-based perception modality
relates to information inferred from data acquired from different audio channels. Despite the
fact that audio signals are not as variable as visual signals (Karray et al., 2008), audio-based
modalities suffer from vulnerability to noise. As a result, the performance of such systems
degrades dramatically within real-world, noise polluted environments (Chin et al., 2012).
The second category of input modalities is the sensor-based perception modality. Many
different types of sensors can be used as perception modalities, ranging from the very
primitive to the very sophisticated in terms of properties such as specification, mechanism
and application (Fraden, 1998). The aim of some sensors is to emulate the human senses,
such as haptic and pressure sensors (Robles-De-La-Torre, 2006), and olfactory sensors (Legin
et al., 2005). Additionally, a range of biometric sensors has emerged that are utilised to
physically detect human body fluctuations and reactions, such as the ECG (Kim et al., 2004),
EEG (Sourina and Liu, 2013) and GSR (Shi et al., 2007). However, these types of perception
modalities are often impractical, invasive and obtrusive, and time-consuming with regard to
setup.
Thirdly, the visual-based (vision-based) perception modality, which represents the chan-
nels that provide data from seeing and perceiving the visual space of the world. These
modalities are deemed the most predominant input channels in the domain of Affective
Computing where the systems have the ability to recognise and interpret human affect (Afzal
et al., 2009), due to the correlation of facial expressions with human emotion (Ekman, 1999).
Nevertheless, many of these technologies are noisy, intrusive and obtrusive, which may
further produce a biased effect rather than detecting the actual states of the user (Hernandez
et al., 2014). On the contrary, visual-based modalities have many advantages over the other
modalities. Firstly, the human face mediates the perception of emotional expressions, and
affects interpersonal behaviour (Bruce, 1992). In addition, visual-based inputs are more
immune to noise than audio-based inputs (Bretzner et al., 2001). Also, they may potentially
provide perceptions about the user in real-time in a way that is unobtrusive to the user, so
the interaction can normally run without the need for any specialised equipment. Moreover,
the process of detection is viable at a distance and without the need for physical contact
(Shan et al., 2007). Furthermore, users often interact with computers as social agents in
which visual interaction may be the most feasible and intuitive form of interaction (Pantic
and Rothkrantz, 2003). Consequently, features extracted from visual-based inputs, i.e. facial
expression and eye tracking data, are commonly utilised due to their ease of use, improved
accuracy and the unobtrusive nature of these technologies (Lanatà et al., 2013).
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2.6.4 Facial Expression
As one of the input channels that is commonly used as a visual-based perception modality,
facial expressions are considered as one of the most relevant features that can provide an
indication about a user’s emotional state (Afzal et al., 2009; Fragopanagos and Taylor, 2005).
Furthermore, they are considered instrumental in revealing mental states and clues to the
user’s feelings (Akakin and Sankur, 2010). Although facial expressions are considered the
main cue for emotion recognition, the use of body expressions has also been employed to
provided information about the intensity of the emotion (Kleinsmith and Bianchi-Berthouze,
2013). Moreover, other studies in neuroscience and psychology have suggested body expres-
sions are as valuable as facial expressions in terms of providing an indication of emotional
state (Kleinsmith et al., 2011). However, capturing body expressions may not be suitable in
some workspaces and contexts.
Generally, facial expressions are generated from the movements of facial muscles, which
can originate unconsciously (Vega et al., 2014). Within the research literature, face gestures
are detected by analysing features from different regions of the face, primarily the mouth,
nose, eyes, eyebrows, and forehead (Akakin and Sankur, 2010). Moreover, many facial
recognition systems uses a facial expression taxonomy, notably the Facial Action Coding
System (FACS), as suggested by Ekman, Friesen and Hager in (Ekman et al., 2002). Within
the FACS, 46 Action Units (AU) have been identified for the face, where each AU corresponds
to a specific facial behaviour. Moreover, apart from FACS system and action units, (Lopes
et al., 2017) analysed facial expressions using Convolutional Neural Networks. In addition,
the face reader software that is a known tool for facial expressions analysis and detection
has deployed Active Appearance Model descriptors to extract features that used to train
an artificial neural network (Den Uyl and Van Kuilenburg, 2005). Furthermore, another
direction of this area of research that exploits 3D images for facial expression recognition
such as the work of (Lemaire et al., 2013), in which they used Differential Mean Curvature
Maps as features of depth images. Additionally, (Isezaki and Suzuki, 2011) proposed a
method spatial and time-series analysis of facial expressions using real-time depth images.
Benchmark Datasets
Many research studies have focused on building annotated and robust datasets in order to
develop computerised models for the automatic prediction of states of human emotion. For
example, Afzal et al. (Afzal and Robinson, 2009) used simulated driving scenarios and
a computer-based learning settings to induce different emotions that were subsequently
detected from facial expressions. Furthermore, Ahn and Picard (Ahn and Picard, 2014)
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showed that visual-based inputs are used to predict customer’s desires by analysing the
state shown in the facial expression of subjects during a beverage tasting experiment. Other
studies have explored the use of facial expression within a learning context using pedagogical
agents and tutoring systems using AU from the FACS framework (Whitehill et al., 2008). As
provided in Table B.1 in Appendix B, several contexts exploited across different applications
that are related to human states detection and modelling.
Besides, there currently exists a number of available datasets that commonly used for
benchmarking, and evaluating facial expression recognition techniques. Firstly, the the
CMU-Pittsburgh AU-Coded Face Expression Image Database, known as the CK dataset,
which contains a number of image sequences from 182 subjects of several ethnic groups, who
performing expression of the most common FACS action units (Kanade and Cohn, 2000).
Subsequently, the Cohn-Kanade Plus dataset (CKPLUS), which is an extension of the CK
version released in 2000, is deemed a benchmark for automatic facial expression analysis and
detection (Ko, 2018). CKPLUS is comprised of 593 sequences taken from 123 subjects. The
labelling process was carried out using the FACS coding system and only 327 sequences met
the criteria to be labelled with a specific emotion. Consequently, the sequences are divided
into seven groups: angry (45), contempt (18), disgust (59), fear (25), happy (69), sadness(28)
and surprise (83) (Lucey et al., 2010).
In a similar manner, (Lundqvist et al., 1998) published the Karolinska Directed Emotional
Faces dataset (KDEF), which consists of 4900 pictures captured from 70 subjects (equally
divided between 35 males and 35 females), where each subject acted seven different affective
states, which include: afraid, angry, disgusted, happy, neutral, sad and surprised. Each facial
expression was captured in two sessions from 5 different angles: full left, half left, straight,
half right, and full right.
Likewise, (Lyons et al., 1998) published the Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE)
database, which contains 213 images rated by 60 subjects as one of the states: neutral,
happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, disgust and fear. Moreover, another multi-modal dataset
entitled DEAP, is a dataset for Emotion Analysis that contains EEG signals, along with
physiological and video signals from 32 subjects (frontal face video was recorded for only
22), who individually watched 40 one-minute music videos of different genres as a stimulus
to induce different affective and emotional states (Koelstra et al., 2012). Furthermore, the
Bog˘aziçi University Head Motion Analysis Project (BUHMAP) database was collected,
annotated and released freely for academic research purposes. The BUHMAP database
contains a number of videos for 8 different classes of visual signs including: neutral state of
the face, head-L-R (shaking the head to right and left sides), head-UP (raise the head upwards
while simultaneously raising the eyebrows), head-F (head is moved forward accompanied
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with raised eyebrows), sadness (lips turned down and eyebrows down), head-U-D (nodding
head up and down continuously), happiness (lips turned up when subject smiles), happy-U-D
(the preceding two classes are performed together which are head-U-D + happiness) (Aran
et al., 2007). Additionally, The AVEC challenge dataset represents a naturalistic dataset,
which consists of a large number of emotionally coloured interactions (31 videos used for
training, 32 videos for development, and another 31 videos for testing) between human
participants and an emotionally-stereotyped character (Schuller et al., 2011).
Consequently, among the diverse types of datasets, CKPLUS and KDEF datasets are
more suited to facial expression analysis and have been used as benchmarking sets for facial
expression analysis, because they were labelled to the universal basic labels for emotional
states, which commonly observed within different applications in Affective Computing
research. Subsequently, this allows them to be exploited within different contexts besides
the conversations, on the contrary of non-acted naturalistic datasets that were designed to
be deployed in particular context. Additionally, the CKPLUS and KDEF datasets were
widely used in the facial expression recognition literature, which makes benchmarking and
comparative analysis of feature extraction and machine learning techniques more obvious
and easy to comprehend.
2.6.5 Eye-Gaze Tracking Data
Eye tracking technology has been widely used as an assessment approach for eye gaze
behaviour. Subsequently, eye-tracking is a vital visual-based channel that conveys a wide
range of information. For example, conversation in human-human interaction is managed
through eye contact, such as managing turn in conversation, displaying attentiveness and
giving feedback (Ruhland et al., 2015).
In general, several techniques have been adopted for the analysis of eye-tracking data
within the HCI domain (Sharma and Dubey, 2014). For instance, the possible correlation
between eye-tracking data and the usability issues of websites was investigated by Ehmke
and Wislon (Ehmke and Wilson, 2007). In addition, eye-tracking data is widely used in
several areas related to the detection of mental states and cognitive workload (Morimoto and
Mimica, 2005), and can efficiently provide an indication about the amount of human cognitive
processing being applied to objects at fixation points along with contextual information it
can provide about where a user is looking in a particular moment of time (Poole and Ball,
2005; Slaney et al., 2014).
Furthermore, eye gaze has been adopted for the control of the UI and exploited as a
pointing apparatus to replace the mouse. In particular, eye gaze-based interfaces are typically
deployed to people with severe disabilities (Biswas and Langdon, 2011). As well as several
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studies identified the eye gaze patterns differences across different visualising techniques
(Blascheck et al., 2014). Consequently, eye gaze metrics like fixations number and duration,
and saccades have been exploited in visualisation analysis approaches such as analysis of
information lookup tasks, pre-attentive and scanpath interruption, and specifying the area of
interest as shown in the work given by (Goldberg and Helfman, 2011; Steichen et al., 2014).
Moreover, eye gaze patterns have been used to identify the nature of the user task, as
presented in (Iqbal and Bailey, 2004). The authors showed that the pattern of eye movement
changes across four different categories of task: Reading, Mathematical Reasoning, Search-
ing and Object Manipulation. Measuring the amount of attention on the screen using eye
tracking data is also investigated as part of applications within usability and media research,
as presented in (Schiessl et al., 2003). In addition, eye tracking data was exploited in the
assessment of task performance, user physiology and task difficulties, in conjunction to other
physiological measurements and mood ratings (Bruneau et al., 2002).
Eye Gaze Measurements
Human eye is a sensory organ of spherical shape that reacts in response to environmental
light changes and psychological factors (Atchison, 2017). The external parts of human eye
are pupil, iris and sclera. The pupil is the aperture where through the light goes into the
center of the eye. The iris is the texture that surrounds the pupil and gives the colour to the
eye. The sclera is the white area of the eye that surrounds the iris, and the cornea is the
transparent membrane that covers the frontal side of the eye (Morimoto and Mimica, 2005;
Poole and Ball, 2005).
Many research studies have reported that tracking eye gaze behaviour using different
measurements can reflect different aspects about the performance of the user (Chen and Epps,
2014). Within eye gaze tracking research, the most used measurements and metrics are pupil
dilation, blink rate, fixations and saccades (Imotions, 2016; Iqbal et al., 2004; Poole and Ball,
2005; Recarte et al., 2008). With regard to the measurements pupil dilation and blink rate;
they have been widely explored as they can provide a feasible representation of the actual
cognitive and perceptual workload (Chen and Epps, 2014).
For instance, pupil dilation is strongly correlated with mental processing and cognitive
workload (Iqbal et al., 2004). Primarily, pupil dilation is generated unconsciously from the
movement of radial and circular muscles located in the iris (Marshall, 2000). Where the
radial muscles pull the pupil outward, and the circular muscles pull it inward, causing the
pupil expansion and constriction, as depicted in Figure 2.4.
Additionally, there are two main causes of pupil size change: illumination and mental
and cognitive processes. On one hand, pupil size changes in response to illumination, in
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Fig. 2.4 Circular and radial of iris muscles contraction causing pupil constriction and dilation
respectively (DeRemer, 2015).
order to control the amount of light that enters the eye (Lowenstein and Loewenfeld, 1962).
For instance, increasing the lighting conditions causes the pupil to get smaller. On the other
hand, pupil size dilates in response to attention, fatigue, mental effort and other physiological
and psychological factors (Hoeks and Levelt, 1993; Tryon, 1975). Subsequently, it is widely
reported that pupil size is strongly correlated with mental workload; the magnitude of pupil
dilation is considered proportional to the mental effort required to process a task (Iqbal et al.,
2004; Pomplun and Sunkara, 2003).
Furthermore, pupil dilation is considered as a manifest physiological metric of the mental
processing workload, which is known asTask-Evoked Pupillary Response (TEPR), proposed
by Beatty, who investigated pupillary response caused by cognitive workload (Beatty, 1982).
Moreover, pupillary response can indicate mental workload and processing both within a
task and between different tasks (Fehrenbacher and Djamasbi, 2017).
Other measurements can be extracted from eye tracking data, such as the blink rate,
which can be utilised as an index for mental workload during cognitive tasks, whereby a
higher blink rate indicates a higher mental effort (Recarte et al., 2008). Nonetheless, pupil
dilation is used more often than the blink rate because it varies according to a wide range of
processing activities such that the dilation proportionally changes with levels of cognitive
processing (Buettner, 2013; Chen and Epps, 2014; Marshall, 2000).
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Additionally, measurements such as fixations and saccades that relate to eye movement
within a HCI context can provide useful information about user’s attention, and can be used
to indicate the pattern or entropy of eye movement during interaction with a computer system
(Poole and Ball, 2005). Where fixations represent the moments that a user’s eyes are relatively
stationary on a specific object, and the saccades represent eye movements between fixations
(Poole and Ball, 2005; Rozado et al., 2015).
Measuring and Tracking Technology
There are different techniques for tracking eye gaze behaviour. these techniques include
scleral search coil method (Robinson, 1963), Electrooculogram (EOG) (a.E. Kaufman et al.,
1993) and using optical infra-red-based cameras (Morimoto and Mimica, 2005). Firstly, the
scleral search coil method that is one of early attempts in this direction, which works using
contact lenses that have a search-coil placed with positioned magnets around the eye, so
variation in the magnetic field induces a voltage, which is subsequently used to estimate eye
movement (Robinson, 1963). Secondly, the EOG is another technique that is commonly
used in clinical environments for eye movement tracking, which works using a number of
electrodes that should be placed around the eye, the electrodes measure the amount of the
standing potential resulted from the micro-currents flow caused by hyper-polarizations and
depolarizations between the cornea and the retina of the eye (a.E. Kaufman et al., 1993;
Bulling et al., 2011; Singh and Singh, 2012). However, scleral search coil method and
EOG techniques are certainly intrusive, and at the same time can be used only to track the
movements of the pupil without measuring variation in the pupil size.
Alternatively, optical camera-based eye-trackers may be used, which work through
analysis of information from the light (i.e. infra-red) reflected by the eye, such as pupil
reflections and corneal reflections (Hansen and Ji, 2010; Morimoto and Mimica, 2005).
However, commercial infra-red eye-trackers currently available typically require special
setup and calibration in order to be able to measure the gaze location and pupil diameter
(Harezlak et al., 2014).
Subsequently, measuring pupil size has long been investigated in academia and industry,
and implemented tool sets can be found as free or commercial packages (Li et al., 2006).
The pupil size is measured either by counting the number of pixels of the pupillary area in
the image, or using the relative movement of the pupil to the cornea reflection (Wang, 2011).
Generally, determining the pupil size by analysing images for the eye can be grouped into
two categories (Kirschbaum, 1998). For instance, one approach depends on the fact that the
pupil is darker than the iris and the sclera that surround the pupil in the captured image of the
illuminated eye. Therefore, they determine the pupil size according to the number of pixels
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that are less than a predefined threshold (Ohno et al., 2002). The other approach is based on
finding the best fit ellipse or circle of the pupil contour, so either the area, diameter or the
major axis can be used as a measure of the pupil size (Hansen and Pece, 2005). Alternatively,
a combination between the two approaches is considered more robust and practical (Wang
et al., 2015; Winfield and Parkhurst, 2005).
In addition, eye gaze behaviour has been investigated using normal webcam, also referred
to as webcam eye-trackers, which is a software application that works by manipulating frames
captured by a webcam in order to track eye gaze behaviour, specially estimating the gaze
location, which is sufficient for usability testing and product design (Papoutsaki et al., 2016).
2.7 Machine Learning and Classification Methods
There exists a wide range of machine learning and classification techniques that can be used
for facial expression recognition. Within the research literature, facial expression recognition
is an active area of research despite the number of successes in this domain (Akakin and
Sankur, 2010; Den Uyl and Van Kuilenburg, 2005; Ghimire and Lee, 2013; Liew and Yairi,
2015; Liu et al., 2014; Lopes et al., 2017; Shan et al., 2009). A number of studies exist
where machine learning techniques trained on features extracted using different approaches
achieved a reasonable classification accuracy. For example, the work of Liew and Yairi
(Liew and Yairi, 2015) achieved a classification accuracy of 91.2% on the CKPLUS dataset
using a SVM trained on Histogram of Oriented Gradients. Likewise, in the study reported
by (Ghimire and Lee, 2013), an accuracy of 97.35% was achieved using SVM applied on
geometric features on the CKPLUS dataset. In addition, (Shan et al., 2009) achieved an
accuracy of 95.1% using a SVM model on Local Binary Pattern features using the same
CKPLUS dataset. Moreover, (Akakin and Sankur, 2010) reported a classification accuracy
of 94.04% using a SVM on features learned by Adaboost that extracts a set of discriminating
spatio temporal features from the BUHMAP video database. Using the KDEF dataset, as
reported by (Den Uyl and Van Kuilenburg, 2005), a classification accuracy of 89% was
achieved using face reader software that deploys Active Appearance Model descriptors in
order to train an artificial neural network. Furthermore, recent progress with the evolution of
Deep Learning techniques has produced a classification accuracy of 96.76% on CKPLUS
using Convolutional Neural Networks, as shown in the work presented by Lopes et al. (Lopes
et al., 2017). Moreover, the work of (Liu et al., 2014) achieved an accuracy of 96.7% on the
CKPLUS dataset using a boosted Deep Belief Network that is based on a composition of a
set of weak classifier.
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Support Vector Machines
SVM technique seeks to find an optimal hyperplane that separate the classes of data, as
illustrated in Figure 2.5, is considered one of the most robust and efficient techniques that is
commonly used for classification of expressions from facial data.
Fig. 2.5 Illustration for Support Vector Machine classifier on two dimensional space data,
where an optimal hyperplane is the one that separates the two classes of data with maximum
margin (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995).
SVM evolved initially from the idea of (Vapnik and Lerner, 1963) in their early publica-
tion, entitled Pattern Recognition using Generalized Portrait Method. The basic idea of SVM
is to find the optimal hyperplane for linearly separable patterns, where the support vectors
represent the closest data samples to the decision surface that separates between different
data classes, which are the square shaded in Figure 2.5. Subsequently, the current, practical
version of SVM was originally proposed by (Boser et al., 1992), in which SVM was extended
using Kernel functions in order to be employed for patterns that are not linearly separable,
through means of transformations and mappings of the original data into new spaces. In
other words, the original data samples are mapped into a higher dimensional space such that
the features become linearly separable. Figure 2.6 shows an example of data transformation
using a Kernel function. However, SVM performance on non-linearly separable data depends
on the kernel function employed. Therefore, the use of Kernel functions such as Linear,
Polynomial and Radial Basis functions, transforms the input data into a higher dimensional
space that is separable, which allows SVM to perform well in real life datasets (Xu et al.,
2009).
As a result, SVM as an instance-based learning technique (Domingos, 2012), is a rel-
atively simple technique that is efficient for linearly and non-linearly separable data, and
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Fig. 2.6 Non-linear data transformation into a linearly separable data in a higher dimensional
space using Kernel functions (Hofmann, 2006).
deemed a robust tool for classification and regression, as well as it is currently among the
best tools that can be deployed for different classification tasks ranging from text to genomic
data (Burbidge and Buxton, 2001; Jannsen, 2008; Menezes et al., 2017). Moreover, for
supervised learning, SVM has been successful and widely used for pattern recognition and
generating prediction models, which produces good classification accuracy rates, and it is
able to deal with high-dimensional data (Jannsen, 2008; Xu et al., 2009). In addition, it can
handle the Curse of Over-fitting that other classifiers suffer from by tuning Kernal parameters
such as applying regularisation, and adding structural constraints on the decision surface
(Awad and Khanna, 2015). Which thereby makes it a powerful predictive model along with
good generalisation properties (Jannsen, 2008).
SVM has been implemented by many people like LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001), and
SVMLight (Joachims, 1999). In addition, it has been included within many popular data
analysis and machine learning tools, such as MATLAB and WEKA (Mikut and Reischl,
2011).
2.7.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
The rise of Deep Learning, as a branch of machine learning, in which the architecture is based
on multiple levels of neural networks, produces high levels of classification performance in
different application domains, such as Image Recognition (He et al., 2016), Recommender
Systems (Zhang, Yao and Sun, 2017), Natural Language Processing (Goodfellow, Bengio
and Courville, 2016), etc. Deep Learning is a structure of layered neurons and biases
associated with weights and parameters, and it works by tuning the parameters and adjusting
the weights of internal layers according to the representation of the previous layers using the
backpropagation algorithm (LeCun, Bengio and Hinton, 2015; Karpathy, 2016).
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A Convolutional Neural Network that shows outstanding performance in image classifica-
tion is the most popular and successful architectures of Deep Learning, which in simple words
is a neural network composed of more than one layer (Krizhevsky, Sutskever and Geoffrey E.,
2012; Schmidhuber, 2015). Convolutional layers are fully or sparsly connected with pooling
layers are ended by a classification layer (Ciresan, Meier and Masci, 2011). Subsequently,
Convolutional Neural Networks have shown their efficiency within computer vision and
image classification tasks by learning and training the network parameters from regions (i.e.
patches) of the input image (i.e 2D images) directly, without the need of preprocessing and
feature extraction (Agarap, 2017), as can be depicted in Figure 2.7.
Fig. 2.7 Convolutional Neural Network structure of two dimensional input i.e. image (Olah,
2014).
Several architectures for Convolutional Neural Networks have been developed and
are currenly considered as state-of-the-art models, such as QuocNet (Le et al., 2011),
AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), Inception GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015), and Batch
Normalization-Inception-v2 (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015). Subsequently, in the ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge, which has been running since 2010, whereby
the challenge is to improve classification accuracy on a dataset that contains millions of
images for hundreds of different object types (Deng et al., 2009; Russakovsky et al., 2015),
a Deep Convolutional Neural Network using the AlexNet architecture achieved the highest
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classification accuracy and won the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge,
which was implemented by (Krizhevsky et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, with the continuous improvement of machine learning techniques that
become able to achieve accurate mapping between input data and output labels; this reason
leads to the ability to increase and utilise the generalisation capabilities of classifiers using
transfer learning (Torrey and Shavlik, 2009). Transfer Learning is an inductive learning
where a model trained on certain data to solve one problem is re-purposed to solve another
problem and applied on different data that has common properties with the original data that
has been used for training (Goodfellow et al., 2016). Consequently, pre-trained CNN on a
set of images can be exploited for image classification of a different set of images, whereby
network representation, along with weights and parameters, can be re-purposed and reused
for other vision classification tasks (Donahue et al., 2014).
Subsequently, (Pratt, 1993) firstly introduced the idea of transfer learning in his algorithm
entitled Discriminability-Based Transfer between Neural Networks. His investigation showed
that using an initialised network containing weights and parameter values obtained from a
network that already trained on another source of data would both improve and speed up the
learning process. Additionally, (Donahue et al., 2014) proposed a pre-trained Deep Learning
architecture, namely Deep Convolutional Activation Feature for Generic Visual Recognition
(DeCAF), whereas weights and activations were extracted from training on the ImageNet
dataset (Deng et al., 2009).
2.8 Summary
HCI models such as HPM and GOMS embody a set of memories and processors with a set of
operations that are useful during the design stage of the UI of a software. However, they do
not facilitate building intelligent computer interfaces that simulate human intelligence similar
to human-human interaction. Also, HCI models given in Table A.1 in Appendix A designed
to target different segments, tasks, methods, systems, environments, and user aspects, such as
intentions, goals, procedures, knowledge, competence, skills, performance, and processing
abilities (Fischer, 2001). Whilst they are beneficial for guiding HCI designers with taking
human factors into account when developing UX, they are typically overcomplicated and
more suited to specialised application domains (Biswas et al., 2012).
Furthermore, with reference to adaptive HCI, there is no exact theoretical definition of an
intelligent adaptive interface (Karray et al., 2008). However, the main factors that should
be considered are: task difficulty, ability, and the desired motive achieved after successful
completion (Fairclough et al., 2013). Therefore, adaptation suitability could be measured
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and evaluated by looking at how the adaptation approach changes the situation into a positive
interaction after it was considered distressful and discomforting, which inevitably results in
the user giving up the task before it has been completed .
Consequently, the significance of user modelling as an important factor for the next
generation of HCI because it reasons in context with the user’s goals, plans, attitudes and
capabilities, which may be used to adapt the system accordingly (Sullivan and Tyler, 1991).
As a result, a more intuitive form of interaction is sought to foster effective task completion
in contrast to conventional non-adaptive applications (Saffer, 2009; Sebe, 2009). However,
the idea of UI adaptation often violates traditional HCI design principles such as interface
and layout consistency (Kirakowski and Corbett, 1990). Thus, a trade-off exists between
complying to HCI design principles and the benefits experienced from adaptive HCI (Gajos
et al., 2006). Nevertheless, existing research is limited in terms of the number of states
detected and the application targeted.
With regard to exploiting input perception modalities to build a user model; visual-based
modalities potentially provide an opportunity for endowing a computer with intelligence
that may facilitate natural and intuitive HCI similar to human-human interaction (Harper
et al., 2008). Consequently, it is anticipated that employing and facial expressions and eye
tracking data as input perception modalities is a suitable and potentially effective approach
for modelling affective aspects via facial expression and cognitive aspects via eye tracking
data within the context of user interaction in HCI (Chen and Epps, 2014; Saneiro et al.,
2014). Furthermore, tracking pupil dilation can potentially facilitate measuring stress and
cognitive workload. Both will potentially permit adaptive and intelligent responses during
user interaction. Moreover, it can be used for analogous situations where empowering
machines with this sort of perception about the user in real time is crucial (Steichen et al.,
2014).
Moreover, one can intuitively infer that machine learning methods and techniques, which
support pattern recognition and building prediction constructs, are required for user modelling,
through means such as image classification, facial expression recognition and pattern learning
(Saneiro et al., 2014). Nevertheless, advantages and limitations associated with different
techniques makes the selection of a machine learning technique a controversial issue. For
example, SVM is very good for creation of a generic pattern learner model and use of high
dimensional data, however, its performance decreases dramatically as the amount of noise
in the data increases (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000). On the contrary, Deep Learning
techniques require a long time to train, in conjunction with a large dataset containing a
great number of instances, in order to achieve good classification results without over-fitting
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012). Correspondingly, many studies within the literature reported a high
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classification accuracy, however, the results are not necessarily directly comparable with each
other, as a number of different evaluation schemes have been adopted, such as number of
folds in cross validation, or using splitting of different percentages, or even providing training
data apart from testing data. In addition, to the number of labels/classes (i.e. expressions or
states) that are included in the training and evaluation.
Therefore, subsequent chapters of current thesis will talk about a Data Collection Study,
which could be used for the analysis of affective states, along with the assessment and self-
reports made by the subjects themselves, such as using the SAM scales (Bradley and Lang,
1994), to typify the awareness of subjects’ feelings. In addition to classification techniques
alongside with feature extraction methods for facial expression analysis, as well as statistical
analysis for eye gaze tracking data. Moreover, details of perception component of an adaptive
system that potentially facilitate the achievement of a novel form of HCI.
Chapter 3
Human-Computer Interaction Data
Collection and Exploitation
3.1 Overview
The aim of current research is to model user affective and cognitive states during interacting
with different UIs. The hypothesis attempted in this chapter is to find out if suitable data can
be collected during computer-based tasks that represents a daily use of computers. In this
Chapter a detailed description is given about the data that have been collected and used in the
experimental work pieces within this PhD research project. This involves the design of the
procedure and the protocol together with the material and stimuli used, as well as the types
of the collected data which can be grouped into subjective self-reporting data, and automatic
recordings via visual-based input perception channels.
Additionally, technical details are given with the design specification of the software
tool ‘HCI-Viewer’. This software tool was used to view different sceneries simultaneously of
the recorded sessions in the Data Collection Study. This software tool has been developed
and employed throughout the Data Collection Study, which permits participants to watch
the recorded data during the sessions whilst provided self-reports were given. Thus, the
implementation and the benefits of this tool is provided in this chapter.
3.2 Methodology
Available datasets in the literature are either general purpose datasets, which abstract the
emotional state via facial expression activation such as CKPLUS dataset, or datasets that
target a particular context such as AVEC challenge dataset that represents an interaction
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between a human and stereotyped characters. The study presented in this chapter aims to
generate a purposeful dataset that is suitable for HCI research in studying users’ affective
and cognitive states whilst they are interacting with typical UIs in different HCI contexts.
The work given in this regard involves the design and implementation of a data collection
study undertaken by 42 participants from Ulster University of various levels of expertise,
including Undergraduate students, Postgraduate students and Staff members. The participants
attempted to complete four predetermined tasks that represent the most frequently used
interfaces among ordinary computer users. Each participant conducted four tasks that
involved use of the operating system of the computer, online shopping using a web browser,
spread-sheet manipulation and briefly playing a video game. Correspondingly, the study
comprises different tasks to represent materials that induce different affective and cognitive
states. Subsequently, the selected tasks potentially facilitate aspects of difficulty in users
that will lead to a range of emotions and increase in cognitive load. Consequently, the
facial images and eye gaze tracking were recorded when participants carried out the tasks.
Additionally, participants were asked to self-report their actual emotional states using SAM
scales and task demands using NASA-TLX scoring tool after each individual task. The
data collection protocol has been approved by the Ethics Filter Committee of the Faculty of
Computing and Engineering at Ulster University (FCE 20150617 15.31).
3.3 Data Collection Study Methods
Within the experiments outlined and discussed within this thesis, a Data Collection Study
was initially conducted in order to collect features from different input modalities, which is
used to reason about users’ affective and cognitive states whilst interacting with common
computer software and attempting to complete typical computer-based tasks.
A total of 42 participants took part in the study, whereby participants were either staff or
students at Ulster University. There was no specific inclusion or exclusion criterion, other
than being a current student or staff member of the university, as the study is interested
in identifying affective and cognitive states in a generic HCI context, hence participants’
experiences could vary from novice to expert computer users.
3.3.1 Material and Stimuli
The material for the tasks used throughout the study can be classified into four main cate-
gories: (1) basic operating system tasks; (2) online shopping tasks; (3) Excel spreadsheet
manipulation tasks, and (4) game-based tasks. Consequently, the themes of these had been
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chosen according to a study of computer usage statistics carried out by Thomas Beauvisage
(Beauvisage, 2009), which presented the average distribution of individual weekly computer
usage in France. However, the author assured that similar usage behaviour exists in other
parts of the worldwide that have mature Internet markets such as North America and Western
Europe.
Notably, the study showed that the four categories identified; occupy the highest per-
centages of time spent on computer usage for both households and individuals. Where
Beauvisage’s work dealt with data recorded over 19 months from 661 households and 1434
users at home.
Accordingly, the set of selected tasks represent active interaction with a computer in
which the participant has a predefined task to carry out within a limited time of 5 minutes at
most, and they were requested to do as follows:
1. Basic operating system task: the participant was asked to change the desktop back-
ground, screen saver, time-zone, and add a new input language to the system within
the predefined time limit. Figure 3.1 shows a snapshot taken from one of the recorded
sessions while the participant attempting this task.
Fig. 3.1 Operating System Task, where the user tried to change the desktop background and
the screen saver.
2. Online shopping task: the participant was asked to search online for a Tablet-PC with
specific properties using their preferred Internet browser application. As shown in
Figure 3.2, one of the participants used Amazon while looking for the requested tablet.
3. Excel spreadsheet manipulation task: the participant was asked to modify an ex-
isting Excel spreadsheet to insert new data into the existing records, sort the data in
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Fig. 3.2 Online Shopping Task, where the user tried to use Amazon looking for a Tablet-PC
with specified properties.
ascending order, use an aggregation function (i.e. Average), and draw a line graph of
the data, as the snapshot taken from one of the recordings of this type of task is given
in Figure 3.3.
Fig. 3.3 Excel Spreadsheet Task, where the user worked on the spreadsheet and was able to
generate a graph from the data.
4. Game-based task: the participant was asked to play a version of the arcade game
Pacman (namely Deluxe Pacman 2 - Release v16 (Roy, 2014)) for a total of 3 minutes.
A snapshot of one of the recordings of a participants playing Pacman is given in Figure
3.4.
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Fig. 3.4 Game-Based Task (i.e. Pacman).
3.3.2 Session Recording Setup and Procedure
Firstly, each participant was given an information sheet describing the flow of the experiment,
and then he/she was asked to sign a consent form that his/her participation in the study is
completely voluntary. Moreover, the participant was asked to provide an estimate of his/her
competency in the task, and the expected difficulty level before carrying out the task. In
addition, the participant was asked again to report the actual difficulty level afterwards.
During the session, the video of participant’s face was recorded using a typical webcam
placed at the top of the screen that captures 30 Frames Per Second (FPS). In addition, an
infra-red eye tracker, namely Eye-Tribe, was calibrated for each single participant, which
works in a sample rate of 30 samples per second. Moreover, each frame hold information
about the pupil size and the X, Y coordinate fixation of the left and right eyes. Additionally,
the screen where the interaction between the participant and the UI was recorded to examine
usability issues and other aspects related to the interface.
Furthermore, webcam recording, eye tracker recording and screen recording are syn-
chronised together, whereby they triggered to start recording at the same moment. These
corresponding software tools that were used for recording kept populating the frames until
the session was over. Thus the three recordings started from the beginning of the session and
lasted during the whole time of the session.
3.3.3 Self-Assessment Reporting by Participants
At this stage, the participant commenced working on each task within the designated time.
Upon task completion, the participant was asked to fill out the subjective workload rating
scale, the NASA-Task Load Index, which comprises six sub-scales related to the task
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which are: Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Performance, Effort and
Frustration (Hart and Staveland, 1988).
Additionally, participants were also asked to use the non-verbal pictorial assessment tool,
the SAM scales, in order to report their feelings and affective states, and rate the amount of
Valence, Arousal and Dominance whilst attempting different tasks during sessions (Bradley
and Lang, 1994). The subject self-reporting and information sheets are given in Appendix C.
3.4 A Tool for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI-Viewer)
In order to give HCI researchers, UX and UI designers and practitioners the ability for to infer
different aspects about the interface itself, a software tool referred to as HCI-Viewer designed,
implemented, developed and used to view the participant’s facial expressions conjointly with
eye gaze behaviour when carrying out the interaction with the interface.
The HCI-Viewer tool aims to display the different recordings concurrently. The tool
potentially provides the researcher with insights into information that entails different aspects
of the graphical interface of the software application used during each of the four tasks,
conjointly with contextual information about the eye fixations, as well as the pupil size
variation during a recorded session. At the same time, it can envision the participant’s
emotions by showing the video of the participant’s face whilst he/she is interacting with a
particular software application.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the mock-up design of the primary user interface of the tool.
As shown, a recording of the participant’s face is presented alongside the recording of
the screen where the interaction with the software application’s user interface was being
conducted. In addition, the fixations of the participant’s eyes on the user interface are
overlayed synchronously with the video playback. Several associated measures are also
displayed, together with instantaneous pupil size and the average of the pupil size during the
session. Furthermore, a graph plot of the changes in pupil diameter throughout the session is
also displayed by the tool.
Moreover, the HCI-Viewer supports the ability to change a number of default options
related to eye-gaze measurements: (1) the window length used during the aggregation of the
measurements; (2) the rate that represents the denominator used to calculate the fixation rate;
(3) the area of interest, which is the circle size that surrounds the fixation point, which is
useful in tracking the fixation across different visualisation types and sizes.
The technical details about the implementation of HCI-Viewer, the development kit,
the exploited application packages, and the logic implemented within the tool are given in
Appendix D.
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Fig. 3.5 Mock-up design of the HCI-Viewer tool interface.
3.5 Conclusion
As previously mentioned, 42 participants took part in the Data Collection Study, during which
four sessions were recorded, where each session corresponded to a single user interaction
task. The participants were members of Ulster University of different levels and expertise
with computers. As presented in Table 3.1, before the experiment took place, each participant
was asked to self-report his/her level of competency on the domain of the given task on the
range from [0-10]. Subsequently, the average competency level of Online Shopping Task
(Online) was the highest "8.9", followed by the Operating System Task (OS), then Excel
Spreadsheet Task (Excel) and Game-Based Task (Pacman). In addition, participants were
asked to estimate the difficulty level of the task based on the description before attempting
doing it (i.e. Pre-Difficulty), as well as after doing the task (i.e. Post-Difficulty). Accordingly,
the reported difficulty level afterwards is greater across the four tasks.
Furthermore, the participants filled-in the NASA-TLX after each session was completed,
which includes the Mental, Physical, Temporal, Performance, Effort and Frustration level
during each task. Table 3.2 shows the average of each score obtained from the NASA-TLX,
where the Game-based Task showed the highest average values of Mental, Temporal, Effort,
and Frustration scores. However, the Physical Demand scores were not reported properly by
all participants, claiming that there is no physical demand in HCI contexts.
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Table 3.1 Self-reported scores for the competency level of the participant against given tasks.
Task Competence Pre-Difficulty Post-Difficulty
OS 7.5 2.7 3.6
Online 8.9 3.1 5.1
Excel 6.7 3.5 3.6
Pacman 5.7 5.8 7.0
Table 3.2 Self-reported scores average for NASA-TLX across the given tasks.
Task Mental Physical Temporal Performance Effort Frustration
OS 7.6 0.0 9.4 4.7 7.6 7.0
Online 8.6 0.1 10.9 6.5 9.0 9.6
Excel 9.5 0.0 8.6 4.6 8.0 8.3
Pacman 12.6 0.5 13.1 8.4 12.8 12.0
In addition to the NASA-TLX, the SAM scale was used by the participants after each
session was completed to report the level of Valence, Arousal and Dominance. Subsequently,
there is a slight variance in the scores obtained across the tasks, however, the average of the
Arousal scores is higher than the average of the Valence and the average of the Dominance as
shown in Table 3.3.
Consequently, the collected dataset comprises data from different channels, which are
video recording of the participant face using normal webcam and the eye gaze tracking data
using an infra-red eye tracker, together with several scores using different self-reporting
tools. 15 participants were wearing glasses produced 60 recorded sessions. In addition,
33 recorded sessions have invalid eye gaze tracking data that were excluded from the eye
gaze analysis experiments. Therefore, this dataset represents the entry point of the research
presented in the thesis, which facilitates the validation of hypotheses and the examination of
different techniques along the exploration of the methods and approaches adopted to answer
the identified research questions.
Table 3.3 Self-reported scores average for the SAM scales across the given tasks.
Task Valence Arousal Dominance
OS 4.9 6.2 5.3
Online 5.2 6.0 5.7
Excel 5.3 5.8 5.7
Pacman 5.9 6.7 5.7
Chapter 4
Facial Expression Analysis and Emotion
Detection
4.1 Overview
As discussed in the Literature Review in Chapter 2, there is a range of approaches and
techniques used for the purpose of user modelling, with contrasts in performance and
efficiency among these approaches. Particularly within the Affective Computing domain,
different technologies have been used to detect relevant human emotions and states. However,
many of these technologies are noisy, intrusive and obtrusive, which may further produce a
biased effect rather than detecting the actual emotions (Hernandez et al., 2014). Therefore,
an intelligent system should aim to capture user states throughout the user experience
without creating additional stress or bias. Consequently, the studies presented in this chapter
investigate and validate the hypothesis that visual-based channels are feasible to capture user’
affective states within HCI contexts, in particular facial expression analysis. In addition,
facial expression analysis experiments will investigate machine learning techniques trained
using data captured from a webcam, in order to construct a User Model to represent affective
states.
Facial expressions, which are deemed the most effective input channel in the domain of
Affective Computing, are generated from the movements of facial muscles from different
regions of the face; primarily the mouth, nose, eyes, eyebrows, and forehead wrinkles. Human
emotional states (i.e affective states) are associated with psychological and physiological
changes make them sometimes visible and able to be seen or noticed (Davidson, 1992;
Harmon-Jones et al., 2012). Subsequently, due to the correlation between facial expressions
and human emotions, it is expected that automatic facial expression analysis will endow
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computer systems with the ability to recognise human affective states. There are two parts to
this chapter. In the first part a number of studies of facial expression analysis is presented. The
use of facial point distance descriptor as a representation of facial expressions is considered,
and a range of supervised machine learning techniques are investigated. The experimental
results indicate a higher level of classification accuracy and robustness is achievable, in
comparison to using standard Cartesian coordinates from the facial landmark points. On
the basis of the experimental results, the best facial expression classifiers were selected for
further investigation.
In the second part an investigation into the use of facial expression analysis for detecting
human affective states in HCI contexts is presented, where users interacting with different
UIs and attempting different tasks. Results are discussed and findings are drawn on facial
expression analysis and emotional state recognition alongside with the detection of users’
states in relation to HCI.
4.2 Methodology
The experiments presented in this chapter aim to investigate the use of facial expression to
recognise user’s affective states whilst interacting with different UIs. Subsequently, two facial-
based feature representations, points-based and distance-based, have been examined because
points-based feature representation is not robust enough to recognise facial expressions of
individuals whose faces were not included within the training set. Subsequently, an alternative
approach (i.e. distance-based) has been proposed and tested. Moreover, the two feature
descriptors were exploited against a range of classification techniques, including single
classifiers and an ensemble classification technique incorporating hierarchically structured
SVM classifiers. The hierarchical structure classification model decomposes the classification
problem into smaller micro-decisions that are made by specialised classifiers, with each one
targeting a specific label in the dataset that has been trained independently. Subsequently,
the use of a hierarchical structure benefits the whole system from the advantages of making
some features more discriminative for specific classes. Consequently, the models were
trained and tested on the widely used benchmarking datasets CKPLUS and KDEF as they
comprise labels of different expressions, where annotations have been provided by Affective
Computing experts or acted to depict particular expression, in contrast of using the collected
dataset of this PhD described in Chapter 3 for training and validation. The comparisons have
been conducted on the benchmark datasets using the commonly known evaluation metrics
including Accuracy, Precision and Recall associated with each label from the Confusion
Matrix of the tested models. Furthermore, the best model yielded was subsequently used to
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analyse the percentages of classified emotional states across different tasks from the collected
dataset presented in Chapter 3. Additionally, two Deep Learning approaches have been
investigated for the purpose of facial expression analysis as they represent the state-of-the-art
in image classification: Convolutional Neural Networks for facial expression classification,
and Long-Short-Term-Memory Recurrent Neural Networks for facial expression activation.
Additionally, the existence of a relationship between the captured affective states and the
self-reported scores has been investigated through Pearson correlation analysis to check the
credibility of using the self-reporting tools in the context of HCI.
4.3 Facial Expression Analysis
Facial expression analysis typically involves a pipeline of four stages, as shown in Figure
4.1 (Mäkinen, 2008). The first stage is to detect faces in a given image and estimate their
location in the image (Yang et al., 2002). The second stage is normalisation, comprising
geometric normalisation to reduce alignment effects, and lighting normalisation to reduce
illumination effects, which aims to enhance the quality of the overall analysis process. The
third stage is feature extraction and representation, including locating facial landmark points,
which fits the subsequent classification method. The fourth stage is to classify and categorise
extracted features using a prediction model that is trained on a set of images.
Fig. 4.1 Facial expression analysis pipeline (Mäkinen, 2008).
4.3.1 Feature Extraction and Representation
Feature extraction from images is a fundamental basis for the facial expression analysis
pipeline. Different factors that are related to feature extraction techniques that substantially
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(a) The 49 facial landmark points detected. (b) Detected points on a sample face.
Fig. 4.2 The 49 facial landmark points detected on a sample face.
make an impact on the overall process such as feature type and representation, length of the
produced feature vector and the quality of the image. Subsequently, the adopted techniques
that have been used to extract features from facial images will now be discussed.
Geometric-Based Facial Feature Detection
Geometric-based techniques extract features from local regions of interest and then generate a
representation based on facial geometrical properties (Jiang et al., 2011; Shan et al., 2009). In
other words, geometric-based techniques for facial expression analysis are based on locating
the facial landmark points (referred to as fiducial points) and determining the location and
the shape of associated facial components including the eyebrows, eyes, nose, lips and mouth.
Asthana and Zafeiriou (Asthana et al., 2014) developed a tool that serves as a geometric-
based technique, entitled "Chehra", which is a facial landmark detector based on discrimina-
tive facial deformable models, trained using a cascade of linear regressions. As shown in
Figure 4.2, the Chehra detector locates 49 facial landmark points as follows: [1-10] eyebrows,
[11-19] nose, [20-31] eyes, [32-43] mouth outer lips and [44-49] mouth inner lips.
Distance-Based versus Point-Based Facial Feature Descriptors
Facial point location can be directly used as Cartesian coordinates for machine learning.
Using 49 coordinates of facial landmark points where each coordinate is a XY tuple, and
the captured facial landmark points posteriorly converted into a sequence of tuples that
produces a feature vector of length 98-dimensional features. Subsequently, the generated
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feature vectors can be deployed and used by the classification model for training and testing.
However, this approach is not robust enough to permit recognition of facial expressions in
images that were not provided in the training data set. In other words, the generalisability of
system is not very efficient to recognise the facial expressions of different individuals (Tian
et al., 2001; Whitehill et al., 2013). This is due to the fact that the constellation of these
points varies among the myriad of facial shapes that comprise different facial morphologies
(Salah et al., 2009). Therefore, researchers have attempted to find alternative descriptors.
Martinez proposed a shape-based model, which defines configural features that represent
intra-facial component distances, in particular, the vertical distances between eyebrows and
mouth (Martinez, 2011). Additionally, (Romera-Paredes et al., 2012) have used distances
between facial points for the recognition on their dataset. Consequently, in this PhD a novel
method is proposed that uses a complementary representation based on finding the separation
between all facial landmark points. Subsequently, the Euclidean distance metric for two
points p1 = (x1,y1) and p2 = (x2,y2) is given as:
d1,2 =
√
(x2− x1)2 +(y2− y1)2
Consequently, to facilitate training the classifier using distances among facial points requires
the production of a feature vector that represents the Euclidean distances between all points,
as illustrated in Figure 4.3. As a result, combinations of 49 coordinates C492 will produce
a vector of 1176-dimensional features. This novel approach in the feature representation
increases the number of yielded features in the vector, which may potentially improve the
classification accuracy as well as potentially enhancing the generalisability of the facial
expression recognition model.
4.3.2 Facial Expression Classification
A a number of classification approaches has been investigated: using single classifiers,
hierarchical classification, and deep learning.
Single Classifier
Extracted facial features should be exploited with machine learning techniques that support
pattern recognition. Subsequently, machine learning is explored and exploited in order to
build an effective predictive model, which is an approximation of the affective state of a
user derived from facial expression analysis. Within this study WEKA, a suite of machine
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(a) The 49 facial landmark points detected. (b) Lines between facial points combinations.
Fig. 4.3 Distance-based feature representation generated from fiducial points (i.e. facial point
coordinates).
learning software, was used for the purpose of exploration and to ascertain the accuracy of
various machine learning methods. Specifically, the following techniques were used:
1. SimpleLogistic classifier, which is implemented by Landwehr et al. (Landwehr et al.,
2005), and which uses a stage-wise fitting process to build logistic regression models.
2. Logistic Regression Tree (LMT) classifier, which comprises classification trees with
logistic regression functions at the leaves.
3. Multi-Layer Perceptron, which uses back-propagation to train a neural network con-
sisting of multiple layers of nodes using the sigmoid logistic function.
4. Support Vector Machine (SVM), which is widely used in data analysis and bina-
ry/multiclass classification. SVM tries to find an optimal hyperplane that separates
labelled training data categories with the maximum margin. Two variations of SVM
have been used in this study:
(a) Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), proposed by Platt (Platt, 1998).
(b) C-Support Vector Classification (C-SVC) with linear kernel, which is available
in the LIBSVM library developed at National Taiwan University that can be
deployed in WEKA (Chang and Lin, 2001; EL-Manzalawy, 2005). For simplicity,
we hereafter refer to C-SVC as SVM.
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The datasets used throughout the experiments are the KDEF and CKPLUS. However, as
CKPLUS dataset includes 7 classes of affective state it named as CKPLUS-7. Moreover,
as sequences in the CKPLUS dataset are captured from a neutral state as the start frame
is followed by sequences until the peak frame, therefore, an additional 112 images were
annotated as neutral. This modification makes it a slightly different dataset from the CKPLUS
dataset, hence it will be referred to as CKPLUS-8, as it contains 8 classes of affective state.
Subsequently, extracted facial features from the set of images in the datasets were input to
the set of prescribed machine learning algorithms in WEKA, with the aim of comparing
different classifiers in terms of classification performance. 10-fold cross validation was used
in all experiments. Additionally, a 95% confidence interval of classification results has been
used in order to show the lower and upper limits.
Results
Fig. 4.4 Automatic facial expression classification accuracy (using 10-fold cross validation),
of different machine learning techniques on CKPLUS-7 and KDEF datasets, together with
lower and upper bounds using a 95% confidence interval.
The classification accuracies obtained, along with the corresponding lower and upper
bounds, are depicted in Figure 4.4. An interesting observation from the results in Figure 4.4
is that some techniques outperform others, depending on the dataset, yet SVM provides com-
parable performance on both the CKPLUS-7 and KDEF datasets. For instance, classification
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Table 4.1 Snapshot of the intermediate dataset generated by binary classifiers during the first
stage, which is subsequently used to train the final aggregator classifier
Afraid/
Others
Angry/
Others
Disgust/
Others
Happy/
Others
Sadness/
Others
Surprise/
Others
Final
State
afraid others others others sadness others afraid
others others disgust others others surprise surprise
others others others happy others others happy
accuracies for CKPLUS dataset are 60.59%, 77.9%, 77.68%, 69.93% and 76.77% using
SMO, Simple Logistic, LMT, Multilayer Perceptron and SVM respectively. Similarly, using
the same set of classifiers the accuracies achived for KDEF dataset are 62.76%, 75.41%,
81.12%, 68.47% and 78.47%.
Hierarchical Parallelised Binary Support Vector Machines
In this part of the study an approach that combines a set of SVM classifiers was implemented
in order to improve the overall performance of the system. Initially, binary labelled datasets
(equal to number of labels i.e. classes) were produced from the original datasets (i.e.
CKPLUS and KDEF datasets). Where each dataset has a pair of labels: either one of
the labels of the original dataset (which is an emotional state), or others. Afterwards, each
binary dataset produced was used to train a binary SVM classifier. Subsequently, several
binary classifiers are trained on differently labelled binary datasets, which represent the first
stage of the hierarchical classification process. The second stage is a multi-class classifier
that gives the final result.
Thus, the resulting classification framework, Hierarchical Parallelised Binary Support
Vector Machines (HPBSVM), operates in two stages as given in Figure 4.5. During the first
stage, binary SVM models are constructed from annotated data, with one model employed for
each emotional state within the dataset. Furthermore, during the second stage, a multiclass
SVM model is constructed to predict the state based on the combination of the decisions
given from the binary SVM models of the first stage.
Table 4.1 shows a snapshot of the intermediate dataset, which has been generated by
executing the aforementioned parallel classifiers. Subsequently, the length of the intermediate
vectors equals the number of binary classifiers utilised in the first stage. The output from the
first stage, which is a multiple components vector produced by the set of binary classifiers,
represents the intermediate feature vector that is used to train the second stage multi-class
classifier, entitled the Aggregation Classifier, which gives the final decision on the emotional
state.
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Fig. 4.5 Hierarchical parallelised binary support vector machines (HPBSVM) for facial
expression classification.
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Table 4.2 Classification accuracy of different datasets using Point-coordinates/Distance-based
with SVM/HPBSVM classification models. Distance-based feature with HPBSVM outper-
forms Point-coordinates with SVM with statistically significant improvement (P<0.001).
Dataset Point-coordinates
& SVM
Distance-based &
SVM
Point-coordinates
& HPBSVM
Distance-based &
HPBSVM
CK-7 80.75% ± 4.28 82.86% ± 4.09 96.02% ± 2.24 96.94% ± 2.01
CK-8 76.76% ± 3.95 78.36% ± 3.85 95.22% ± 2.06 95.67% ± 1.98
KDEF 78.47% ± 2.57 81.84% ± 2.42 85.71% ± 2.20 96.22% ± 1.22
This approach facilitates more efficient classification of the whole system, and achieved a
higher classification accuracy as presented in the following section. The use of a hierarchical
structure benefits the whole system from the advantages of making some features more
discriminative for specific classes. In other words, this framework decomposes the overall
problem into smaller micro-decisions that are made by specialised classifiers, which are
trained independently.
Results
The HPBSVM was evaluated against the normal, single classifier scheme (i.e. SVM), using
both the distance-based feature descriptor and a feature vector comprising Cartesian point
coordinates. Subsequently, the experimental results presented in Table 4.2 detail the four
possible combinations resulting from the two feature representations, point-based and feature-
based, and the two classification methods, single classifiers and the HPBSVM approach.
From the results obtained, it can be observed that the distance-based feature descriptor with
HPBSVM outperforms point coordinates with SVM. Yet the improvement caused by the
HPBSVM is substantial, with comparison to the improvement resulting from using distance-
based descriptor. Therefore, further experiments were carried out on the three datasets
(CKPLUS-7, CKPLUS-8, and KDEF) using both single SVM-based classifier and HPBSVM
models.
The results obtained are illustrated in Figure 4.6, which shows that the hierarchical model
achieves 96.9% while the normal model achieves 82.9% for CKPLUS-7. Moreover, the
hierarchical model achieves 95.7%, while the normal model achieves 78.4% for CKPLUS-8.
Lastly, the hierarchical model achieves 96.2% for KDEF, whereas the single SVM-based
model achieves 81.8%.
Furthermore, Table 4.2 shows the classification accuracy of the four possible combinations
of feature representations (point-coordinate and distance-based) and machine learning models
(SVM and HPBSVM), where the use of HPBSVM technique considerably improves the
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Fig. 4.6 Facial expression classification accuracy, using normal and hierarchical models, on
CKPLUS-7, CKPLUS-8 and KDEF datasets; together with lower and upper bounds using a
95% confidence interval.
classification accuracy from 82.86% to 96.94% for CKPLUS-7 dataset. Likewise, for
CKPLUS-8 dataset improved from 78.36% to 95.67%. Similarly, from 81.84% to 96.22% for
KDEF dataset. Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show the confusion matrices from the classification
experiment which uses distance-based features with single SVM, and the classification
experiment which uses distance-based features with HPBSVM respectively.
HPBSVM with distance-based descriptor achieves higher accuracy rates across all three
datasets. Moreover, the achieved results are comparable to the work presented in the literature,
particularly on the CKPLUS-7 dataset such as the 91.2% (Liew and Yairi, 2015), 97.35%
(Ghimire and Lee, 2013) and 95.1% (Shan et al., 2009). Consequently, this technique assures
a credible result to be used with other data such as the one collected in the Data Collection
Study presented in Chapter 3, and DEAP dataset mentioned in Chapter 2. Therefore, this
scheme has been adopted in the experiments that endeavour to categorise facial expressions
from videos recorded during several different user interface contexts.
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Table 4.3 Confusion matrix, precision, recall and F-measure of CKPLUS-7 classification
using distance-based feature representation with single SVM.
Anger Contempt Happy Sadness Surprise Disgust Fear
Anger 29 4 1 7 0 4 0
Contempt 2 14 0 1 1 0 0
Happy 2 0 65 0 0 0 2
Sadness 5 1 0 17 1 1 3
Surprise 0 2 0 2 79 0 0
Disgust 6 1 3 0 1 48 0
Fear 0 1 2 1 2 0 19
Precision 0.66 0.61 0.92 0.61 0.94 0.91 0.79
Recall 0.64 0.78 0.94 0.61 0.95 0.81 0.76
F-Measure 0.65 0.68 0.93 0.61 0.95 0.86 0.78
Table 4.4 Confusion matrix, precision, recall and F-measure of CKPLUS-7 classification
using distance-based feature representation with HPBSVM.
Anger Contempt Happy Sadness Surprise Disgust Fear
Anger 45 0 0 0 0 0 0
Contempt 0 17 0 1 0 0 0
Happy 1 0 61 6 0 1 0
Sadness 0 0 0 28 0 0 0
Surprise 0 0 0 1 82 0 0
Disgust 0 0 0 0 0 59 0
Fear 0 0 0 0 0 0 25
Precision 0.98 1 1 0.78 1 0.98 1
Recall 1 0.94 0.88 1 0.99 1 1
F-Measure 0.99 0.97 0.94 0.88 0.99 0.99 1
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Deep Learning for Facial Expression Classification
Convolutional Neural Networks Transfer Learning
Further to the aforementioned investigations for facial expression analysis methods, the
research also examined the use of state-of-the-art machine learning techniques for facial
expression analysis. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), a method for Deep Learning,
stands in the state-of the-art for image classification in general. On one hand, CNN training
needs strong computation resources because CNN deals directly with image files and per-
forms automatic feature extraction. On the other hand, Transfer Learning is a practical and
efficient approach that is aimed at achieving high classification accuracy with small effort.
It trains an already trained deep learning model only to tune the weights and parameters of
the final layer using a customised but usually small dataset. In this study, a CNN computer
vision model was trained for TensorFlow called MobileNets (Howard et al., 2017), on the
same benchmark datasets (CKPLUS7, CKPLUS8 and KDEF) separately. MobileNets models
are optimised models, so can be re-trained on small and limited resources quickly, achieving
high accuracy without the need for large computation resources.
Variation MobileNets depends on two hyper-parameters that influence the training time
and the model accuracy. The first hyper-parameter is Resolution Multiplier, which is re-
sponsible for the resolution of the input image as well as the internal representations of
each layer in the network. Current version of MobileNets have four different possibilities
for resolution multiplier, which are 128, 160, 192 and 224, and due to similarity of the
results only resolution multiplier using 128 and 224 were reported, which represent the
lowest and the highest. The second hyper-parameter is Depthwise Separable Convolution,
which enforces filters on each input channel that factorise a standard convolution into a
depthwise convolution, which is subsequently combined with pointwise convolution (i.e. 1 x
1 convolution), to eventually generate a feature representation (Sifre, 2014). There are four
options for the depthwise separable convolution parameter that have been utilised within the
MobileNets-based experiments, which are 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0.
Results
In the experiments models were trained using different values of the two hyper-parameters,
where the four mentioned options of depthwise separable convolution were tested against 128
and 224 resolution-multiplier values, classification accuracy, along with the corresponding
lower and upper bounds calculated using 95% confidence interval, are depicted in Figure
4.7 and Figure 4.8 respectively. As may be observed the classification accuracy achieved
for CKPLUS7 ranges from 79% to 86% using 224 resolution multiplier, and were slightly
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better using the smaller value of 128, which ranges from 86% to 90%. CKPLUS8 produced
approximately the same classification accuracies in both case, where classification accuracy
ranges from 79% to 88%. On the other hand, results on KDEF were as expected, where
higher resolution produced higher accuracy ranging from 76% to 92% using resolution
multiplier of 224, and ranging from 71% to 83% using multiplier of 128.
Fig. 4.7 Facial expression classification accuracy achieved by training transfer learning of
MobileNet model using Resolution Multiplier of 224, with Depthwise Separable Convolution
of (0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0) on CKPLUS-7, CKPLUS-8 and KDEF datasets.
Facial Expression Activation as a Time Sequence using Recurrent Neural Networks
Proceeding from the CNN method given in the previous section, a temporal-based facial ex-
pression analysis has been investigated as well, attempting to determine if a facial expression
can be captured from a set of consecutive images that show the activation of the expression
from a neutral state. In this study facial expression is considered as recorded in a sequence of
images and recurrent neural networks employed for classification purposes. The instances
used for training and testing are time series objects, i.e., sequences of images. The CKPLUS
dataset was presented as a set of sequentially captured snapshots from a neutral state (referred
to as Onset Frame) to the Peak Frame as illustrated in Figure 4.9. The last frame is presumed
to represent the actual facial expression if it includes the action units that conform to the
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Fig. 4.8 Facial expression classification accuracy achieved by training transfer learning of
MobileNet model using Resolution Multiplier of 128, with Depthwise Separable Convolution
of (0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0) on CKPLUS-7, CKPLUS-8 and KDEF datasets.
facial expression according to FACS system. Therefore, a classification experiment was
conducted on CKPLUS dataset (i.e. CKPLUS7 because all objects start from neutral state).
Fig. 4.9 Images sequence of a Surprise facial expression from CKPLUS dataset, which starts
from neutral state (called onset) to the peak frame that manually coded and labelled to a
facial expression according to FACS and facial action units.
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Table 4.5 Parameters values used in training the LSTM-RNN of the time sequence objects
extracted from CKPLUS dataset that represents the facial expression activation.
Parameter Value
Model type Multi-Layer Network
Layers 6
Input size 1176
Output size 7
Total parameters 13289707
Optimization algorithm Stochastic Gradient Descent
Optimization algorithm iterations 10
Learning rate 0.005
Layers activation function TANH
Following the same feature extraction procedure, for each frame, facial fiducial markers
were extracted, then generated distance-based features. As shown in Figure 4.10, a multivari-
ate time sequence object (composed of 1176 features) was generated, which corresponds to
one label (i.e. facial expression). These instances were forwarded to train a Long Short-Term
Memory Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM-RNN).
Fig. 4.10 An overview of the implementation of the facial expression recognition expression
experiment carried out, which uses the sequences captured from onset frame till the peak
frame as provided within CKPLUS dataset.
The network configuration is given in Figure 4.11, which comprises 6 layers (layer 0 to
layer 5). The input size of the first layer (i.e. layer 0) should match the number of features
extracted from the image sequence, which is 1176. The input size of the subsequent internal
layers decreases gradually until the number of labels in the dataset is reached, which is 7
facial expressions. The training parameter values that were used to achieve reported results
are given in Table 4.5.
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Fig. 4.11 Graph shows the details of our neural network structure with information of each
layer. Input features are the 1176 distance-based features and the number of outputs are 7
that represents expressions in CKPLUS7 dataset.
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Results
A number of designs of the network have been examined to train the generated dataset.
Monitoring the convergence/divergence of the loss value indicates the potential of getting
good results or not. Therefore, after a number of trials the best results of accuracy have been
achieved, which ranges from 94% to 99% using different training/testing split of 0.65, 0.70
and 0.75.
4.4 Facial Expression Classification during Human-Computer
Interaction
Relating to the first research question, what are the emotional states that can be detected
and utilised for the purpose of modelling the user within an adaptive HCI context? , the
study presented below aims to explore the actual facial expressions manifested by different
users whilst they are interacting with different interfaces. Subsequently, the current study
uses the trained models mentioned in Section 4.2.2 to automatically classify emotions via
facial expressions, by analysing video frames that were acquired whilst users attempted
and interacted with each of the computer-based tasks previously described in the Chapter
3. Hence, the main objective of the classification is to model the affective states of users
within a HCI context, and the association between the self-reporting and the facial expression.
Subsequently, the tasks were categorised into two groups as active and passive interactions.
• Active interaction, which represents the situations where the user is working and
undertaking an effort to carry out the task. These situations include: general oper-
ating systems tasks (tagged as OS), online shopping tasks (tagged as Online), and
spreadsheet tasks (tagged as Excel), and entertainment task playing Pacman (tagged as
Pacman).
• Passive interaction, which represents situations where the user does not exert effort,
which refers to the recordings contained within the DEAP dataset (Koelstra et al., 2012),
where the subjects passively watched videos on Youtube without explicit interaction.
HPBSVM with distance-based features were used to train two models using the validated
datasets CKPLUS-8 and KDEF, so that each resulting model can automatically classify the
video frames of the recordings obtained during the computer-based tasks at a frequency of 1
frame per second.
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(a) (CKPLUS-8 model output (b) KDEF model output
Fig. 4.12 Percentages of expressions on CK-8 and KDEF trained models applied on record-
ings of Online task context respectively. Results provide lower and upper bounds using a
95% confidence interval.
Results
Figure 4.12 shows the percentages of facial expressions using the earlier mentioned trained
models, which is achieved by automatically classifying the video frames of the user recording
while carrying out the Online task. Figure 4.12a presents the expression percentages using a
classification model that is trained on CKPLUS-8 dataset. Similarly, Figure 4.12b presents
the expression percentages using a trained classifier using KDEF dataset.
As depicted in Figure 4.12, different percentages of each expression have been found for
both models. However, one can view these percentages differently by considering the fact
that some expressions are much more precisely recognised than others. Generally, detecting
states such as happy and surprise is comparably superior than detecting other states such as
contempt, neutral, fear, angry, sadness and disgust, which is possibly due to the similarity in
the geometric shape of these expressions. Moreover, the work presented in (Joho et al., 2009)
underlined this type of grouping, by devising the expressiveness level (i.e. the strength) of
the associated expressions, where these expressions belong to a Low Pronounced level.
Therefore, the expression labels angry, contempt, disgust, fear and sadness from the
CKPLUS-8 dataset used in our analysis can be combined together to represent the negative
state. Likewise, the labels afraid, angry, disgust and sad from the KDEF dataset can be
combined together to represent the negative state as well. Additionally, from the Circumplex
Model it may be observed that there is a common aspect among these expressions, in that
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such negative labels occur on the negative side of the pleasant-unpleasant continuum, e.g.
the valence axis, as previously shown in Figure 2.2.
Consequently, the negative states grouping (to be within the negative state) applied to
CKPLUS-8 results as well as KDEF results. After that, the resultant percentages obtained by
averaging the output of the two trained models. Accordingly, the results depicted in Figure
4.13, show percentages of each expression obtained from the videos recorded during each
task using the average percentages across both the CKPLUS-8 and KDEF trained models.
Fig. 4.13 Percentages of facial expressions across tasks by averaging outputs from the two
trained models on CKPLUS-8 and KDEF datasets.
Additionally, it can be observed from Figure 4.13 that neutral and negative expressions
occupy the highest percentages across the different tasks, with a greater number of negative
expressions being shown during the tasks involving active interaction by participants. By
contrast, in the passive interaction i.e. Youtube task, a greater level of neutral expression can
be observed. Moreover, although a small percentage of happy expression may be observed
in all tasks, within the Youtube task, the lowest percentage of happy expression is found.
Therefore, it may potentially be surmised that, during active interaction tasks more variation
occurs within the facial expressions of participants, than occurs within passive interaction
tasks. However, such expressions might not reflect the actual feelings of the participants.
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4.5 Facial Expressions versus Reported Valence and Arousal
The hypothesis of the following study, that there is an association between the detected facial
expression from the facial image of the user and the self-reported scores for Arousal and
Valence, subsequently relates to the overarching aim of the research concerning the affective
states of the users in a HCI context. As previously described, each participant carried out a
self-reported assessment after performing each task using the SAM scale; this is the case in
both the dataset obtained from the Data Collection study and the DEAP dataset. Thus, each
recorded video from each task is associated with valence and arousal scores.
Consequently, the relationship between facial expression percentages and the self-reported
valence and arousal scores given by the participants for each task were further investigated
as described herein. However, during analysis, rather than using the actual SAM ranges, i.e.
[1.0-9.0], a mapping of the reported values into three ranges (Low, Medium and High) was
used. Correspondingly, classification performance improves during supervised learning when
the number of target classes is reduced (Aha, 1992), especially when the combined classes
have common properties and similarity, as is the case with the collected dataset. Therefore,
a transformation was applied to the rounded values, as illustrated in Figure 4.14, whereby
values within the range [1.0-3.0] were labelled as Low, values within the range [4.0-6.0] were
labelled as Medium, and values within the range [7.0-9.0] were labelled as High.
Fig. 4.14 Mapping from SAM scale value ranges into three labels (scores from [1.0-3.0]
mapped to Low, [4.0-6.0] mapped to Medium, and [7.0-9.0] mapped to High.
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Table 4.6 Facial expression percentages obtained based on classification of video frames
using the average of the two trained models versus self-reported values of Valence(Val) and
Arousal(Aro).
Stimuli Score
Happy(%) Surprise(%) Neutral(%) Negative(%)
Val Aro Val Aro Val Aro Val Aro
OS
Low 2.64 8.31 28.33 14.54 11.65 39.99 57.38 37.17
Med 3.72 2.53 20.07 15.65 33.84 32.56 42.38 49.26
High 3.38 3.76 18.12 31.91 17.27 17.23 61.23 47.1
Online
Low 4.58 2.96 23.83 17.39 13.71 27.19 57.88 52.47
Med 4.08 4.51 21.91 23.7 25.83 25.93 48.18 45.85
High 2.53 3.08 32.94 26.85 27.62 20.42 36.91 49.65
Excel
Low 0.81 3.02 27.69 25.75 26.49 34.44 45.01 36.79
Med 4.72 5.1 19.19 17.55 27.38 28.87 48.71 48.49
High 2.08 1.03 26.31 28.82 26.82 21.86 44.79 48.29
Pacman
Low 2.75 4.67 18.44 32.45 23.82 31.25 54.99 31.63
Med 1.59 3.63 28.17 15.22 26.3 30.66 43.94 50.49
High 5.1 3.83 25.82 28.3 25.28 22.24 43.8 45.63
Youtube
Low 0.5 0.97 16.84 15.05 47.62 54.83 35.03 29.15
Med 0.65 1.04 13.08 12.99 53.35 50.38 32.92 35.59
High 1.91 1.12 15.38 17.61 47.2 45.28 35.51 35.99
Therefore, the facial expression percentages with the ratings that were self-reported
by subjects themselves were compared for both valence and arousal. Table 4.6 gives the
facial expression percentages obtained from averaging the results of the two trained models,
across all the tasks (both active and passive), using the aforementioned mapping for the
self-reported scores of valence and arousal respectively. In addition to this mapping, the
labels corresponding to the self-reported values of valence and arousal have been used to
represent the four quadrants of the Circumplex Model, as illustrated in Figure 4.15, during
the analysis carried out.
Results
Subsequently, a combination of these scores, as depicted in Figure 4.15, has been aggregated
versus facial expression percentages as given in Table 4.7. From the results given in table
4.7, it is apparent that the lowest percentage of frames, across all tasks, show the happy
expression. However, somewhat surprisingly, tasks where participants self-reported high
valence values correspond to the facial expression percentages where the happy expression is
lowest too.
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Fig. 4.15 Representation of Circumplex Model quadrants using combinations of Valence and
Arousal score mappings, which utilises only the mappings corresponding to the High and
Low labels.
Table 4.7 Facial expression percentages versus combination of subject self-reported values of
Valence and Arousal together.
Stimuli Valence/Arousal Happy(%) Surprise(%) Neutral(%) Negative(%)
OS
Low/Low 0 0 0 0
Low/High 0.13 41.59 3.25 55.03
High/Low 0 0 0 0
High/High 2.43 20.56 27.25 49.76
Online
Low/Low 0 0 0 0
Low/High 6.84 18.9 10.04 64.22
High/Low 6.67 30 31.4 31.93
High/High 1.28 30.36 25.84 42.51
Excel
Low/Low 1.95 15.61 51.46 30.98
Low/High 0.81 26.74 25.58 46.86
High/Low 6.65 18.97 42.36 32.02
High/High 1.59 32.34 21.55 44.52
Pacman
Low/Low 2.45 46.57 12.25 38.73
Low/High 2.7 13.41 24.3 59.58
High/Low 6.49 32.15 39.23 22.12
High/High 4.66 30.15 22.39 42.79
Youtube
Low/Low 0.61 16.5 56.9 26
Low/High 0.77 18.2 40.48 40.55
High/Low 1.47 13.68 52.02 32.83
High/High 1.48 18.65 46.21 33.67
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4.5.1 Discussion
By merging Low Pronounced facial expressions such as contempt, neutral, fear, angry,
sadness and disgust as a single facial expression label, negative, makes the analysis of
the relationships between the facial expressions and affective states of users performing
computer-based tasks much more persuasive. Especially, distinguishing between these facial
expressions automatically is a non-robust task (Joho et al., 2009). Referring to the overarching
aim of modelling user affective states across different UIs, the hypotheses of the association
between the actual and automatically detected emotional states along with the possibility of
capturing the emotional state via facial expression analysis have been examined. Therefore,
a number of different analysis approaches have been explored in pursuit of understanding the
potential relationships between self-reported affect and the corresponding recorded facial
expressions over a number of tasks.
Firstly, it was anticipated that there is a difference in the facial expression percentages
between passive and active interaction contexts, due to the significant difference between
the nature of the contexts. Although a general inference is that both active and passive
contexts are similar with regard to the relationships between the self-reported measures
and the observed facial expressions, one difference found was that the facial expression
alternation that occurs within an active context is marginally increased over that found within
a passive context where an expression mostly remains as it is.
In addition, there is a weak correlation, and inconsistency in some cases, between the
individual and combined reported values of valence and arousal with facial expression found
in the recordings. Subsequently, the hypothesis that facial expressions reflect the actual
feelings of users within a HCI context does not meet on the collected dataset. On the other
hand, it may potentially indicate the fact that when participants attempted to assess and self-
report their actual feelings, they were unable to accurately distinguish and report on different
emotions and feelings. This point of view certainly agrees with the argument given in (Picard,
2003) that humans often do not know how to articulate their actual feelings and affective
states due to ambiguity and mixed mental activities. In addition to the significant differences
in valence and arousal values that were reported for the various tasks, simultaneously the
same facial expressions were still portrayed. Consequently, this concludes that the hypothesis
of detecting the actual affective state via facial expression analysis in HCI context is not
false.
Moreover, the results presented reveal that the accuracy of automatically detecting
affective states using facial expression analysis, particularly within a HCI context, is not
comparable to the accuracy achieved by facial expression analysis when acted and performed
deliberately as commonly found in most work within the Affective Computing literature.
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Consequently, this could be due to the nature of the relationship between humans and
computers. Ultimately, humans do not (currently) exchange emotions and feelings with
machines in the same manner as they do when interacting with each other.
For these reasons, researchers look to other technologies for the purpose of detecting
human emotions and states (Jaimes and Sebe, 2007). Some of these technologies have
very good recognition accuracy rates for certain states such as stress, which can be reflected
through physiological responses such as heart rate and blood pulse volume, though they could
be obtrusive and too noisy to be employed for generic HCI purposes. Additionally, some of
the technologies may require an extra effect on the users and cause additional feelings for
humans, rather than detecting actual feelings they are attempting to measure (Hernandez et
al., 2014). Therefore, HCI approaches and designs begin, especially within the last decade, to
shift the focus from the behaviours and procedures of UX, towards psychology and sociology
concepts, which take into account human factors, emotions, cognitive aspects and individuals’
behaviours (Harper et al., 2008; Jeon, 2017; Samara et al., 2017).
4.6 Summary
This chapter presented an investigation into user modelling and affective state detection via
facial expression analysis within HCI context. Experiments presented in this chapter exam-
ined automatic affect recognition during common computer usage with results suggesting
that facial expressions doubtfully indicate the actual feelings of users during interactions with
computers. Subsequently, the outcome of the presented studies does not completely serve the
aims that the research looks to achieve, which is capturing the actual affective states via facial
expression analysis. Therefore, work is needed to determine much more appropriate and
effective techniques that reason upon users’ experiences during interaction with computers
in order to facilitate the generation of intelligent and adaptive systems. While the work
presented within this chapter investigates facial expression variation across different user
interaction tasks, future work could undertake more in-depth experimentation and analysis of
related cognitive load.
Although a lot of attention is paid towards deploying facial expression analysis in
Affective Computing, the challenges encountered in these endeavours may not only be
in terms of technical issues. On the contrary, one potential and significant challenge that
may need to be addressed, for example, might be in humans’ perception of computers; the
perception that the computer is a machine that is a task oriented tool, which is inexpert to
reason upon human feelings with the same intellect as that of another human. Thereupon,
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work is progressing in different directions within various disciplines to reinforce the link
between the human and the computer.
Chapter 5
Eye Tracking Data Analysis and
Cognitive Load Measurement
5.1 Overview
Facilitating an adaptive form of HCI requires minimising the cognitive load of users whilst
they interact with UIs in attempting to complete their tasks and achieve their goals. Therefore,
it is a fundamental pillar for the intelligent machine to be able to evaluate and measure the
amount of mental processing and cognitive load that a user is experiencing in order to
facilitate the appropriate adaptation. Subsequently, computers and machines considered to be
within adaptive HCI are presumed to recognise the cognitive state of a human user in order
to interact intelligently.
Consequently, the motive that leads to the experiments presented within this chapter is
related to the hypothesis that through automatic analysis of the eye gaze behaviour, machines
would be able to measure the cognitive load of the users whilst they are interacting with
machines. Therefore, the studies given in the current chapter reiterate examination of the
hypothesis that has been tested in Chapter 4, which states can visual-based channels capture
the actual user states. However, the focus in Chapter 4 was on the affective states, and the
focus herein is on the cognitive load. Overall, these studies aim to find out the appropriate
way to endow machine with intelligent perception capabilities and particularly handle the
second research question, "What is the best method that can capture the user state that would
be useful for adaptive HCI?". In this regard, this chapter presents the techniques along with
the results of analysing eye tracking data populated from the Data Collection Study that was
previously presented in Chapter 3. Feature extraction approaches and data transformation
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and mapping schemes are employed for tracking and analysis in order to recognise different
user’s states and measure the associated cognitive load.
5.2 Methodology
Based on the emphasis given in the literature regarding the relationship between eye-gaze
tracking data and cognitive load, the study presented in this chapter attempts to address the
possibility of using features extracted from eye-gaze behaviour as input for the computer to
measure the cognitive load of users through pupil dilation whilst interacting with different
UIs. Bivariate Correlation Analysis is being used to find the relationship between two input
variables, which can demonstrate the presence or absence of a relationship between the target-
ed features. Subsequently, two types of data have been populated from the Data Collection
Study presented in Chapter 3, which are features extracted from the eye tracker device, and
features based on self-reported scores given by participants after finishing the attempted task,
to validate the hypothesis that eye gaze behaviour analysis entails information about current
cognitive load and mental processing being undertaken by the user. Consequently, a number
of experiments have examined the amount of correlation between self-reported scores and
extracted features using statistical functions including Mean, Mode and Median to aggregate
the recorded session frames into a singular value that is associated with the self-reported
scores. Additionally, as the dilation level is the core feature of interest that may help to
validate the hypothesis, the pupil size values of the sequence of the captured frames of the
eye-gaze tracking data have been mapped into three levels of dilation, i.e. Low, Medium
and High. Subsequently, a number of transformation schemes have been used to make the
mapping, where each one uses different splitting criteria, and the correlation coefficient of
each mapping and the scores associated with a task have been compared across the different
tasks.
5.3 Eye-Gaze Tracking Feature Extraction
Using an infra-red light emitting eye tracker, several measurements from the eye gaze
tracking data can be populated and employed within a feature vector for modelling user’s
states. Features were also extracted using a range of statistical functions applied on the eye
gaze tracking measurements acquired by the eye-tracker during each session of the Data
Collection Study.
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5.3.1 Filtering
There are some moments when the user’s eyes wander out of view from the eye tracker. Also
illumination effects can affect the quality of calibration. Therefore, eye gaze tracking data
often times can become noisy with intermittent spikes. Hence, there needs to be preprocessing
before analysis to remove such artifacts from the analysis as these moments represent outliers
in the recorded data stream. Consequently, the approach adopted involved removing outlier
samples based on using the upper and lower bounds that can be calculated using following
equation, which uses the mean and the standard deviation of the set of acquired samples.
Subsequently, any sample beyond the range of the upper and lower limits were deemed to be
an outlier.
U pperLowerBounds = Mean±StandardDeviation
Although, mean plus one standard deviation looks very small range that covers only
0.68 of values of normally distributed samples (Leys et al., 2013). However, using this
equation the spikes were removed together with the sharp edges that resulted from the signal
interruption during the session by looking at the graph of pupil size throughout the overall
session.
5.3.2 Eye-Gaze Tracking Measurements
Eye gaze tracking produces many measurements for each eye separately, which are used by
statistical functions to extract features and patterns. Some of these features are extracted
within a window of specific length as will be given later, and some of them are calculated
across all the recorded session. Correspondingly, the eye tracking features utilised are based
on the the work of Steichen et al. (Steichen et al., 2014):
1. Fixations Number: the number of eye fixations detected during a window.
2. Fixations Rate: the rate of eye fixation samples with regard to the total number of
samples throughout a window.
3. Pupil Size: the size of the pupil given in arbitrary units.
4. Saccade Length: the distance between two fixations (depicted as d in Figure 5.1).
5. Absolute Saccade Angle: the angle between a saccade and the x-axis (depicted as X
in Figure 5.1).
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6. Relative Saccade Angle: the angle between two consecutive saccades (depicted Y in
Figure 5.1).
Fig. 5.1 Eye Gaze Measurements based on Fixations and Saccades (Steichen et al., 2014).
5.3.3 Statistical Metrics and Functions
The following statistical functions were applied to the measurements of eye gaze tracking
data, subsequently used in the analysis:
1. Mean (µ): represents the average of the measurement values of the window.
1
N
N
∑
n=1
Xn
2. Median (median): represents the value that separates the higher half of the measure-
ments values from the lower half.
3. Mode (mode): represents the value that appears most often within all measurement
values.
4. Standard Deviation (σ): represents the dispersion (i.e. variation) of the measurement
values within the window. √
1
N
N
∑
n=1
(Xn−µ)2
5. Summation (sum): where the measurements of acquired samples within a window
(e.g. for 30 samples captured per second) are added sequentially.
N
∑
n=1
Xn
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Table 5.1 Interpretation of the strength and direction of the relationship based on the calculated
correlation coefficient (Lærd Statistics, 2017).
Strength of Association
Coefficient
Positive Negative
Small 0.1 to 0.3 -0.1 to -0.3
Medium 0.3 to 0.5 -0.3 to -0.5
Large 0.5 to 1.0 -0.5 to -1.0
5.3.4 Bivariate Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis is a measure of the association between two variables, in which the
correlation coefficient ranges between [-1, 1], where the relationship between variables is
weaker as the correlation coefficient value goes to 0. Furthermore, the sign of the correlation
coefficient shows the direction of the relationship, whereas positive sign indicates directly
proportional relationship between tested variables, while negative sign indicates inversely
proportional relationship. Table 5.1 shows how the correlation coefficient can be interpreted
to infer the strength of the the relationship between variables.
Correlation refers to the linear relationship between two variables. Linear correlation
is used as an indicative of the relationship between tested variables. However, correlation
does not imply causation. In other words, the strength does not mean always that the
there is a relationship between tested variables (Mukaka, 2012). Therefore, the relationship
between tested variables should be backed by the background knowledge and logical causal
relationship.
Subsequently, the most common and widely used methods for correlation analysis are
Pearson’s Product Moment and Spearman’s Rank-Order correlations. Accordingly, the
selection of the appropriate correlation measure is according to the data type of the tested
variables and other statistical properties such as normality, linearity and monotonicity.
Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation
Pearson product moment coefficient measures the dependency strength and the direction of
association that exists between two variables. Pearson in particular draws a line of the best
fit through the data on the scatter plot of the two variables. The coefficient r shows how far
these data from the line of the best fit, and can be calculated as follows for the two normally
distributed variables x and y (Lee Rodgers and Alan Nice Wander, 1988):
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r =
∑(x− x¯)(y− y¯)√
(∑(x− x¯))2(∑(y− y¯)2)
A number assumptions of the tested variables should be complied for Pearson, including
that the variables are continuous, and have a linear relationship, which means that variables
should have monotonic relationship, as well as homoscedasticity that scatter plot of the
variables, that shows the data is normally distributed about the regression line. In addition
that the two variable should be normally distributed. These restrictions are needed for Pearson
to measure the association because it is very sensitive to outliers and false samples.
Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation
Spearman rank order correlation is a non-parametric measure shows the strength and direction
of relationship between two variables, measures on at least an ordinal scale. Spearman
correlation considers that the data type of tested variables either ordinal, ratio or interval.
Furthermore, it is less sensitive to outliers than Pearson correlation. Moreover, it does
not require normally distributed variables. Therefore, Spearman correlation had been used
in many cases where the tested variables do not conform with the previously mentioned
assumptions for Pearson. For x and y variables, the ranks are calculated between them,
then using the following equation can be used to calculate Spearman correlation coefficient
(Swinscow, 1976):
rs = 1− 6∑
n
i=1 d
2
i
n(n2−1)
Consequently, analysing the relationship between two quantitative variables that are not
normally distributed, needs to rank the values of each single variable separately starting from
the smallest sample to be given rank 1. Then, after the ranks associated with each value of
the tested variables are calculated, the squared difference d2 between the ranks is computed
and summed up to calculate the Spearman’s correlation according to given equation for rs.
Data Analysis Tool
There are several statistical analysis packages and tools. Within the work conducted, this
PhD project used IBM SPSS Statistics Version-24, developed by IBM corporation. It is
considered among the most common tools, because it is relatively easy to use in addition to
its rich features such as comprising a lot of different statistical methods and functions, and
flexible methods that facilitates data processing and generating different graphs and charts.
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Moreover, it allows developers to generate and run scripts along with API interface to run
SPSS scripts from external applications.
5.4 Analysis Approach
A thorough analysis was carried out of the correlations between subjective self-reports given
by participants i.e. NASA-TLX scores and SAM scales, and features extracted from eye gaze
data, which are descriptive statistical features for pupil size, i.e. Mean, Median and Mode.
The collected dataset described in Chapter 3 was used in the analysis. Additionally, several
customised encoding schemes have been used to map values of pupil size into ordinal levels.
Furthermore, self-reported scores have been normalised for each session. Subsequently, we
have conducted different analysis experiments as will be given in the following subsections.
Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation has been used in the analysis to identify the depen-
dency between extracted features and self-reported data, in order to observe and investigate
the validity of the self-reporting techniques that were used during the sessions, when partici-
pants were interacting with typical UIs during tasks. Spearman’s correlation has been used
because the data is not normally distributed as well as it is less sensitive to outliers unlike
Pearson’s correlation.
Additionally, a rescaling has been applied to the self-reported scores, in particular
Normalisation and Standardisation, in order to remove some of the potential bias and
differences among different participants (Marquardt, 1980). Consequently, the following
methods have been applied for the scores that had been used together with the original scores
in the analysis:
1. Normalisation: which rescales the values of the variable into a range from [0,1], and
it can be calculated using the following equation:
Xnormalised =
x− xmin
xmax− xmin
2. Standardisation: which rescales the values of the variable into a range that has a zero
mean, and unit variance, and can be calculated using the following equation exploiting
only the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ ):
Xstandardised =
x−µ
σ
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5.5 Correlation Analysis between Pupil Size and NASA-
TLX Scores
The following study examines the hypothesis that there is an association between pupil
dilation tracked during a task and the NASA-TLX scores self-reported by the user. Therefore,
a bivariate correlation analysis has been carried out between Pupil Size and NASA-TLX
scores, where, in the following section, statistical features represent Pupil Size variable, and
in the subsequent section percentages of Pupil Size levels using different mapping encoding
schemes to group dilation levels.
5.5.1 Descriptive Statistics Features of Pupil Size versus NASA-TLX
Scores
In this analysis, on one side a number of statistical features of the Pupil Size variable that
were calculated from the recorded samples over the whole recorded session, which are:
• Mean: the average of all values of the captured pupil size throughout the whole session.
• Median: the middle value of the captured pupil size throughout the whole session.
• Mode: the most frequently occurred value of the captured pupil size throughout the
whole session.
The other side of tested variables, are the self-reported scores for NASA-TLX, which are
scales that range from 0 to 20 as given below (Hart, 1986):
• Mental Demand: refers to the amount of mental activity required to achieve the
designated task.
• Physical Demand: refers to the amount of physical activity required for the task.
However, physical demand in the context of HCI and interacting with user interfaces
was a controversial issue as many participants found this question inapplicable as they
did not exert a physical effort through interacting with requested computerised task.
Physical demand reports are given even though many participants skipped it as it does
not make sense from their point of view.
• Temporal Demand: refers to the amount of pressure that occurs because of the time
given to complete the task.
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Table 5.2 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between statistical measures of pupil
size and NASA-TLX scores. Significant results at the 0.05 level are boldfaced.
Right Eye Left Eye
Mean Median Mode Mean Median Mode
Mental Demand
Score 0.121 0.115 0.07 0.091 0.081 -0.009
Normalised 0.069 0.067 0.038 0.03 0.011 -0.051
Standardised 0.085 0.065 0.061 0.031 0.008 -0.045
Physical Demand
Score 0.093 0.097 0.138 0.087 0.094 0.136
Normalised 0.13 0.133 0.143 0.125 0.127 0.14
Standardised 0.025 0.004 0.047 0.011 0.009 0.059
Temporal Demand
Score -0.026 -0.007 -0.026 0.016 0.028 -0.007
Normalised -0.069 -0.038 -0.012 -0.011 0.012 0.017
Standardised -0.13 -0.1 -0.041 -0.057 -0.031 -0.001
Performance
Score -0.017 -0.009 -0.119 -0.024 -0.018 -0.063
Normalised -0.03 -0.022 -0.133 -0.029 -0.029 -0.062
Standardised -0.081 -0.076 -.168* -0.074 -0.072 -0.082
Effort
Score .191* .195* 0.141 .175* .178* 0.114
Normalised .158* .170* 0.126 0.127 0.126 0.081
Standardised .173* .175* .156* 0.136 0.137 0.117
Frustration
Score 0.037 0.038 0.009 0.038 0.037 -0.014
Normalised -0.016 -0.009 -0.008 -0.012 -0.019 -0.022
Standardised -0.018 -0.018 0.005 -0.009 -0.018 -0.006
• Performance: refers to the amount of success that the participant believes that he/she
had achieved. Subsequently, it reflects about participant’s satisfaction with the accom-
plished goals of the requested task.
• Effort: refers to the amount of effort that had been exerted to complete the requested
task.
• Frustration: refers to the amount of negative feelings that participants felt whilst
working on the requested task, which shows how much annoyed, irritated and stressed
that happened during the task.
Results
Subsequently, Table 5.2 shows the calculated correlation coefficients between each of the
descriptive statistical features extracted from Pupil Size session samples with NASA-TLX
self-reported scores during that session. Additionally, it shows normalised values together
with standardised values of the self-reported scores.
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It can be read from Table 5.2 that a statistically significant small correlation was found,
however, the best results where observed for the Performance and Effort scores, which are
0.168 and 0.191 with mode and mean of the pupil size respectively. Moreover, normalisation
and standardisation applied on the self-reported scores did not improve the correlation.
Although standardised-Performance score makes better correlation, it appears to weaken the
coefficient with Effort score.
5.5.2 Percentage of Pupil Dilation Levels versus NASA-TLX Scores
Alternative approach was conducted to investigate the relationship between Pupil Size and
NASA-TLX scores that is based on percentages of pupil dilation levels throughout the session.
Thus, each pupil size value of the acquired sample is mapped into a dilation degree, then the
number of samples mapped into each level is used to calculate the percentage of samples for
each level. Subsequently, the correlations between calculated percentages and self-reported
scores were calculated as will be given in this subsection.
It is emphasised in the literature that pupil size is proportional with the cognitive load and
mental processing. Nevertheless, there is no definitive way of separation to distinguish when
the pupil is dilated and when it is not. Therefore, an empirical approach has been applied
using several mapping scales to transform the pupil size value into one of three levels: low,
medium and high.
The pupil size split was conducted using four different mapping schemes as depicted in
Figure 5.2. Where starting from symmetrical width for all levels as in Mapping1, the ulterior
mappings (Mapping2, Mapping3 and Mapping4); the width of medium level is expanded
gradually as can be seen in the Figure 5.2. Consequently, pupil size samples were normalised
and transformed into a range from [0-100], then the value of the pupil size of each sampled
frame was mapped into one of the three levels (i.e. low, medium and high). Following this,
a percentage of the number of samples of each level was calculated, which corresponds to
one of the level labels. Thus, the relationship between percentage of pupil size levels and the
self-reporting scores provided by participants has been examined in this part.
Mapping1
The three pupil dilation levels (i.e. low, med and high) were split into a balanced range of
equal length. Therefore, the normalised value of pupil size was transformed into one of the
three equal intervals according the sample value using the equation of Mapping1.
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Fig. 5.2 Pupil size (normalised) mapping used within the analysis.
Mapping1 : x =

low, x ≤ 33.33%
med, 33.33% ≤ x ≤ 66.66%
high, 66.66% ≤ x
Results given in Table 5.3 shows statistically significant correlation coefficients between
percentages of pupil size dilation levels and NASA-TLX scores. Interestingly, moderate
correlation coefficients achieved between pupil dilation levels and Mental Demand and Effort
scores that are 0.336 and -0.302 respectively, which to a certain extent agrees with fact
given in the literature that the pupil dilated with high cognitive load and mental processing.
Additionally, for other scores small statistically significant correlations existed, apart from
Physical Demand which was ignored by most participants, because there is no physical effort
exerted in such Human-Computer Interaction.
Mapping2
The normalised value of pupil size was transformed into a dilation level, where the medium
range expanded to be from [25-75] using Mapping2 equation.
Mapping2 : x =

low, x ≤ 25%
med, 25% ≤ x ≤ 75%
high, 75% ≤ x
Table 5.4 shows the correlation coefficients between percentages of pupil dilation levels
calculated using Mapping2 scheme with NASA-TLX scores. A statistically significant
correlation was observed that is marginally similar to the results achieved using Mapping1.
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Table 5.3 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between percentages of pupil size
dilation levels using Mapping1 scheme and NASA-TLX scores. Significant results at the
0.05 level are boldfaced.
Mapping1
Right Eye Left Eye
Low Med High Low Med High
Mental Demand
Score .157* -.336** .203** .166* -.336** .164*
Normalised 0.014 -0.148 0.1 -0.011 -0.119 0.08
Standardised -0.016 -.154* 0.09 -0.029 -0.104 0.077
Physical Demand
Score 0.089 -0.054 0.027 0.114 -0.043 -0.007
Normalised -0.057 -0.011 0.061 0.02 0.032 -0.006
Standardised -0.073 0.086 -0.079 -0.033 0.14 -0.122
Temporal Demand
Score .180* -.169* 0.131 .248** -.229** 0.108
Normalised 0.116 0.017 0.027 0.116 0.033 0.02
Standardised 0.074 0.07 0.008 0.112 0.071 0.009
Performance
Score 0.047 -.154* 0.135 0.07 -.207** 0.146
Normalised -0.05 -0.055 0.078 -0.03 -0.088 0.091
Standardised -0.074 0.014 0.02 -0.049 -0.027 0.052
Effort
Score .223** -.276** 0.118 .221** -.302** 0.074
Normalised 0.139 -0.142 0.03 0.089 -.161* 0.009
Standardised 0.124 -0.135 0.031 0.086 -0.149 0.012
Frustration
Score 0.146 -.197* 0.1 .159* -.225** 0.062
Normalised 0.004 0.035 -0.02 -0.016 0.031 -0.057
Standardised -0.027 0.068 -0.052 -0.043 0.072 -0.089
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Table 5.4 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between percentages of pupil size
dilation levels using Mapping2 scheme and NASA-TLX scores. Significant results at the
0.05 level are boldfaced.
Mapping2
Right Eye Left Eye
Low Med High Low Med High
Mental Demand
Score .160* -.327** .255** 0.079 -.325** .240**
Normalised 0.037 -0.119 0.092 -0.035 -0.096 0.073
Standardised 0.011 -0.126 0.09 -0.033 -0.095 0.076
Physical Demand
Score 0.121 -0.071 0.087 0.113 -0.086 0.098
Normalised -0.04 0.016 0.011 0.034 0.031 -0.011
Standardised -0.045 0.081 -0.094 0.071 0.092 -0.096
Temporal Demand
Score .180* -.194* .196* .190* -.254** .202**
Normalised 0.071 0.02 0.036 0.097 -0.011 0.05
Standardised 0.03 0.072 0.018 0.114 0.028 0.039
Performance
Score 0.029 -.172* .186* 0.029 -.222** .193*
Normalised -0.066 -0.059 0.087 -0.053 -0.089 0.094
Standardised -0.085 -0.004 0.037 -0.034 -0.059 0.064
Effort
Score .228** -.283** .194* .158* -.293** .167*
Normalised 0.15 -0.143 0.08 0.066 -0.134 0.044
Standardised 0.122 -0.129 0.075 0.071 -0.122 0.043
Frustration
Score 0.134 -.218** 0.146 0.06 -.196* 0.11
Normalised 0.015 0.012 -0.049 -0.085 0.101 -0.109
Standardised -0.009 0.04 -0.081 -0.088 0.136 -0.144
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Table 5.5 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between percentages of pupil size
dilation levels using Mapping3 scheme and NASA-TLX scores. Significant results at the
0.05 level are boldfaced.
Mapping3
Right Eye Left Eye
Low Med High Low Med High
Mental Demand
Score 0.107 -.312** .267** 0.047 -.301** .256**
Normalised 0.001 -0.095 0.092 -0.057 -0.051 0.046
Standardised -0.023 -0.103 0.094 -0.063 -0.047 0.05
Physical Demand
Score 0.139 -0.069 0.083 0.121 -0.104 0.129
Normalised -0.031 0.043 -0.027 0.029 0.043 -0.02
Standardised -0.03 0.08 -0.09 0.045 0.096 -0.084
Temporal Demand
Score .162* -.218** .225** .189* -.257** .226**
Normalised 0.074 -0.021 0.064 0.106 -0.019 0.052
Standardised 0.038 0.029 0.043 0.125 0.006 0.048
Performance
Score -0.003 -.153* .178* 0.022 -.244** .218**
Normalised -0.096 -0.028 0.066 -0.052 -0.113 0.106
Standardised -0.116 0.019 0.022 -0.041 -0.087 0.083
Effort
Score .224** -.287** .207** 0.151 -.284** .199**
Normalised .175* -.152* 0.086 0.055 -0.113 0.06
Standardised 0.148 -0.137 0.076 0.049 -0.098 0.058
Frustration
Score 0.134 -.218** 0.147 0.095 -.202** 0.117
Normalised 0.035 0.02 -0.065 -0.032 0.099 -0.134
Standardised 0.019 0.045 -0.095 -0.032 0.128 -.165*
Mapping3
Similarly, the normalised value of pupil size was transformed into a dilation level, where
the medium range expanded more and more at the expense of low and high levels, using the
relation:
Mapping3 : x =

low, x ≤ 20%
med, 20% ≤ x ≤ 80%
high, 80% ≤ x
Results shown in Table 5.5 using Mapping3 have approximately comparable correlation
coefficient using Mapping1 and Mapping2. However, the value of correlation coefficients
slightly decreases as the ranges of dilation levels are changed. Thus, Table 5.5 has statistically
significant correlations between percentages of pupil dilation levels that is calculated using
Mapping3 scheme with NASA-TLX scores.
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Table 5.6 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between percentages of pupil size
dilation levels using Mapping4 scheme and NASA-TLX scores. Significant results at the
0.05 level are boldfaced.
Mapping4
Right Eye Left Eye
Low Med High Low Med High
Mental Demand
Score 0.09 -.283** .274** 0.02 -.272** .255**
Normalised -0.014 -0.052 0.059 -0.078 0.012 0.003
Standardised -0.041 -0.063 0.064 -0.06 0.012 0.012
Physical Demand
Score 0.074 -0.055 0.07 0.044 -0.127 .156*
Normalised 0.011 0.062 -0.057 -0.031 0.046 -0.034
Standardised 0.014 0.037 -0.055 0.072 0.065 -0.066
Temporal Demand
Score 0.129 -.231** .251** 0.135 -.269** .221**
Normalised 0.044 -0.031 0.066 0.056 -0.019 0.013
Standardised 0.013 0 0.048 0.101 -0.015 0.023
Performance
Score 0.007 -0.15 .161* 0.027 -.266** .223**
Normalised -0.113 -0.019 0.042 -0.033 -0.131 0.117
Standardised -0.122 0.009 0.01 0.01 -0.122 0.1
Effort
Score .207** -.253** .216** 0.104 -.266** .215**
Normalised .161* -0.107 0.078 -0.001 -0.085 0.079
Standardised 0.134 -0.094 0.063 0.002 -0.065 0.064
Frustration
Score 0.123 -.181* 0.149 0.049 -.181* 0.122
Normalised 0.058 0.054 -0.086 -0.06 0.135 -.153*
Standardised 0.052 0.064 -0.1 -0.038 0.149 -.166*
Mapping4
The normalised value of pupil size was transformed into dilation levels that are very small
range for low and high and wider range for medium level [10-90] as given in the following
relation:
Mapping4 : x =

low, x ≤ 10%
med, 10% ≤ x ≤ 90%
high, 90% ≤ x
Table 5.6 shows statistically significant correlation as well, however, it is obvious that
Mapping4 does not provide as good a correlation as observed from the other mapping
schemes. In other words, Mapping1 presented high correlation coefficients, and then by
expanding medium level range on account of low and high levels (i.e. going from Mapping1
to Mapping4), correlation coefficients between percentages of pupil dilation levels and
NASA-TLX scores decrease.
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Overall different mapping schemes, Effort-Score and Mental-Demand shows the highest
correlation. Then, Temporal-Demand comes in the second place. Followed by Performance
and Frustration, such that Performance was better in Mapping2, Mapping3 and Mapping4,
while Frustration achieved stronger correlation using Mapping1 and degraded for the other
mapping schemes.
Moreover, it can be observed that the correlation decreases as the transformation make the
separation between the pupil dilation levels close to the edges, i.e Mapping1 and Mapping2
achieved better correlations than Mapping3 and Mapping4, whereas Mapping1 has stronger
correlations than Mapping2. Consequently, this agrees with the fact presented in the Literature
Review that the level of pupil dilation may entail information about the mental processing,
effort and cognitive load.
5.6 Correlation Analysis between Pupil Size and Self-Assessment
Manikin Scales
This study validates the relationship hypothesis between pupil dilation tracked during a task
and the SAM scale scores self-reported by the user for Valence, Arousal and Dominance.
Therefore, the linear relationship has been investigated between pupil size and self-reported
SAM scales following the same approaches mentioned in Section 5.4.1.
5.6.1 Descriptive Statistical Features of Pupil Size versus SAM scales
Herein the bivariate correlation is examined between Pupil Size and self-reported SAM scale
scores, with statistical features of Pupil Size on one side i.e. Mean, Median and Mode, and
SAMs scores together with normalised and standardised on the other side.
Table 5.7 presents the calculated correlation coefficients between Pupil Size and self-
reported SAM scales. From Table 5.7 it may be observed that Arousal scores have moderate
positive statistically significant correlation with Pupil Size statistical features. Particularly,
Mode feature of Pupil Size achieved the highest correlation with Normalised-Arousal scores.
Additionally, Dominance scores have negative small significant correlation with Pupil Size
features. On the contrary Valence scores did not show a relationship with Pupil Size features.
5.6.2 Percentage of Pupil Dilation Levels versus SAM Scale
Similar to the manner described previously with NASA-TLX, in this part the bivariate
correlation has been investigated exhaustively between percentages of pupil dilation levels
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Table 5.7 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between statistical measures of pupil
size and SAM scale scores. Significant results at the 0.05 level are boldfaced.
Right Eye Left Eye
Mean Median Mode Mean Median Mode
Valence
Score 0.012 0.008 0.021 0.033 0.023 0.042
Normalised 0.026 0.018 -0.019 0.023 0.027 0.037
Standardised -0.064 -0.074 -0.088 -0.054 -0.054 -0.046
Arousal
Score .230** .256** .265** .228** .230** .255**
Normalised .295** .320** .313** .299** .298** .325**
Standardised .216** .240** .237** .233** .226** .231**
Dominance
Score -0.115 -0.138 -0.094 -0.111 -0.121 -0.115
Normalised -0.143 -.166* -.154* -.169* -.158* -.157*
Standardised -.246** -.270** -.246** -.260** -.260** -.279**
Table 5.8 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between percentages of pupil size
dilation levels using Mapping1 scheme and SAM scale scores. Significant results at the 0.05
level are boldfaced.
Mapping1
Right Eye Left Eye
Low Med High Low Med High
Valence
Score 0.011 -0.099 0.045 0.005 -0.095 0.044
Normalised -0.018 -0.078 0.036 -0.037 -0.076 0.035
Standardised -0.037 -0.073 0.023 -0.087 -0.098 0.094
Arousal
Score .163* -.195* .168* .157* -0.116 0.041
Normalised .155* -0.142 .207** .164* -0.074 0.017
Standardised .152* -0.121 .179* 0.121 -0.064 0.032
Dominance
Score -0.127 .156* -.182* -0.052 0.108 -0.129
Normalised -.162* .237** -.193* -0.074 .205** -.161*
Standardised -.157* .249** -.237** -0.098 .191* -0.14
versus the self-reported SAM scales scores. Thus the same aforementioned empirical
approach was used, which uses several mapping scales to transform the pupil size value
into one of three levels: low, medium and high. The following subsection present results of
percentages of Pupil Size levels using different mapping encoding schemes to make the split
between dilation level groups.
Mapping1
In Mapping1, the medium level considers the value of pupil size that range from [33.33-66.66].
Table 5.8 shows the small statistically significant correlation for Arousal and Dominance
scores.
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Table 5.9 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between percentages of pupil size
dilation levels using Mapping2 scheme and SAM scale scores. Significant results at the 0.05
level are boldfaced.
Mapping2
Right Eye Left Eye
Low Med High Low Med High
Valence
Score 0.049 -0.124 0.095 0.071 -0.151 0.134
Normalised -0.028 -0.07 0.046 -0.068 -0.097 0.082
Standardised -0.062 -0.072 0.039 -0.099 -0.131 0.134
Arousal
Score .203** -.234** .254** .193* -.199** .165*
Normalised 0.13 -0.139 .220** 0.09 -0.064 0.084
Standardised 0.113 -0.129 .204** 0.094 -0.063 0.084
Dominance
Score -0.024 0.115 -.167* 0.054 0.089 -0.13
Normalised -0.086 .247** -.268** -0.023 .243** -.274**
Standardised -0.105 .253** -.290** -0.024 .226** -.257**
Mapping2
Similar to the analysis conducted for NASA-TLX, Mapping2 considers meduim level for
pupil size values that ranges from [25-75]. Accordingly, Table 5.9 shows slightly better
results of the same significant correlation for both Arousal and Dominance.
Mapping3
The medium range is expanded more to include pupil size values ranges from [20-80]. The
results produced given in Table 5.10 shows a marginal improvement with the correlation
coefficients.
Mapping4
The medium range is the wider in this scheme, which comprises pupil size values ranges
from [10-90]. Table 5.11 shows regression in the results, which yielded results that show
lower correlation than the ones produces from Mapping1,Mapping2 and Mapping3. Whereas
the strongest correlation for Arousal dimension with the high dilation level using Mapping3
which is 0.267.
Consequently, the experimental results presented are not evident enough to support the
hypothesis strongly that the relationship between SAM scales scores with level of pupil
dilation. However, Arousal and Dominance scores achieved stronger correlation than Valence,
which might be due to the relevance between the mental processing and effort exerted on the
task and pupil dilation reported through the Arousal scores in the SAM scale. Moreover, the
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Table 5.10 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between percentages of pupil size
dilation levels using Mapping3 scheme and SAM scale scores. Significant results at the 0.05
level are boldfaced.
Mapping3
Right Eye Left Eye
Low Med High Low Med High
Valence
Score 0.061 -0.131 0.113 0.051 -.177* .189*
Normalised -0.054 -0.053 0.042 -0.084 -0.117 0.11
Standardised -0.084 -0.062 0.042 -0.104 -.156* .163*
Arousal
Score .220** -.257** .267** .196* -.209** .206**
Normalised .152* -0.148 .192* 0.082 -0.055 0.094
Standardised 0.131 -0.137 .180* 0.089 -0.046 0.083
Dominance
Score -0.002 0.103 -0.136 0.058 0.065 -0.102
Normalised -0.081 .256** -.272** 0.003 .251** -.310**
Standardised -0.112 .255** -.275** -0.006 .236** -.292**
activation and response induced by attempting a task is theoretically related to pupil dilation.
Therefore, the outcome of the given experiment may push towards the main objective of the
research to exploit infra-red eye tracker to model the cognitive load of the user.
5.7 Relationship between Pupil Dilation Levels versus Tasks
Another endeavour of analysis that focuses on the association between computer tasks, i.e.
different UIs, and pupil dilation levels, the study presented herein examines the hypothesis
that there is a relationship between the percentages of pupil dilation levels during interaction
and the UI type (i.e. the attempted task). Subsequently,Table 5.12 shows the percentages of
pupil dilation levels for each of different task. Moreover, the four mapping schemes that have
been previously mentioned in Section 5.4.2 were used for splitting between dilation levels.
One can read from Table 5.12 that the percentage of pupil size of high level of dilation
within each mapping scheme was during Pacman task, except Mapping4 that shows a deviated
result. Hence, a gaming context such as Pacman stimulates and induces mental processing
and cognitive load more than the other tasks.
Furthermore, an example of the pupil size variation within a game-based task context is
shown Figure 5.3, whereby one can easily relate the engagement and the amount of mental
processing during game play. Consequently, as an interesting finding that pupil size changes
during the game-based task context, where the participant was playing Pacman is apparent
during the situations encountered throughout the task.
As it can be seen in Figure 5.3, at the beginning of the game, the pupil size starts
increasing while playing until a peak value occurs, then when the player is defeated in the
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Table 5.11 Bivariate Spearman’s correlation coefficient between percentages of pupil size
dilation levels using Mapping4 scheme and SAM scale scores. Significant results at the 0.05
level are boldfaced.
Mapping4
Right Eye Left Eye
Low Med High Low Med High
Valence
Score 0.124 -0.136 0.127 0.061 -.222** .234**
Normalised -0.012 -0.048 0.037 -0.082 -0.147 0.136
Standardised -0.045 -0.047 0.034 -0.087 -.189* .184*
Arousal
Score .206** -.216** .237** .155* -.216** .229**
Normalised 0.13 -0.104 0.136 0.076 -0.018 0.048
Standardised 0.111 -0.089 0.126 0.074 0.001 0.028
Dominance
Score 0.038 0.016 -0.042 0.066 -0.019 -0.006
Normalised -0.073 .200** -.232** -0.002 .242** -.292**
Standardised -0.124 .190* -.213** -0.011 .215** -.253**
Table 5.12 Percentages of pupil dilation levels using the four splitting mapping schemes
versus each individual task that acquired in recorded sessions in the Data Collection Study.
Task
Right Eye Left Eye
Low Med High Low Med High
Mapping1
OS 10.19% 58.75% 31.06% 10.93% 58.55% 30.52%
Online 11.96% 53.60% 34.44% 13.85% 52.59% 33.56%
Excel 14.00% 51.61% 34.39% 17.21% 47.31% 35.48%
Pacman 21.73% 39.65% 38.62% 20.75% 41.84% 37.41%
Mapping2
OS 5.05% 75.57% 19.38% 5.31% 75.95% 18.75%
Online 5.06% 75.53% 19.41% 6.15% 74.57% 19.28%
Excel 11.69% 68.39% 19.92% 12.10% 67.52% 20.38%
Pacman 17.65% 56.23% 26.12% 14.06% 60.97% 24.97%
Mapping3
OS 4.06% 81.65% 14.29% 3.50% 82.63% 13.87%
Online 3.39% 83.34% 13.27% 5.50% 80.82% 13.68%
Excel 10.37% 75.07% 14.57% 10.87% 74.58% 14.55%
Pacman 11.69% 69.57% 18.75% 10.16% 72.15% 17.69%
Mapping4
OS 3.23% 89.02% 7.76% 2.66% 89.86% 7.48%
Online 2.63% 91.72% 5.65% 4.10% 89.64% 6.25%
Excel 8.00% 83.82% 8.17% 8.94% 82.66% 8.40%
Pacman 7.71% 85.50% 6.79% 6.39% 87.55% 6.07%
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game, the pupil size starts decreasing. Consequently, this relates to the amount of cognitive
load demanded by the playing context when the participant is engaged in the level of the
game. Therefore, during game-based tasks, one can easily relate the engagement and the
amount of cognitive mental processing required when playing the game.
Fig. 5.3 Pupil size variation of the participant playing Pacman.
5.8 Eye Gaze Tracking Features for Task Classification
Finding a pattern for the eye gaze behaviour across different UIs possibly enhances the
interaction quality and assists the achievement of an adaptive form of HCI. Therefore, a
hypothesis that there is a consistent eye gaze behaviour against different tasks in HCI context,
leads to the possibility of exploiting eye-tracking for task classification (UIs classification).
In this section a number of classification experiments have been carried out using eye gaze
features as input vectors, and the tasks that had been carried out by participants in the
course of the Data Collection Study previously described in Chapter 3, as the classes (i.e.
labels). Subsequently, descriptive statistical features extracted from eye gaze tracking data
were employed for that purpose, which are Sum, Mean and Standard Deviation (Std-Dev).
However, these types of features work on a set of samples, thus it should be applied on a
window that is composed of a number of samples. Moreover, because there is no ground
truth for the proper window length; an empirical approach was adopted: eye gaze features
were extracted using windows sizes of 1, 5, 10 and 20 seconds. For each window, 26 features
were extracted as presented in Table 5.13.
Results
Extracted features were utilised to train a supervised learning model, namely an SVM. The
classification experiment using cross validation of 10 folds, was applied for each individual
participant separately. Table 5.14 presents the average, min, max, and standard deviation of
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Table 5.13 Features that were extracted from eye gaze tracking data together the statistical
functions that were used to aggregate the extracted feature from all windows of that session
together.
Feature Name Statistical Function Number of features for both eyes
Fixations Number Sum 2
Saccade Length
Sum 2
Mean 2
Std-Dev 2
Absolute Saccade Angle
Sum 2
Mean 2
Std-Dev 2
Relative Saccade Angle
Sum 2
Mean 2
Std-Dev 2
Pupil Size
Sum 2
Mean 2
Std-Dev 2
Table 5.14 Task classification that were extracted from eye gaze tracking data together the
statistical functions that were used to aggregate the extracted feature from all windows of
that session together.
Window Size (Sec) Accuracy Average Min Accuracy Max Accuracy Std-Dev
1 49.65% ± 0.55 28.68% 80.30% 10.76
5 50.57% ± 1.23 28.67% 84.29% 11.84
10 50.25% ± 1.73 28.57% 78.69% 11.64
20 48.60% ± 2.42 25% 74.19% 12.69
the classification results. The highest classification accuracy was achieved using a 5 second
window, where the session with maximum accuracy obtained 84.29%, while the average of
classification accuracy across all participants was 50.57%.
Moreover, the details of classification results have been reported herein for one individual
participant to show recall and precision associated with each single task. This model achieves
accuracy of 49.65% in which eye gaze tracking data was used to predict the task that has
been undertaken. Subsequently, Table 5.15 shows the performance for the classification
model using window size of 1 second length, whereby the rows show the actual task labels
and the columns shown the predicted labels alongside the recall and precision per each label
i.e. task.
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Table 5.15 Confusion matrix using eye gaze tracking for task classification for one individual
participant. The overall accuracy of this model is 49.65%
Confusion Matrix
Predicted Recall
OS Online Excel Pacman
Actual
OS 114 0 72 15 0.567
Online 68 17 58 6 0.114
Excel 42 7 1 80 6 0.766
Pacman 66 2 23 49 0.35
Precision 0.393 0.654 0.541 0.645
5.9 Summary
In this Chapter, different approaches and mapping schemes have been explored to employ
extracted features from eye gaze tracking data, and to probe the relationship between pupil
size and other eye gaze-based features, with self-reporting subjective tools, i.e. the NASA-
TLX and SAM Scales, on different UIs for a range of computerised tasks.
NASA-TLX allowed participants to assess their performance whilst working on the
given task and corresponding workload, and related efficiency aspects. Thus, NASA-TLX
subscales have been studied and employed in this chapter, particularly the relationship
between each individual dimension with the pupil size. Since it is widely reported that
pupil size is strongly correlated with mental workload, i.e. the magnitude of pupil dilation
is considered proportional to the mental effort required to process a task, which is known
as the Task-Evoked Pupillary Response (TEPR) (Iqbal et al., 2004). Therefore, the study
presented in this chapter went someway to validate this theory. However, despite the fact the
results reported herein show small correlation coefficients, they show statistically significant
relationships. Subsequently, this study can be used as indicative towards the TEPR.
On the other hand, SAM scales were used to let participants inform about their emotional
experience whilst interacting with specified tasks. As shown in the results, the Arousal-
Dimension of SAM scales achieved moderate statistically significant correlation coefficients
with pupil size features. Providing that Arousal-Dimension scores refer to the amount of
activation and agitation experienced during undertaking the task. This is relevant to a TEPR,
which entails information about stress, effort, and performance from pupil size.
Additionally, several methods were deployed throughout the analysis such as normalising
self-reporting as well as applying standardisation. Performing a rescaling on the self-reporting
scores is also important in the analysis instead of sufficiency of using raw scores, in order to
make scores per subject more consistent and aligned to normal distribution in addition to
removing some of the potential bias among different participants. This perhaps posteriorly
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enhances and improves the analysis, or may be negatively affecting the results. Consequently,
the reported results showed that normalised and standardised scores did not improve the
coefficients values in the correlation between pupil size features and NASA-TLX scores.
In contrast, normalisation and standardisation produced marginally similar or even better
correlation coefficients with SAM scales scores. Therefore, there is no conclusive rule
for data adjustment and rescaling in statistical analysis, due to relative discrepancy among
participants, besides the perplexity of human feelings that makes participants incompetent to
assess different dimensions of the used self-reporting tools and questionnaire properly.
Furthermore, different mapping schemes were used for splitting and transforming pupil
size values into pupil dilation levels. As such, an empirical approach is plausible since the
divergence of characteristics between the tested UIs and the computerised tasks. Wherefore,
trials of several splitting approaches with a view to use dilation levels instead of pupil size
values, have been adopted to calculate the percentage of each dilation levels. The correspond-
ing correlation coefficients between percentages of each dilation levels and the self-reporting
scores were calculated and showed significant correlation as well. Percentages of pupil
dilation levels that occurred during individual tasks were also computed and discussed using
the four mapping schemes. Accordingly, pupil size that mapped to high level during gaming
context was the uppermost percentage over other tasks. Providing that user’s behaviour
whilst playing games requires participants to be more engaged and needs larger amount of
effort and mental processing. For this reason, game-based tasks are employed for measuring
cognitive load and users engagement more than other contexts.
The studies and experimental results discussed in this Chapter investigated the hypotheses
that are related to possible relationships between eye gaze tracking data and different scores
of self-reports, which are given for the tasks and the affective and cognitive load levels, in
addition to the hypothesis about the eye gaze behaviour across different UIs. Consequently,
the validation of these hypotheses to be true, enriches the findings that help to answer the
research question, what is the best method that can be used as input channel to capture the
user state that would be useful for adaptive HCI?.
To conclude, there is a relationship between agitation and mental processing, and pupil
dilation. Which becomes reasonably practicable through deploying techniques that track
pupillary response behaviour using eye-trackers. Whereby endowing machines with the
capability to perceive the user’s cognitive load and the amount of mental effort, they become
able to make the appropriate adaptation accordingly. Following chapter will elaborate in
details the the benefits of evaluating the cognitive load and mental processing effort to
facilitate the overarching objective to design and implement adaptive HCI as well as the
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guideline of exploiting such techniques that promote the generation of a more intuitive and
reliable relationship between users and computers.
Chapter 6
Facial-Based Features and Eye
Gaze-Based Features
6.1 Overview
This following chapter further investigates the synchronised data (i.e. facial-based features
and eye gaze-based features) from the two input modalities, which was acquired during
the Data Collection Study previously described in Chapter 3. With a view that these input
perception modalities have common properties. For instance they are deemed unobtrusive
equipments, also they are slightly similar in terms of the nature that both of them are visual-
based channels. In other words, they can operate and populate data about the user at a
distance, and without the need for physical contact. Subsequently, there are different analysis
approaches adopted within this PhD project using this data, that mainly involve classification,
bivariate correlation and linear regression.
Firstly, the experiments and analysis given hereafter were performed to find out the
relationship between the two visual-based perception input modalities via regression analysis.
Therefore, an analysis approach was used that proposed to track the pupil size from facial-
based features, which are features extracted from fiducial points of the boundary area of the
eye, including eye and eyebrow. Subsequently, the work examines a hypothesis that there
is a correlation among features extracted from different visual-based channels, particularly
webcam and eye gaze tracking data. In short, a linear regression model was created, whereby
making pupil size that was captured from the eye-tracker as dependent variable, and the
independent variables were the facial-based features. Subsequently, this approach employs
distance-based features that were extracted from facial point markers located around the
eyebrow and the eye area.
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Secondly, the other part of experiments that have used data from both channels, which
are presented afterwards, examines the hypothesis that features populated from the visual-
based channels, i.e. webcam and eye tracker, can be used for task classification. Therefore,
experiments were performed to compare and investigate the patterns of the data populated
from the two different input modalities, versus different UIs and designated computerised
tasks, as previously described in Chapter 3. The analysis approach conducted for this
employed supervised learning-based classification, whereby, given computerised tasks (i.e.
different UIs) are the labels of the classifier, and the feature vector comprised from facial-
based and eye gaze-based features together are the predictors.
A discussion has been provided in conclusion of each section, which attempts to show
the benefits and the importance of these techniques.
6.2 Methodology
Facial-based and eye gaze-based features might be related as they are both captured via visual-
based input modalities. Subsequently, two studies presented in this chapter involve exploiting
visual-based input channels, namely facial-based features and eye gaze-based features, in
an attempt to validate two hypotheses: the hypothesis that there is a correlation between
facial-based and eye gaze-based features, and the hypothesis that tasks can be recognised
from the pattern of features extracted from facial landmarks and eye-gaze behaviour features.
The first study has been carried out through a linear regression analysis between pupil size
dilation and distance-based features from facial landmark points captured from normal
webcam. Linear regression has been used to explore the existing relationship in addition to
using the generated linear regression model to predict future dependent variable values in
the presence of independent variables, which means to approximate the pupil dilation from
facial-based features rather than using a specialist infra-red eye-tracker. The second study
has been conducted via a supervised classification approach that uses the tasks to be the
target variable, while the predictor variables are either facial-based features, eye gaze-based
features, or a combination between both. The classification experiments exposes the pattern
of each set of features across the different tasks. Therefore, by endowing computers the
ability to identify the pattern of facial-based and eye gaze-based features across different
tasks and UIs through exploiting the visual-based input modalities, achieving the desired
task-based adaptation of HCI may potentially become more possible.
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6.3 Tracking and Evaluation of Pupil Dilation via Facial
Point Marker Analysis
Pupillary behaviour and dilation have been considered in the literature as an effective input for
the measurement of cognitive workload and stress. However, using eye-trackers sometimes
is disadvantageous. First, although new affordable trackers exist, still they are not cheap in
comparison to webcams. Furthermore, occasionally eye tracking data becomes unreliable
and invalid due to certain factors related to the user, such as cases when the pupil is too wide
so it confuses the eye tracker, or may be occluded by the eyelids or big eyelashes (Schnipke
and Todd, 2000). For these reasons, the work presented in these experiments is an attempt to
find an alternative approach that can facilitate measuring (i.e. tracking) the pupil dilation
using pervasive webcam technology, and employing distance-based features extracted from
facial point markers of the eye bounding area. Subsequently, the hypothesis tested is that
pupil dilation can be tracked by means of facial point markers captured via a normal webcam.
Generally, many of the currently available eye trackers do not give the absolute pupil size
or diameter, rather they give a relative estimation of the pupil in arbitrary units. Moreover,
because the variation of the pupil size is more informative than the absolute size, in the
current work, the correlation between pupil dilation measurement using an infra-red eye-
tracker and the features extracted by analysing frames captured using a typical webcam were
investigated, specifically facial landmark points of the region containing the eye and the
eyebrow. Therefore, in this work a new approach for pupil dilation evaluation using features
extracted using normal webcams is proposed. Accordingly, the following sections will
provide more details on the analysis process, comprising feature extraction, representation
and linear model generation and results. Therefore, the following subsections present the
methodology and the approach that has been undertaken together with the details of the
experiment followed by a discussion.
6.3.1 Method and Experiments
The approach followed in these experiments involves the analysis of data from many partici-
pants who performed different activities using computer software. As presented in Chapter 3,
the underlying experiment applied to typical human-computer interaction sessions carried out
by different people, where each session involved the synchronised recording of two inputs:
(1) webcam with resolution of 480x640 pixels; (2) eye-tracker (Eye-Tribe). The webcam
recorded video at 30 frames/second, likewise the eye-tracker had a sample frequency of 30
frames/second.
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(a) Facial point markers locating eyebrow and eye. (b) Distance-based features linking facial points.
Fig. 6.1 Facial-based features for eye area including eye and eyebrow.
For the purpose of investigating the correlation between the synchronised input data, each
frame from the video recording is associated to the corresponding sample acquired by the
eye-tracker.
Moreover, the eye-tracker generates the pupil size in an arbitrary unit, a relative metric
that depends on the calibration and the distance between the tracker and the users’ eyes.
Consequently, there is no need for any pre-processing of the eye-tracking data, as the pupil
sizes are automatically generated in real-time with each sample by the software driver that
populates the data from the device. Besides, the video recording frames captured at a sample
rate of 30 frames/second were associated synchronously with the eye gaze sample. If a
corrupted video frame or eye gaze sample was observed, the corresponding time sample was
excluded from the analysis.
A pre-processing step took place in order to extract features from the facial image frames
of the recorded videos. Initially, the face region was located using the Viola-Jones algorithm
for object detection (Viola and Jones, 2001). Following this, the "Chehra" facial landmark
points detector was used to detect the location and shape of facial components, in particular
the eyebrows and eyes (Asthana et al., 2014), whereby the eyebrow is depicted using five
facial point markers and the eye using six facial point markers, as illustrated in Figure 6.1a.
Additionally, a distance-based feature representation was implemented by measuring the
Euclidean distance among all generated points, as suggested in Chapter 4, resulting in 55
features produced from a combination of 11 points for each eye, as illustrated in Figure 6.1b.
Ultimately, each instance of the combined data represents one second of the session,
composed of the eye-tracker measurements (primarily the pupil size), and was considered
the dependent variable in the regression model, with the distance-based features extracted
from the video recording image frame considered as independent variables.
Accordingly, as shown in Figure 6.2, the acquired recording of each session is pre-
processed and populated to find the relation between the extracted features and the pupil size.
Therefore, a regression model of the prepared data from the recording was generated for
each session. Subsequently, the correlation between the actual values of the pupil size, and
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the predicted values given using the generated linear model used as an objective function to
calculate the fitness of the model. In other words, the two sets of data, which are distance-
based features extracted from points captured by webcam and pupil size value extracted
from the Infra-red eye-tracker. Furthermore, WEKA explorer was employed using 10-fold
cross validation to measure the performance of the generated model (Witten et al., 2016).
Moreover, for generating the linear regression model, the M5 attribute selection method is
used, which is implemented within WEKA toolkit, which steps through the independent
variables and eliminates the ones that are associated with small standardised coefficients until
no improvement is observed in the estimate of the error based on the Akaike Information
Criterion Measure.
Fig. 6.2 Overview of the process carried out to extract features from the fiducial points of
the eye and eyebrow until generation of the regression model; the data are prepared and
combined to build the linear regression model, with the pupil size as the dependent variable,
and the distances features extracted from the fiducial points as an independent variable.
A variety of measurements have been used within the experiments to present the goodness
of fit, which are the following: Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, Coefficient of Determina-
tion (i.e. Adjusted R-Square), Root Mean Squared Error (RMS-Error), and the P-value is
calculated to indicate statistical significance, where tests conducted herein were significant
with p < 0.001.
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Table 6.1 Summary of the recorded sessions with eye-gaze recording status.
Recorded Sessions Number of Sessions Percentage with Respect to Overall
Overall 168 100%
With Glasses 60 35.70%
Invalid 33 19.60%
Invalid with Glasses 20 11.90%
Invalid without Glasses 13 7.70%
The 42 participants participated were interacting with the predefined computer-based
tasks including: (T1) a basic operating system task; (T2) an online shopping task; (T3) a
spread-sheet manipulation task; (T4) video game-based task. Subsequently, from the Data
Collection Study, 168 sessions were recorded from 42 participants, where each participant
recorded four sessions, and each session corresponded to a single task.
6.3.2 Results
The correlation coefficient that is currently being investigated, was examined between the
input channels for all participants, although recordings obtained from some sessions were
considered invalid due to different reasons, as will be mentioned later. Table 6.1 summarises
the information about the recorded sessions and the percentages of valid/invalid sessions,
with corresponding information about whether or not the participants wore glasses during the
sessions. Subsequently, 15 participants were wearing glasses during the experiments, who
recorded 60 sessions, which represents 35.7% of the overall number of sessions. Although
the eye-tracker can work over the glasses, it decreases the quality of the recorded eye-
tracking data and the reliability. Furthermore, 33 sessions of data were considered as
invalid as the number of invalid frames of the acquired eye-tracking data outnumbered the
valid frames. Additionally, 20 of the invalid sessions were from participants who wear
glasses, which represents 19.63% of the overall number of recorded sessions. Consequently,
glasses influence the performance of infra-red eye-trackers, even though calibration for some
participants was good enough to achieve strong correlation, as given in the regression model
results. These causes and other environmental conditions affected the calibration process,
which subsequently impacts on the overall system performance and the resulting accuracy
level of the eye-tracker. Regarding the generated regression models, Table 6.2 presents a
summary of the analysis from the linear regression models that were applied to each of the
generated features from each single session, with the session models that achieved strong
correlation are shown, i.e. r > 0.5.
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Table 6.2 Linear regression models summary using 10-fold cross validation, with p-value
<0.001.
Task Correlation Coefficient Adjusted R-Square RMS-Error Glasses
T3 0.858 0.737 0.953 No
T4 0.801 0.642 2.223 No
T4 0.786 0.618 1.963 No
T1 0.782 0.611 1.265 No
T2 0.739 0.546 1.396 No
T3 0.677 0.458 1.539 No
T3 0.671 0.45 1.601 No
T2 0.642 0.412 1.538 No
T3 0.64 0.41 1.414 Yes
T3 0.633 0.401 1.357 No
T4 0.623 0.388 2.526 No
T1 0.621 0.386 1.593 No
T2 0.609 0.37 1.516 No
T2 0.593 0.352 1.657 No
T4 0.587 0.344 3.261 No
T1 0.588 0.975 1.421 No
T2 0.588 1.201 1.802 Yes
T1 0.586 1.214 1.641 No
T4 0.582 1.772 2.368 No
T4 0.580 1.764 2.313 Yes
T4 0.578 1.605 2.330 No
T4 0.571 2.274 2.964 Yes
T1 0.568 0.958 1.275 Yes
T4 0.564 2.005 2.778 No
T4 0.546 2.683 3.358 No
T4 0.532 2.362 3.118 No
T1 0.528 1.129 1.531 No
T1 0.512 0.883 1.140 No
T3 0.510 1.611 2.068 No
T4 0.510 2.825 3.685 No
T1 0.508 1.574 1.962 No
T2 0.507 1.395 1.787 No
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Table 6.3 Summary report of the regression model of the recorded session that achieved the
highest correlation coefficient, which is in the first row of Table 6.2 . This model generated
from a session where the participant conducting a spread-sheet task.
Regression statistics output Value
Correlation coefficient 0.8584
R Square 0.736924313
Adjusted R Square 0.7368
Mean absolute error 0.7218
Root mean squared error 0.9535
Relative absolute error 44.9466%
Root relative squared error 51.2949%
Total Number of Instances 7825
From the results given in Table 6.2, it is concluded that pupil size correlates with distance-
based features extracted from fiducial points of the eye area. Whereas data from 34 session
recordings yielded strong correlations greater than 0.5, many other sessions produced moder-
ate correlations. Additionally, all of them are statistically significant with p-value < 0.001.
Accordingly, as it can be read from Table 6.2 that there is a statistically significant strong
positive correlation between the distance-based features extracted from 11 points located
around the eye area (i.e. including the eye and eyebrow), and the pupil size.
Moreover, the session data that achieved the highest correlation coefficient of the generat-
ed regression model is T3, as given in Table 6.3, which is a spread-sheet based task, with a
correlation of 0.858, Adjusted R-Square of 0.737, and RMS-Error of 0.953. Furthermore, the
homogeneity of variance is clearly visible, as shown in Figure 6.3, which assures that the
variance around the linear regression line is approximately the same across different values
of the independent variables that are the distance-based features.
Nevertheless, the discrepancy among the results obtained from different sessions is
potentially due to a variety of reasons. The video frames were recorded using a typical
in-built webcam, which captures images with a fair level of quality. Additionally, the
illumination factor plays a very important role that potentially affected the quality of the
recorded video and the eye-tracker data during some sessions. Furthermore, the eye-tracker
recording during some sessions was invalid as the calibration setup had not been properly
executed. During other sessions, the acquired eye-tracking data was intermittent due to the
participant’s head moving while interacting with the tasks, therefore the position of the eyes
went beyond the range of the eye-tracker at times. It may be partially due to these reasons
that low correlation coefficients were obtained from the data populated during these sessions.
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Fig. 6.3 Scatter plot shows the homoscedasticity of input features with approximately same
variance around the regression line. This model generated from a session where the participant
conducting a spread-sheet task, the generated linearly regression model achieved correlation
coefficient of 0.858.
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6.3.3 Discussion
Identifying and tracking user’s cognitive state and mental workload by means of unobtrusive
devices such as visual-based input modalities is a key for helping the user to achieve his/her
goals and complete the task. It offers an opportunity and open new ways that facilitate
automated intelligent for Adaptive style of Human-Computer Interaction. Regardless the
cause of the cognitive load causes, it is important that to maintain the amount of cognitive
load within the total cognitive capacity, in order to avoid cognitive ageing that resulted from
working-memory capacity reduction due to irrelevant information, which consequently slows
down mental processes, and thus affects the overall performance (Van Merriënboer and
Sweller, 2005).
Therefore, tracking pupil dilation as an indicator of cognitive load is very important in this
context. However, despite the fact that eye tracking is successful to be used to assess and track
user’s cognitive load and mental processing; until these day it is not considered pervasive
and commonly used such as webcams. Subsequently, the proposed way of validation in this
Chapter is a novel approach that evaluates and discloses the efficiency of using webcam
captured frames, and correlates facial-based features with the measurements populated from
synchronised eye-tracker, in a typical usage of user interacting with prevalent UIs.
The overarching aim of these experiments attempted to develop an alternative, cost
effective technique for the representation of pupil dilation in order to track pupillary behaviour
from images instead of employing specialised, high-cost eye-tracking devices, which typically
require specialist expertise during setup and calibration. Consequently, these experiments
given here examined the validity of the the hypothesis that eye gaze data con be used to
model user’s cognitive states, and respond to the second research question that eye gaze
tracking data is a suitable channel for perceiving and modelling users states in HCI contexts.
The approach was validated using the aforementioned set of video recordings acquired from
real human-computer interaction sessions, which focused on a set of predefined, typical
computer tasks. The facial and eye-gaze behaviours were recorded using a standard built-in
webcam and an infra-red eye tracker respectively.
As a result, a strong correlation between the pupil size and distance-based facial features
was observed for some of the sessions acquired from the Data Collection Study. Consequently,
this suggests that one might be able to track the pupil behaviour using widely available
webcams that come with almost all computers and smart phones. It is anticipated that there is
great potential in the use of common webcams in determining pupil dilation using established
computer vision techniques.
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6.4 Task Classification via Visual-Based Input Modalities
Combination
As previously mentioned, there is a need for another approach that empowers computers
to perceive more about the task that is being conducted by users, so it can facilitate further
adaptation that fosters task completion, resulting in a more reliable and efficient form of HCI.
Subsequently, the aim of the work presented herein is to explore the relationship between the
category of software application in use, and the physiological measurements, in particular
visual-based channels including facial expressions and eye gaze metrics. This investigation
examines the hypothesis that visual-based features can be used to classify different types
of UIs, i.e. different HCI tasks. Therefore, this section describes the experiments that have
been carried out, that explore user-driven task-based classification, whereby the classification
model is capable of predicting the type of the interactive task that the user is currently
undertaking. The classification algorithm used a feature vector that is composite from visual-
based input modalities, i.e. facial expression via webcam, and eye-gaze via eye-tracker.
6.4.1 Method and Experiments
A number of supervised classification experiments have been carried out. Where each
experiment manipulates data from two different input channels captured from the 42 par-
ticipants who took part in the Data Collection Study, previously described in Chapter 3.
Firstly, facial-based features have been extracted from fiducial landmarks generated from the
users’ facial expressions, as previously described in Chapter 4. Secondly, eye-gaze based
measurements have been generated from the users’ eye tracking data, which is described
in Chapter 5. Thirdly, feature vectors have also been generated using a combination of the
data from the two previously mentioned input channels, which will be given in this section
along with details of the method of feature representation that have been used as well as
the results obtained. The quantitative analysis adopted for the present experiments uses
classification accuracy, obtained from a supervised machine learning approach as a measure
of the relationship between features extracted from visual-based inputs and the computer
task, i.e. UI, that is being performed.
As depicted in Figure 6.4, the combination-based feature vector resulted from concate-
nating the facial-based vector, composed of 1176 features as described in Section 4.3, with
eye-based vector that comprises 26 features as described earlier in Section 5.8. Subsequently,
the resultant vector represents the fused combination-based vector containing 1202 features.
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Fig. 6.4 The combination-based vector that composed of facial-based and eye-based features.
Table 6.4 Classification accuracy average across all subjects using the three types of features:
Facial-based, Eye gaze-based, and Combination-based.
Feature Vector Type Classification Accuracy
Average Standard Deviation
Facial-Based 85.52% ± 0.38 6.57
Eye Gaze-Based 49.65% ± 0.55 10.76
Combination-Based 87.63% ± 0.38 6.61
For both input channels, after the features have been extracted and represented, as
previously described, they were used as predictors, and the corresponding task label used as a
target class for the supervised machine learning classifier. Accordingly, the extracted features
were classified using a prediction model trained using 10-fold cross validation. The number
of instances varies across different participants based on the time needed for that subject to
complete the task or until the recording stopped because the time limit. The average number
of instances is 671.78 across all 42 subjects. Accordingly, the average number of instances in
the testing subset is 67 instances for each fold, where the model trained using the rest of 604
instances on average. In the investigations, the SVM variation C-Support Vector with linear
kernel, as discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, was employed.
6.4.2 Results
As mentioned, evaluation of the classifier used during the investigations carried out, em-
ployed classification accuracy as the primary metric. Table 6.4 reports the average of the
classification accuracy of all the 42 participants data using the facial-based features given
in Chapter 4, the eye gaze-based features given in Chapter 5, and a combination of both
features. As shown, the combination of facial and eye gaze-based features achieved the
highest classification accuracy of 87.63%.
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Moreover, Figure 6.5 shows the classification accuracy for each individual participant
using the different predictor vectors. As may be observed in Figure 6.5, the feature vector
using facial-based data produced a higher classification accuracy across all participants with
an overall average classification accuracy of 85.52%, than the feature vector comprised
of eye-gaze based features, which produced an average classification accuracy of 49.65%
as given in Table 6.4. However, the highest average classification accuracy, 87.63%, was
obtained using a combination of both facial and eye gaze-based features within the feature
vector. Although, it is obvious that combination of both features marginally produces an
even greater classification accuracy, facial-based yielded similar and slightly better accuracy
for a few participants.
Fig. 6.5 Task classification accuracy of the 42 subjects, using facial-based features, eye
gaze-based features, and a combination of both. Lower/upper bounds of the confidence
interval are calculated using a 95% confidence level. The results sorted in ascending order of
the combination feature accuracy.
6.4.3 Discussion
Within the investigations presented, classification accuracy was used as an evaluation metric.
The results obtained showed that facial-based features achieve higher classification accuracy
than the eye-gaze based features for most of the involved participants. Subsequently, the
obtained results indicate that visual-based input channels may provide information about the
UI and the nature of the computerised task being attempted.
Correspondingly, using a SVM classifier, the average classification accuracy achieved
across the 42 subjects is 85.52% when utilising facial-based features as an input feature vector,
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and an average accuracy of 49.65% when using eye-gaze based features as an input feature
vector. Furthermore, using a combination of both types of features achieved an average
classification accuracy of 87.63%. Consequently, although the combination of both features
marginally produces better accuracy, facial-based features permit a task classification model
with a higher degree of accuracy than that obtained when using eye-gaze based features, for
the purpose of task classification of dissimilar UI-based software applications.
Accordingly, this would suggest that facial-based features potentially provide a more
systematic pattern than eye gaze-based features when different user interfaces are used, which
may make it a suitable input vector for categorising computer tasks based on user interaction.
Moreover, the results show that combining facial with eye-based features improves the task
classification process, whereas the classification accuracy of the combined-based features
achieved the highest overall classification accuracy.
On the other hand, eye gaze data is commonly used to identify usability and visualisation
issues such as Area of Interest, as well as examining perceptual and cognitive abilities such
as visual and verbal working memory, which are more closely related to the complexity
of the tasks and the level of difficulty of the same task kind. Despite that, eye gaze-based
features in classification investigations conducted across different UIs of various designated
tasks, did not show a pattern that makes it possible to classify the task (i.e. UI) using eye
gaze-based data. Consequently, the hypothesis of task classification through exploiting
features populated from visual-based input channels is true, although eye-based data alone
does not appear to be useful for task classification, it slightly enhanced the classification
accuracy when combined with facial-based data.
Additionally, it is important to recall that although facial-based features showed good
classification results across different UIs (i.e. tasks), indeed this does not necessarily mean
that there is a relationship between a particular facial expression with specific UI or task. The
difference is that the interchange between user’s facial expressions is noticeable whilst the
user is interacting with a specific UI, attempting a task, more than other tasks, as mentioned
in Chapter 4. For this reason there is a pattern for facial-based features across different UIs.
In this perspective, one can reconcile the results achieved from different studies carried out
and presented in the thesis.
6.5 Summary
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the relationship between the various data types, which
were populated from different channels, primarily visual-based input perception modalities
such as facial-based data that represents video recordings of user’s face, and eye gaze-based
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data, which represents the behaviour of user’s eye that was captured and recorded using
specialised eye-tracker device.
In the experiments presented in Section 6.2, the correlation was explored between pupil
dilation, which is tracked and recorded using infra-red eye-tracker, and features extracted
from low quality video frames that have been captured using a normal webcam during a set
of computer-based tasks, populated from the Data Collection Study previously described
in Chapter 3. Subsequently, the hypothesis that there is a correlation between features of
different visual-based channels has been validated. Furthermore, Section 6.3 talked about
the approach and results of the conducted investigations, for the purpose of computer-based
task classification, through exploiting acquired facial and eye gaze data. Facial-based, eye
gaze-based, along with a combination of these features were used as predictors, with the
task categories used as the target classes, for a SVM classifier that attempted to model
the participants task interaction. Therefore, this assures the validity of the hypothesis that
facial-based features would be used for task classification, which subsequently contributes
towards the achievement of intelligent HCI systems.
It is anticipated that expanding the work in these investigations, in order to exploit
the same perception input channels for the purpose of modelling the user’s affective and
cognitive states, along with the prediction of the task being conducted, thereby embodying
real-time information about the task conjointly with the user’s affective and cognitive states.
Such improvements would potentially act as enablers for the construction of intelligent
computer interfaces within HCI contexts that are analogous to human intelligence within
natural Human-Human interaction contexts. As a result, a more intuitive form of interaction
may be engendered that promotes effective and efficient task completion, in contrast to the
case of conventional non-adaptive HCI. Subsequently, complementing the user’s affective
and cognitive state with information about the task context will reinforce the intelligence of
the machines, so a further step will be achieved towards adaptive and intelligent HCI.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Overview
This work is motivated by the goal to model user states whilst interacting with a UI in
general. The investigations aimed to pave the road-map of the elementary components that
facilitate adaptive HCI. In particular, endowing computers the capabilities to perceive user’s
affective and cognitive states through analysing non-verbal visual cues, which comprise facial
expression and eye gaze behaviour. Therefore, different approaches and techniques have
been proposed, tested and validated, in terms of the exploited input channels, methods of
feature extraction and representation, as well as machine learning techniques for classifi-
cation and statistical methods for making other inferences from the data. Furthermore, a
thorough exploration has been conducted to investigate user emotional states in relation to
the self-reported scores within a context of a human interacting with most common used UIs.
Subsequently, the current chapter will recapitulate how the work parts previously presented
addressed the research questions together with the outcomes and contributions achieved.
7.2 User Model and Adaptive Interaction
The idea of enhancing the interaction style between humans and computers has evolved in
many ways and in different directions. With the appearance of Affective Computing, there has
been research more focused toward enhancing HCI by imitating human-human interaction,
which is characterised to be empathetic whilst supporting effective communication via
conversation space (Harper et al., 2008; Picard, 2000b). In addition, this work becomes
focused toward user engagement and production of a more attractive user experience out of
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intelligent computer software that is to interpret actual affective and cognitive states (Karray
et al., 2008; O’Brien and Toms, 2008).
Two case scenarios are given in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2. These demonstrate two
different cases of affect-aware systems, where the systems infer and utilise the user’s feelings,
and attempt to foster the completion of the desired task that they are trying to accomplish.
The two systems are completely different in the services they provide, and the functionality
they afford and serve. However, the pivotal component that should exist in any intelligent
system should perceive non-verbal cues and understand affective states of the user within that
contextual scenario, which provides a key aspect of adaptive HCI or indeed adaptive UX.
Fig. 7.1 Use case scenario of an Intelligent check-in machine.
Scenario presented in Figure 7.1 involves an old man who is digitally illiterate and has
no experience in using computer interfaces. He needs to interact with a computer interface in
order to self check-in and he could not avoid this check-in process. Also, he was confused
and no staff was nearby to help. Therefore, an affect-aware machine would be very helpful
in this scenario. Even though this system does not update or apply any kind of adaptation in
the interface itself; it still recognises the difficulty that the user had faced so it prompted the
help desk to assist the user in completing the task.
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Fig. 7.2 Use case scenario of an Adaptive e-learning system.
On the other hand, the scenario presented in Figure 7.2 involves a slightly different kind
of an intelligent computer software that can predict user confusion with the input of an
unobtrusive eye tracker fixed above the monitor. This sort of system is very helpful for users
and increases the chance to enable them to complete their task efficiently and effectively.
This is important since many users give up a task due to getting stuck in a counter-intuitive
stage of the interaction.
Consequently, the main aspects of adaptive HCI and the User-Model role will be ad-
dressed and discussed. The subsequent section herein will discuss the framework design of
a abstract adaptive HCI. Details of the main entities in the framework are also discussed.
Further details are discussed regarding the exploitation of affective state and cognitive state
perception for the purpose of designing an adaptive HCI. Components of this PhD project
aim to provide a roadmap of the fundamental elements of an Adaptive HCI. Subsequently,
the perspective regarding the operational pipeline of an Adaptive HCI can be illustrated in
the flow chart depicted in Figure 7.3, where computer software tracks and infers the user’s
affective and cognitive states whilst they interact with the UI and progress through the task
that they are attempting to complete.
Vision-based input perception channels including a video feed and eye-tracking are
presumed to capture and populate features that can be utilised to generate a User-Model.
These perception channels represent the crucial element of the overall process that will cause
the adaptation to take place.
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Fig. 7.3 Flowchart depicts the operation of an Adaptive HCI, which the system adapts the UI
or the UX according to the generated User-Model in order to maximise the performance of
the system and ‘guarantee’ task completion.
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The generation of a User-Model will provide the computer with the ability to analyse,
perceive and understand humans and adapt the HCI accordingly in real-time (Sullivan and
Tyler, 1991). Thus, adaptive HCI enable systems to be self-aware of the relevant aspects
that influence or prohibit a user in attempting and completing a computer task (Saffer, 2009).
Therefore, the User-Model in the context of adaptive HCI provides a representation of the
inferred affective and cognitive states of the user at a particular moment of time. This
represents knowledge about the user that the system should use for the personalised benefit
of that user. In accordance with modelled user states and the other application constraints;
the system should be able to make the required adaptation either to the overall UX or to the
UI only, to help the user to achieve the desired goals and complete the task.
Moreover, the whole process of an intelligent adaptive HCI should operate in real-time
and with a high frequency of user tracking until the task finishes and is completed (as the
flow chart illustrates in Figure 7.3). This is important since the affective-cognitive status
of the user is not fixed and changes over different stages throughout the designated task
yielding manifold user responses. In this way, the interaction between the human and the
computer becomes more reliable and efficient fostering task completion and maximising the
performance of the user providing more intuitive and convenient HCI. This would largely
be due to the machine being more intelligent in understanding user states enabling relevant
automated changes to the HCI until the task accomplished.
7.2.1 Framework for Adaptive Human-Computer Interaction
The primary challenge in designing Adaptive HCI is to provide computers with the ability
to analyse and understand the user’s affective-cognitive states from different interaction
modalities in real-time, which requires a flexible, customisable and accurate User-Model
that enables a more pleasurable experience through an adaptive and intelligent system that
guarantees task completion, support and better error handling when compared to conventional
non-adaptive systems (Karray et al., 2008; Oviatt, 2003; Sebe, 2009).
A conceptual framework for Adaptive HCI has been developed and presented in this
chapter, which describes an abstraction of a system that continuously attempts to interpret
and infer the user’s affective-cognitive states whilst they are interacting with the UI. The idea
is to generate a User-Model that leads to an appropriate adaptation style. Consequently, the
generated User-Model should represent the actual states of user that are regularly inferred in
real-time from various input modalities whilst he/she is interacting with the UI. As depicted
in Figure 7.4, the Adaptive HCI framework is basically composed of two components:
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1. Perception Component. The Perception Component is responsible for handling
the input modalities to model user states. Subsequently, the role of the Perception
Component is to model the affective and cognitive aspects of a user whilst interacting
with a user interface, using features acquired from the input perception modalities.
(a) Affective perception means recognising a user’s feelings and emotions (Picard,
2003). Therefore, considering user’s emotions may produce a novel and intuitive
interaction, which potentially improve the user’s performance and fosters effective
task completion.
(b) Cognitive perception will be used to assess the user’s mental and cognitive
workload (Iqbal et al., 2004). Consequently, evaluating the cognitive aspects of
the user while interacting with an interface is significantly important for sustaining
user engagement, resulting in a better HCI quality (Burleson and Picard, 2004;
Chen and Epps, 2014). Ultimately, the output of the Perception Component is
the User-Model, which subsequently will prompt the Adaptation Component to
provide the suitable changes according to inferred user’s states .
2. Adaptation Component. The Adaptation Component uses different approaches to
adapt the UI or the UX based on the application. Subsequently, the role of the
Adaptation Component is to adapt the UI or the UX according to the generated User-
Model and predicted state of the user in a way that supports the user and facilitates
optimal interaction (Picard, 2000b). Different approaches may be carried out to achieve
the adaptation. Therefore, there may be a wide spectrum of adaptation techniques
utilised in order to enable a suitable modification of the UX (Duric et al., 2002), such
as:
(a) Giving ’help’ adjuncts.
(b) Changing tasks organisation.
(c) Modifying the interface.
While the proposed framework aspires to the eventual creation of adaptive HCI, the
overarching focus of the research presented within this thesis has been on the Perception
Component since applying the proper adaptation methods is controlled by the application
constraints. Accordingly, it is anticipated that by integrating both the Perception Component
and the Adaptation Component to work together would potentially achieve the fundamental
objectives of an intelligent and adaptive kind of HCI. Nonetheless, the Perception Component
could be considered a standalone portable component that can be used and integrated within
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Fig. 7.4 Framework for Adaptive Human-Computer Interaction. a) The Perception Com-
ponent is responsible for handling the input modalities to model user states and generate
the User-Model. b) The Adaptation Component uses different approaches to adapt the user
interface based on the application according to the generated User-Model.
different HCI contexts. Thus, the aforementioned figure represents a generic framework of
adaptive HCI.
Affective State Perception
With regard to the adaptive HCI context, detecting the Affective State and information about
the confusion of a user, or any emotional state that is directly related to the interactive task
being undertaken, which predicts an adverse impact on task completion, is considered the
most relevant information for the system in order to apply the appropriate adaptation before
the user abandons the task. Accordingly, a novel terminology suggested from the current PhD
project that is adaptive HCI should be able to detect the User’s Perplexity State. Perplexity
literally defined in Oxford dictionary as "Inability to deal with or understand something"
(Oxford English Dictionary, 2016). Moreover, perplexity is defined in Britannica Ency-
clopedia as "the state of being very confused because something is difficult to understand"
(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2016). Furthermore, its definition in Cambridge Dictionary is "a
state of confusion or a complicated and difficult situation or thing" (Cambridge Dictionary,
2016). Thus, inferring user perplexity in the HCI context is sensible given that confusion in
Affective State detection is considerably important since it represents the actual entry point
for artificial intelligence to facilitate adaptive HCI (Graesser et al., 2008).
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For this reason, the role of the Perception Component of an adaptive HCI is to capture
the episodes when the user is perplexed whilst they are interacting with software. However,
recognising user perplexity and confusion is still non-trivial and a challenging objective
particularly in the context of HCI. Therefore, experiments conducted in previous chapters
investigated the use of vision-based channels for that purpose. Thus, multiple recorded
sessions of a number of people who conducted HCI tasks were analysed using validated
facial-expression detection models, and examined the existing relationship between facial
expressions that refer to the common basic emotional states and the actual feelings they
experienced and reported using subjective self-reporting tools. As mentioned in Chapter 4,
within the HCI context, humans do not express themselves using facial expressions whilst
interacting with a machine or UI. Consequently, the complexity of human emotions and
the strangeness of the relationship between humans and machines provides a challenge in
Affective Computing and relevant research themes.
Cognitive State Perception
Regardless the cause of the cognitive load, it is important to maintain the amount of cognitive
load within the total cognitive capacity in order to avoid cognitive ageing, which results from
working-memory capacity reduction due to irrelevant information. This consequently slows
down mental processes, and thus affects overall performance (Van Merriënboer and Sweller,
2005). Therefore, measuring the amount of cognitive load in the HCI context would be a
practical and beneficial pillar for the Perception Component and the achievement of Adaptive
form of HCI.
As seen in Chapter 5, eye gaze-based data, specifically the pupil size, shows stronger
correlation with activation and agitation of users. This provides greater insight into the cog-
nitive load and mental processing when compared to the correlation between the subjectively
experienced affective states and facial expressions. Also, one of the studies presented in
Chapter 5 showed that the pupil features can be used, quantified and mapped into a dilation
level. Consequently, the pupil size can be used as an index for the user’s cognition, which
is suitable to be exploited and employed as an indicator for the amount of cognitive load
and mental effort and processing being exerted. Pupil size could be used as an index for
the amount of cognitive load as well as mental processing gauge. Thus, the HCI-Viewer
tool, which has been detailed in Chapter 3 and Appendix D, includes a meter that shows the
dilation level of the pupil size in the current moment of the playback together with the video
of the participant’s face and the screen of the UI where the interaction is taking place. The
meter presumed to represent the amount of mental effort which relates to cognitive load.
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Fig. 7.5 Cognitive load meter that uses normalised pupil size of the current moment. The
meter shows coloured ranges of three pupil dilation levels. Each colour represents a dilation
level of pupil size as follows: green [0%-33.33%], yellow [33.33%-66.66%], and [66.66%
-100%].
As shown in Figure 7.5, the dilation levels of the pupil are calculated based on the
encoding scheme that uses equally separated levels that are in turn based on the normalised
value of the pupil size during that session. For illustration purposes, a graph will be addressed
herein for the pupil size changes throughout a whole session of one of the recordings from
the Data Collection Study presented in Chapter 3.
Fig. 7.6 Illustration of pupil dilation changes through a gaming context session. Red coloured
area represents the zone of high-dilation level, Yellow coloured area represents the medium-
dilation level, and Green coloured area represents the low-dilation level of the pupil size.
Figure 7.6 shows the pupil size variation during the session where the participant was
playing Pacman. At the beginning, the participant launched the game and the game took some
time to load. Apparently, in that time the pupil size values ranged within the yellow zone
(medium-dilation level). Subsequently, during this period of time, the pupil size indicated a
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normal cognitive load and a ‘normal’ level of mental effort. In the next stage the participant
started the actual game by navigating the Pacman figure throughout the maze trying to collect
the dots and avoiding the ghosts that roam around trying to terminate the Pacman figure.
During this stage the participant was very focused and the pupil size obviously was dilated to
the maximum level in the red zone, i.e. high-dilation level. Eventually, once the participant
successfully completed the first level, the pupil size started to shrink to the low-dilation zone
for a short time but then settled within the medium-dilation level as depicted in Figure 7.6.
After that in the second level of the game, the participant reported feeling more relaxed as
the required task was already achieved (i.e. completing the first level of the game). Thus,
although the participant proceeding playing, they were not exerting the same amount of
mental effort as used during the first level of the game.
Consequently, pupil size captured using eye-trackers can be used as an index that relates
to the cognitive load and current amount of mental effort exerted on a task in real-time.
Interestingly, this finding of the pupil size behaviour and the mental workload assessment
concords with the Task-Evoked Pupillary Response theory that had been presented in the
Literature Review in Chapter 2. Task-Evoked Pupillary Response is the linear relationship
between pupil dilation and cognitive load resulting from the mental processing and the
working memory demands caused by a task (Beatty, 1982).
7.3 Research Summary
A multi-modal dataset in typical HCI contexts has been collected throughout the PhD
project. The aim of the Data Collection Study, presented in Chapter 3, was to collect features
from different input modalities, which is used to reason about users’ affective states whilst
interacting with common computer software and attempting to complete typical computer-
based tasks. A total of 42 participants took part in the study with different levels of computing
experience, ranging from novice to expert computer users. Furthermore, the material for the
tasks used had been chosen according to a study of computer usage statistics (Beauvisage,
2009), which presented the highest percentages of time spent on computer usage for both
households and individuals. The tasks can be classified into four main categories: (1) basic
operating system tasks; (2) online shopping tasks; (3) Excel spreadsheet manipulation tasks;
(4) game-based tasks. Subsequently, the Data Collection Study was composed from 168
recorded sessions from 42 participants, where each participant recorded four sessions, and
each session corresponded to a single task. Therefore, the dataset was generated to investigate
the first research question: "What are the emotional states that can be detected and utilised for
the purpose of modelling the user within an adaptive HCI context?", in addition to exploring
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the hypotheses derived from the second research question: "What is the best method that can
be used as input channel to capture the user state that would be useful for adaptive HCI?".
Moreover, this dataset can be utilised for further analysis and investigations considering
various aspects related to non-verbal recordings, tasks and UIs and relevant usability issues,
or aspects related to self-reporting tools and methods.
In Chapter 4, a range of methods were investigated for automatic facial expression
recognition using different supervised machine learning techniques against benchmark
labelled facial expression datasets, in order to identify the possible answers for the third
research question: "What are the most efficient machine learning and statistical approaches
to modelling user states within an adaptive HCI context?". The experimental results obtained
indicated a higher level of classification accuracy and robustness is achievable using a
feature descriptor based on Euclidean distance as a representation of facial expressions,
in comparison to using standard Cartesian coordinates from the facial landmark points.
Furthermore, the HPBSVM classification technique presented facilitates more efficient and
accurate classification of the facial expressions. The HPBSVM framework decomposes
the overall classification process into smaller micro-decisions that are made by specialised
classifiers trained differently for each single emotional state. This novel classification method
showed a better accuracy level by making some features more discriminative for specific
classes.
Referring to the first research question again, the work in the current thesis investigated
the relationship between the facial expressions, as defined by Paul Ekman, and the self-
reported emotional states specified by users using Russell’s Circumplex model, in relation to
the actual feelings and affective states as well as the identification of users’ states in typical
HCI contexts. Subsequently, the aforementioned studies employed facial expression analysis
for detecting human affective states in HCI contexts, where users interacted with different UIs
when attempting different tasks. The main conclusion advises that facial expressions cannot
precisely reveal the actual feelings of users whilst interacting with common computerised
tasks.
Moreover, relating to the second research question again, additional studies were con-
ducted within this PhD, presented in Chapter 6, exploited visual-based features for task
classification and pupil size variation tracking. Firstly, investigations explored user-driven
task-based classification, whereby the classification algorithm deployed features from visual-
based input modalities, i.e. facial expression, and eye gaze behaviour. The results indicated
that the pattern alternation of facial expressions across different UIs can entail information
that possibly distinguish between different computer tasks, i.e. UIs. Secondly, correlation
analysis that has been conducted between eye-tracking data and features populated from
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facial expression analysis showed that there is a moderate significant positive correlation
achieved through the use of a linear regression model, which employs fiducial point features
as independent variables, and pupil size measured by an infra-red-based eye-tracker as the
dependent variable.
The aspiration for this research project is to utilise visual-based input modalities to infer
user’s affective and cognitive states, in order to facilitate intelligent and adaptive interface.
To this end, the initial sections of the current Chapter described activities involve designing
an adaptive HCI framework that comprises a Perception Component and an Adaptation
Component. Furthermore, details are provided about the main role of the Perception Compo-
nent to detect and predict the current affective and cognitive states of the user in real-time.
Additionally, the User’s Perplexity abstraction has been defined, which represents the af-
fective state that the intelligent system should be able to capture and recognise in order to
make the appropriate adaptation or assistance that supports task completion and helps the
user to achieve desired goals. Moreover, cognitive load index using pupil size dilation is
discussed, where the mental effort can be inferred by the amount of dilation that occurs
whilst undertaking a task.
7.4 Limitations and Future Work
Regardless of substantial advancements in current technologies, endowing computers with
the same level of intelligence to be able to resemble humans capabilities in perceiving user’s
feelings and emotional states remains a very challenging task. Therefore, further research is
needed within HCI and Affective Computing research themes. Work is needed to enhance
and improve the machine learning techniques alongside feature extraction and representation
methods, where future work could undertake more in-depth experimentation and analysis.
While the collected data within this PhD represents the core foundation of the subsequent
studies that addressed the research questions, the presented data has some limitations that
could be addressed through further endeavours and future work, for example, the recorded
sessions were constrained with time limits and performed within a lab context, therefore it
would be interesting to conduct similar experiments and investigations within a naturalistic
environment without the imposed conditions and constrains of the data collection protocol.
Furthermore, the dataset that has been collected throughout current PhD project can be
utilised for further analysis and investigations considering various aspects related to non-
verbal modelling and interaction styles between humans and computers.
Referring to the overarching aim of the research presented in current thesis, that is
exploiting visual-based input channels to populate facial-based features and eye gaze-based
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feature in order to detect and recognise the spontaneous user feelings and experiences with
HCI context, is possible and achievable. However, more studies need to be conducted to
investigate other input channels for recognising the user’s affective and cognitive states,
along with the embodiment of real-time information about the task being conducted, for the
purpose of making a comprehensive form of self-aware systems to achieve adaptive HCI.
An additional suggestion for future work that could be beneficial in this research area, is
to measure user’s acceptance of using an adaptive form of HCI, through means of design
and development of a real-world HCI context scenario for a system that attempts to perceive
user’s state and apply a suitable adaptation.
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Table A.1 presents a survey of different
models that are related to
Human-Computer Interaction research
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Table B.1 presents a survey of user
modelling in the literature
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Appendix C
Forms of Data Collection
C.1 Data Collection Study Information Sheet, Consent For-
m and Researcher Sheet
Participation Information Sheet 
 
Invitation Paragraph 
You are being invited to take part in a research study.  Before you decide whether or 
not to take part, it is important that you understand what the research is for and what 
you will be asked to do. Please read the following information and do not hesitate to 
ask any questions about anything that might not be clear to you. Make sure that you are 
happy before you decide what to do.   
Thank you for taking the time to consider this invitation.  
 
Study Purpose 
This study aims to populate features from users while they interacting with computer 
software. The features will be extracted from audio that is detected via microphone, 
video that is detected via camera, eye gaze that is detected via eye tracker and 
physiological signal via EEG-headset and wrist sensor. As a participant you will set in 
front of equipped workstation and wears headset and wrist sensor. The collected data 
will be used in subsequent study for analysis in order to build a user model that show 
corresponding affective and cognitive aspects of the user in the context of Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI). This study focuses on your interaction responses and it 
doesn’t focus in your performance while doing a task. 
Data Collected 
The data will be collected in this experiment are: 
• Recorded video for your face during the tasks, i.e. face gestures. 
• Recorded eye gaze behaviour while interacting i.e. gaze movement, blinking 
rate, and pupil dilation. 
• Recorded brain activity using Emotive EPOC headset. 
• Task completion time and state. 
• You will be asked to rate each task before and after attempting the task using a 
self-report form. 
• You will be asked to indicate your emotional state after each task from a number 
of snapshots recorded during each task. 
Data Protection 
All data gathered during this study will be stored on a password protected hard drive 
along with accordance to Data Protection University Guidelines. Furthermore, only 
those persons directly involved in the research project will have access to the data. The 
recorded data (which includes video and audio) in this study will be kept until relevant 
features been extracted after study. Therefore, once all features have been extracted the 
video and audio data will be destroyed.
 
User Interaction Model for 
Adaptive Human-Computer 
Interaction 
Chief Investigator: 
Dr. Leo Galway 
T: +44 (0) 28 9036 6674 
E: l.galway@ulster.ac.uk 
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Participation Consent Form 
 
User Interaction Model for Adaptive Human-Computer Interaction 
 
Chief Investigator: Dr Leo Galway 
 
 
This experiment is part of the PhD project entitled as “User Modelling for Adaptive 
Human Computer Interaction” at the school of Computing and Mathematics in Ulster 
University. Please refer to Subject Information Sheet provided, read it carefully in order 
to sign the consent form. 
 
• I confirm that I have been given and have read and understood the information sheet 
for the above study and have asked and received answers to any questions raised  
• I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any 
time without giving a reason and without my rights being affected in any way 
• I understand that the researchers will hold all information and data collected securely 
and in confidence, and I give permission for the researchers to hold relevant personal 
data     
• I consent that video for my face, eye tracking for my gaze, and brain activity will be 
recorded throughout my participation in this study 
• I agree to take part in the above study    
 
   
Name of Subject Signature Date 
 
   
Name of person taking consent Signature Date 
 
Anas Samara    
Name of researcher Signature Date 
 
 
 
 
 
User Interaction Model for 
Adaptive Human-Computer 
Interaction 
 
Chief Investigator: 
Dr. Leo Galway 
T: +44 (0) 28 9036 6674 
E: l.galway@ulster.ac.uk 
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User Modelling for Adaptive Human Computer Interaction 
Researcher Sheet 
 
   
Reference 
 
 
 
Task:           
 
 
SAMS 
 Valence Arousal Dominance 
Overall    
According to recorded video 
 Valence Arousal Dominance 
Beginning    
Middle    
End    
 
 
Task Completion State Not Completed Partially Completed Completed 
Task Completion Time  
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Appendix D
HCI-Viewer
D.1 Implementation Details of HCI-Viewer
This section will give technical details about the implementation of HCI-Viewer, the de-
velopment kit, the exploited application packages, and the logic implemented within the
tool.
D.1.1 Frame and Layouts
The Java programming language has been used to implement HCI-Viewer, due to several
advantages, including platform independence, fostering rapid development iterations and
the abundance of supported libraries and packages. Subsequently, the Swing toolkit API
has been used to construct the main graphical user interface components. A JDesktopPane
container was created as the virtual base that contains the various sub-views, where each
sub-view is an instance of a JInternalFrame. Figure D.1 presents an actual screenshot of the
current iteration of the tool.
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D.1.2 Video Player
Internally, the VLCJ framework has been employed for rendering the video frames of
the recordings of both the user’s face and the screen. VLCJ is the Java bindings of the
popular VLC multimedia player, through which one can programmatically access VLC
native libraries using Java code (Caprica Software, 2009). Therefore, it is assumed that VLC
must be installed in order to use HCI-Viewer. Subsequently, the buttons in the control box
such as Play/Pause invoke the corresponding VLC player functions
D.1.3 Data Preprocessing
Since the eye tracker usually represents data as a stream of serialised text, a pre-processing
step is needed to make it compatible to be used within the tool. The common format of the
data acquired by such devices are either JSON or XML, acquired at a sampling frequencies
ranging from 25 - 2000 Hz (Andersson et al., 2010). For instance, we used the Eye-Tribe
infra-red-light emitting eye tracker, which provides 30 samples per second as an array of
JSON objects. Each JSON object represents a captured sample that contains measurements
of both eyes including the pupil size, and the X, Y coordinates of the location of both gazes
on the screen. Therefore, the pre-processing process transposes these samples into a map
data structure, where the key represents the timestamp of a sample, and the value represents
the sample object itself. Consequently, the eye-gaze data and associated measurements are
updated and synchronised with the video player using the timestamps.
D.1.4 Fixations Overlay on the Screen Video
As previously discussed, the eye-gaze data is populated in a map data structure, thus, by
accessing the corresponding eye-gaze sample object using the video player timestamp, the
corresponding pupil size and coordinate information can be obtained. Subsequently, by
embedding a JWindow container into the interface screen sub-view component, and using
a Graphics2D object, a filled circle is painted at the specified coordinates, with the radius
calculated based on the area of interest value provided in the configuration options sub-
view. Furthermore, while the video is playing and updating the current timestamp, the
corresponding eye-gaze samples are accessed from the map and the corresponding graphics
painted.
